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FOREWORD.
4

The Board of Trustees of the Central Hindu
College has laid down the following principles on
which religious and moral teaching Is to be given
in all Institutions under its control.

The object of the Central Hindu College being
to combine Hindu religious and ethical training
with the western education suited to the needs of
the time, it is necessary that this religious and
ethical training shall be of a wide, liberal and un-
sectarian character, while at the same time it shall

~BF3eHmfely and distinctively Hindu. It must be
inclusive enough to unite the most divergent forms
of Hindu thought, but exclusive enough to leave
outside it forms of thought which are non-Hindu.
It must avoid all doctrines which are the subject of

controversy between schools recognised as ortho-

dox; it must not enter into any of the social and

political questions of the day ;
but it must lay a

solid foundation of religion and ethics on which the

student may build, in his manhood, the more speci-

alised principles suited to his intellectual and emo-
tional temperament It must be directed to the

building up of a character pious, dutiful, strong,
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self-reliant, upright, righteous, gentle and vv

balanced a character which will be that of a g<

man and a good citizen; the fundamental prii

pies of religion, governing
the general view of

and of life's obligations,
are alone sufficient to it

such a character. That which unites Hindus it-

common faith must be clearly and simply taug

all that divides them must be ignored. Las 1

care must be taken to cultivate a wide spirit

tolerance, which not only respects the clifferen

of thought and practice among Hindus, but wh

also respects the differences of religion among nc

Hindus, regarding all faiths with reverence,

roads whereby men approach the Supreme.

Therefore: -i. The Religious and Ethical !

struction must be such as

Hindus can accept.

2, It must include the special tcac

ings which mark out Hinduis

from other religions.

3. It must not include the distinct!'

views of any special school <

sect.

The Text Book is intended to be studied I

Hindu youths in Colleges, after the elementary 01

and the Catechism have been mastered in scho-

days, It follows exactly the same general pla
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filling in the broad outlines given in the elementary
one, and supplying details which were not before

introduced, lest they should contuse the minds of

young learners.

It follows the same principle of expounding
beliefs common to the vast majority of Hindus,

avoiding special sectarian views. In the Introduc-

tion a very brief sketch of the great Schools is

given, as every youth should know of their exis-

tence and of their distinguishing marks. .

The name to be given to these books was

carefully discussed, and that of " Santana Dhar-
ma" was finally chosen, as connoting the ancient

teachings, free from modern accretions. It should
cover all sects, as it did in the ancient days.

May this book also aid in the great work of

building up the national Religion, and so pave the

way to national happiness and prosperity.
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INTRODUCTION.
*T: l The Religion based on the Ve-

das, the Sand tana Dharma, or Vaidika Dharrna, is

the oldest of living Religions, and stands unrivalled

in the depth and splendour of its philosophy, while

it yields to none in the purity of its ethical teach-

ings and in the flexibility and varied adaptation of

its rites and ceremonies. "
It is like a river, which

has shallows that a child may play in, and depths
which the strongest diver cannot fathom." It is

thus adapted to every human need, and there is

nothing which any religion can supply to add to its

rounded perfection. The more it is studied, the

more does it illuminate the intellect and satisfy the

heart The youth who learns something of it is

laying up for himself a sure increaser of happiness,

a sure consolation in trouble, for the rest of

his life.
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"That which supports, that which holds to-

gether the peoples (of the universe), that is

Dharma."

Dharma is not merely a set of beliefs having

no necessary connection with the daily life of hu-

manity, but it is the very principles of a healthy

and beneficent life. Therefore to know those prin-

ciples and act upon them is to be a true Aryan (or

follower of Vaidika Dharma), and to tread the sure

road to happiness, individual as well as general.

The etymological meaning of
"
religion

"
is also

the same,
** that which binds together."

" Vaidika 3>

means "
pertaining to the Veda or Perfect Know-

ledge." Hence Vaidika Dharma means "
the Reli-

gion of Perfect Knowledge."

One of the most remarkable things in the Sana-

tana Religion is the way in which it has laid down

-a complete scheme of knowledge, and has then

crowned it with a Philosophy composed of six

faces, but governed by one idea and leading to one

goal. No such comprehensive and orderly view of

human knowledge is elsewhere to be found. This

has been sketched in the Elementary Text-Book,

but now requires some further elucidation.

1
Maluihlulrata. Kama Parva, Ixix, 59. .
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THE BASIS OF SANATANA DHARMA.

The ^i%: Shrutih, consisting of the Four
Vedas is the final authority in the Aryan Religion,
and these four Vedas form in their entirety THE
YEDA, THE PERFECT KNOWLEDGE, revealed by
Brahma, seen by the Rihis, and clothed in words

-by Them for the benefit of the Aryan peoples,

H
x

"The Vedas, together with the Itihasas, were

"withdrawn at the end of the Yugas. The Maliar-

shis, permitted by Svayambhu (Brahma), recovered

'trhem by Tapas."

It appears that modifications were introduced

oil such recoveries, which took place at the begin-
11 ing of each cycle, so as to suit the again revealed

"Vedas to the special conditions of the age. For
read in the Devi Bhagavata :

rsrrac ^

Then, in the Kali age, He (Vishnu in the

form of VySsa) divides the one Veda into many
parts, desiring benefit (to men), and knowing that the.

Quoted by SliankaracMrya, and attributed by him to"

asa, Shd-rfoaJca JBhaShya. T. iii. 29-.

Xoc. ctt. I. iii. 19.
-.--
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in-

Brahmanas would be short-lived

telligence
and hence unable to master the whole.

Thus the Sishis are ever watching over_
the

Religion they gave, withdrawing and again g.v.ng

Llation according to the needs and the capaci-

ties of each age. If so much has disappeared

from the sacred books-as may be seen by com-

paring the number of ahlokas said to be contained

to some of them, with the extant shlokas-this

disappearance has been brought about by the Rish.s

for men's benefit.

In Patanjali's MahAbhAfhya much higher fig-

ures, as regards the extent and content of the Vedas,

are given than are found in the now extant books.

Ke mentions 21 shakhas of the Rigveda, 100 of

the Yajutveda, 1000 of the SAmaveda and 9 of

the Atharvaveda. The Muktiliopanisliat gives 21

shakhas of the Rigveda, 109 of the Yajurveda,

1000 of the Sdmaveda, and 50 of the Athawaveda.

Of these but few are now known. x

Each Veda has three generally recognised divi-

sions :

(i) The *ff?crr Samhita, or Collection, consist-

ing of eTfirft Suktani, Suktas, hymns used at sacri-

fices and offerings, the Mantras, on which the

efficacy of the rite depends.

1 Of. on this point the CharaPa-Vyuha.
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(2) The s*r$T*rrR Br&hmanani, Br&hmanas, de-

scribed by Apastamba as containing precepts for

sacrifice, reproof, praise, stones and traditions
;

they explain the connection between the Suktas and
the ceremonies

; they are treatises on ritual, but

Interspersed with the ritual directions are many
illustrative stories, philosophical observations and

profound ideas, especially in the TAndya MaJid-

brAhmana and the Shatapatha Brdkmana. Trea-

tises named ^W^rR Aranyakftni, Aranyakas, or

Books for the Forest, z. e., for study by recluses, are

given at the end of the Brahmanas.

(3) The STfaqnf: Upani?hadah, Upanihats, phi-

losophical treatises of a profound character, em-

bodying the srffflrsrr BrahmavidyS, on which the

Six Darhanas, or the great systems of philosophy
-are built up. They are many in number, 108

being the more important, and of these 10 or 12

are called Major, and the rest Minor. The Major
have been commented on by the founders of the

leading schools of Vedftnta, or by their early

cfisciples.

The Samhita, or Collections of the Mantras of

the Rigveda, contains 1017 Suktas, arranged in

xo *ror^rf% Mandaiani, Mandalas, literally circles.

The Suktas are for the most part prayers to, and

Iiivocations of, the Devas, but we shall find later that

the One Supreme Existence is also definitely taught
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in this ancient Aryan book. It Is the book of

the fr^Tf Hota, the priest who pours offerings into the

fire, and, as Its name implies, is the knowledge of

Ilichas, or laudatory verses, to be recited aloud at

the time of the sacrifice.

The Samhita of the Yajurveda consists of forty

AdhyayaSj or chapters, containing 1886 shlokas>

about half of which are also found in the Rigveda*

There are tv/o main versions of it, the: Krishna, the

black, or Taitlirtya, in which the Samhita and Br&h-

mana are mixed up ;
and the Shukla, the white, or

Vdjasaneya., in which the Samhita is separate from.

the Brcthmana. There are other minor differences.

The Samhita consists of the invocations and prayers

offeree! in sacrifices in the preparation of the mate-

rials, the altar, the bricks, the stakes, etc., etc,.

Details of the sacrifices often mentioned in histories

the Rajasuya, the Ashvatnedha, etc. may here

be found as well as of domestic and other ceremo-

nies. It is the book containing, as its name implies,.

the knowledge of sacrifices, and belongs especially

to the sn^rg : Adhvaryuh (conductor), comprising

his duties in a sacrifice.

The Samhita, of the Sdmaveda contains 15.

books divided into 32 chapters, again subdivided

into 460 hymns. Most of these are also found in the

Rigveda mantras, only 75 being different. The

S&maveda is the knowledge of song, and its hymns
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were chanted by the s^rrar Udgata, at sacrifices in

which Soma was offered. l

The SamhitA of the Atharvaveda is divided

into 20 Kandas, and these again into 731 hymns.

Its earthly compilation is ascribed to the descen-

dants of Atharvana, the Angirasas and the Bhrigus,

to whom it was revealed. It is sometimes called

Brahmaveda, probably because it was the special

Veda used by the srffr Brahma, the chief priest at a

sacrifice, who supervised the whole, and remedied

any errors that might have been committed by the

Hotri, Adhvaryu and Udgatri. The name, however,

may refer to the fact that in the Atharvaveda is also

expounded the knowledge of Brahman which be-

stows Moksha, liberation from rebirth, many of the

more famous Upanishats forming part of it. Fur-

ther, it throws much light on the daily life of the

ancient middle class Aryan, the merchant and the__ E----

1 The Samhita of the Sdmaveda comprises font

different works, the STR^W, the 3>f:, the'g^ET and the

35rK r3PTTT. ^][ these four include the whole of the

Sdmaveda as set; to music. But as the hymns with

their musical notations became wholly unintelligible,

even in early days, they were rearranged into a dis-

tinct compilation, called the Archika. On this compila-

tion Sayana wrote his Bhashja. The figures used on

the top of the mantras in the printed text indicate the

notes of the gamut.



a-riculturUt, as well as on that of the women of the

same class, and thus has a special
historical and

sociological interest of its own.

There are two Brahmanas attached to the

Rigvtda ;
the Aitareya, consisting of 4 Adhyayas

deals with the Soma sacrifices, the Agn,hotra, and

the ceremonies connected with the accession of a

Hn, The Aitarva Aranyaka belongs to this

Brahmana, in which the Aitareya Upaniskat ,s ,n-

cluded 'The Kaushttaki BtAhm***, sometimes

a led also SkMM* " * Adhyayas and

deals with the Soma sacrifices. The
Arabic,

o

the same name belongs to it, and Deludes the

KausWaki Upanishat.
There are attached to rt

also 3 minor Upanfshats.

In the KrMt* Yafurveda there are no separate

Brahmanas'recognised by
two schools, the prose por-

tions mingled with the Samhita taking this p ace;

but a third school separates
these as the Takuya

Banana in 3 Adhyayas, with a
Toit^n Ara^

yak* containing the TaittMy* Upamshat. The

Katha and Shvet&shvatara Upanishats and 31

minor ones belong also to the Krishna 7***'-

The Shukla Yajmveda has ** Shatapotha Brah-

mana in 100 Adhyayas, the Aranyaka of which con-

tains the Bnhadciranyakopanishat,
also called tiie

VAfasaneya ;
the Ishopanishat forms the

last^chap-

terof this Veda, together with 17 minor Upanishats.
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The Sdmaveda has 3 generally known Brah-

manas
;
the Talavak&ta, which includes the Keno-

panishai\ the Panchavimsha, containing 25 books
;

the ChMndogya Biahinana, including the Upa-
nishat oi' \ L name, and 14 minor ones.

The Atharvaveda has the Gopatha Brdhmana
y

consisting of 2 books. Many Upanishats are at-

tached to this Veda in different lists. The Mdn-

dilkya, Mundaka and Prashna are among those

classed as the 12 chief Upanishats, and there are

31 minor ones attached to it in the Muktikopani-
skat.

The 12 chief Upanishats are: the Aitareya,

Kansh itaki, Ta ittirtya, Katlia> Shvetashvatam,

Brlhadatanyaka^ tsha
y Kena, Chhandogya, Man-

dUkya^ Mundaka and Ptashna. The student can

.find the complete list of the whole 108 in the Muk-

iikopanishat..

On these Shrutis the whole fabric of Vaidika

Dharma, the Religion of the Vedas, as it is truly

named, is built. In modern days much criticism

has been directed against the Vedas, because the

occult knowledge, on the possession of which de-

pends the understanding of their inner meaning,

has disappeared. They contain in their entirety a

system by the mastery of which all the energies of

nature may be controlled, for it is the system by
which these energies were vitalised in our universe



at its beginning, and are still directed by Ishvara.

A true Vedavit could rale nature, and all her ener-

gies would be at his service.

It is therefore not wise to conclude hastily that

passages in the Vedas are rubbish, or " the bab-

blings of a child-humanity/' because they are not

Intelligible to the modern student, devoid of Yoga

and of inner knowledge. The student should sus-

pend his judgment whenever he feels inclined to

see absurdity, remembering that some of the keen-

est intellects produced by humanity have seen

wisdom where he sees none, and he should wait

until riper years and increased purity of life have

opened his eyes,

The Yedas are summed up in the Gftyatrt, the

Gayatri in the Pranava, and the Pranava is the ex-

pression of the Absolute. This statement is repeat-

edly made in the Vedas themselves, and occurs

again and again in Samskrit literature. The real

meaning or significance of this mysterious fact can

only be discovered by prolonged study and medi-

tation.

Next in order to the Shruti in authority comes

the tgiS: Smritih, which explains and developes.

Dharma, laying down the laws which regulate

Aryan national, social, family and individual obli-

gations. They are the text-books of law, and are
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very numerous,
1 but four of them are regarded as

the chief, and these are sometimes related to the

four Yugas, Manu being said to be the authority

for the Satya Yuga, Y&jfiavalkya for the Treta,

Shankha and Likhita for the Dvipara, and Para-

shara for the Kali.

g w^rarr:

II

"
[The laws] of Manu are declared for the Krita

Yuga, those of Yajnavalkya for the Treta
;

those-

of Shankha and Likhita are remembered for the

Dv&para, those of Parashara are remembered for

the Kali."

Thus we see that, as in the case of the Vedas,

the Rishis with the necessary authority made alter-

ations and adaptations to suit the needs of the time.

It was this flexibility, characteristic of the Sanatana

Dharma, that preserved it through so many ages,

when other ancient religions perished. The above

saying, however, is in no way followed to-day.

Of the authority of the Shruti and Smriti, Manu

says :

nfr fesNt ^rosn^ g I ^r%:
r^^rf ^rrif r% HT^W II

2

i See the Introduction to Mdndilik's translation of the

ryavaJidra May&kha and YdjnavaUcyx S^fitL

LOG. cit, ii, 10.
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-The Veda is known as Shruti, the Dharma-

asiTs as Smriti: these should not be doubted

refully consulted and considered) ,n all mat-

ters for from them Dharma arose.

Of these Smritis, the two of Mann and Yajfia-

valkya are universally accepted at the present time

as of chief authority all over Ind,a, and Yajna-

valkya is chiefly consulted in all matters of Hmdu

law. The other Smritis are drawn upon when it is

necessary to supplement
these.

Manu, the original lawgiver of the Aryan race,

is said in the Ndrada Smriti to have composed a

Dharmashastra in 100,000 shlokas, arranged in

1080 chapters: this was reduced by Narada to

1 2,000 shlokas, by Markandeya to 8000, and by

Sumati.Bhrigu's son, to 4000. The Laws now

exist in 1 2 books, containing only 2685 shlokas.

Manu expounds the origin of the universe, and

then desires Bhrigu to recite the Institutes as

taught by himself. Bhrigu, accordingly, sketches

the work, and then expounds in detail the duties of

the student (chap, ii.),
the householder (chap, iii.),

and

ofonewhoisaSnataka(chap. iv.);
he then deals

\vith food, impurity and purification,
and with

women (chap, v.),
and finishes the orderly life by

describing the two last stages of the forest-dweller

and the Sannyasi (chap. vi.).
The duties of a 'king

are then laid down (chap, vii.), and the administration
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cf civil and criminal law (chap. viii.). This is

followed by the u
eternal laws for a husband and

his wife," the laws of inheritance, the punishments"
for some crimes, and some additional precepts as
to royal duties (chap. ix.). The rules for the four

castes, chiefly m times of distress, follow (chap. xO,
and then laws on penances (chap. xi.). The i2th
chapter deals with transmigration and declares that
supreme bliss is to be gained by the knowledge of
Atma, on whom "

the universe rests."

The Y&jftavalkya Smriti consists of 3 Adhyd-.
yas, or chapters, which contain 1010 shlokas.
They deal

respectively with AcMra
(Conduct)',

Vyavahira (Civil Law), and Priyashchitta (Pen-
ances). In the first Adhyaya the duties of the
Castes and Ashramas are expounded, foods are
dealt with, gifts, offerings, certain rites, and the
duties of a king are explained. In the second,
:Ivil law and procedure and punishment for crimes
are laid down. In the third, purifications are

?Iven, and these are followed by an explanation of
Juties in time of distress, and those of a forest-

iweller and an ascetic, and some physiological
letails

; then follows a disquisition on the univer-
sal and the individual Soul, the paths of liberation

ind of bondage, yoga, the siddhis, and transmigra-
ion, together with a number of penances.

Next In succession to the Smriti come the-



occurs the phrase :

Vyasa "having recovered the four Vedas,

named the Rik, Yajuh, Sama,
and Atharva, com-

pleted the Itihasa and Parana, called the fifth

Veda."

So also is it written :

wfrff
U

"

-Always, in each Dvapara age, Vishnu, in the

form of Vyasa, reveals the Puranas, as is fitting,

for the sake of Dharma."

Madhava says that "like the six Afigas, the

Euranas, etc. are adapted to give a knowledge of

the Vedas, and are therefore worthy objects of

study,"

i CIMndogyop- vn - ! - 2 -
z

.

Loe - di ~ l
-

iv> 2()l
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So also Yajnavalkya :

11

" The Vedas, along with the Puranas, the Nya-
yas, the Mimosas, the Dharmashastras and the

Angas, are the fourteen sources of knowledge and
Dharma. (The student should) expound the
Vedas with (the help of) the Itihasas and

Eighteen Purftnas are reckoned the chief, and
there are another eighteen, styled Upa-Puranas, or
lesser Puranas. The 18 mtikhya, or great, Pur^nas
are: Brahma, Padraa, Vishnu, Shiva, Bh4gava'ta,
Narada, Markandeya, Agni, Bhavishya, Brahma-
vaivarta, Linga, Vfu-aha, Skanda, Vamana, Kflrma,
Matsya, Suparna or Garuda, and Brahmftnda.
The 1 8 Upa-PurAnasare : Sanatkumara, Narasimha,
Bfihannaradtya, Shivarahasya, Durvasas, Kapila,
Vainana (in addition to the Parana thus named)
Bhargava, Varuna, Kalika, Samba, Nandi, Surya,
Parftshara, Vasishtha, Devi Bhagavata, Ganesha,
and Hamsa.

There has arisen a dispute as to which of the

two, the Vishnn BhAgavata or the Devi Bh&ga-
vata, is the Purana and which the Upa-PurSjna, and -

1 LOG. cit. I. i. 3.

~~~ "~ '
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I
the point remains undecided : but it is certain that

$ both are equally valuable and instructive. The

Devi Bh&gavata is specially fitted for those who are

inclined to metaphysics and science, while the

"5 Visknti Bhdgavata is most acceptable to the

devotional temperament.

! The Pur^nas contain the history of remote times,

*:\ when the conditions of existence were quite differ-

"| ent from those which prevail in our days ; they also

"|
describe regions of the universe not visible fo the

\ ordinary physical eye. Hence it is unfair to regard

j
the conceptions of the Pur^nas as being of the

I same nature as those of modern Science. When
I
7 Yoga-siddhis are developed, the Pauranika pictures

I , of the universe and its past history are seen to

I
be infinitely more correct than those arrived at

I by the modern scientific use of our physical organs

I of perception, however much these may be aided by

delicate scientific apparatus. Certain definite cha-

racteristics of a Purana are given in the Vishnu-

Purana and in others :

u
"
Creation, Secondary Creation \ Genealogy, Man-

\rantaras,, and History, such are the five marks oi

a Purina."

1 Some interpret the word as meaning 'reabsorption,' 'cles
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Vyasa is the compiler of the Puranas from ager

to age, as we have seen, and for this age he is

Krishna Dvaipayana, the son of Parashara.

The other part of the Fifth Veda is the Itihasa,

the two great epics, the Ramdyana and the Mahd-

bhdrata. These are so well known that little need

be said of them here.

The Ramdyana has for author Valmiki, and is

the history of the family of the Solar Race, descen-

ded from Ikshvaku, in which was born the Avatara

of Vishnu, Ramachandra and his three brothers.

The story of their birth, education, and marriages,

the exile of Ramachandra, the carrying off and

recovery of Sita, his wife, the destruction of Ravana

the Rakhasa, and the .reign of Ramachandra, are

detailed at length. The whole gives a vivid picture

of Indian life, as led towards the close of the Tretci

Yuga, and is intended to provide, in the life of

Ramachandra and his brothers, a model of fraternal

affection and mutual service, leading to prosperity

and general welfare, that may serve as a lesson and

inspiration in true Aryan living, and a model of

kingship for all Aryan rulers. It is, perhaps, almost

needless to add, that the life of SitS. has always

been, and is, regarded as the most perfect example
of womanly fidelity, chastity and sweetness to be

found in literature.



the varying fortunes of a family of the Lunar

Race, which, rent by jealousies and rivalries,

perished by internecine strife. Against this dark

background stands out the figure of the Avatara,

Shrl Krishna, dominating the whole, surround-

ed by the Pandava family, which triumphs by

virtue of its righteous cause over the opposing

Kurus
; while, among the latter, shine forth the

heroic Bhishma, Drona, and Karra, the splendid

but doomed defenders of wrongful sovereign!}-'.

The story fitly opens the Kali Yuga, in which good
and evil contend with almost equal forces, and in

which ethical problems and the complicated work-

ings of Karma baffle and bewilder the mind
;
in

the destruction of the best and wisest of the

Kghattriya caste it seems to presage the coming
invasions of India, and in the gloom of its closing

earthly scenes
to^ forecast the darkness that was

soon to settle down on Aryavarta. The main
thread of the story is constantly broken by inter-

ludes, consisting of instructive lessons and stones,

among which are the immortal discourse of Bhi$h-
ma on Dharma, and the most famous jewel of
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Aryan literature, the Bhagavad-Gftd. The whole

forms an encyclopaedia of history, morals and

religion, not surpassed, or even rivalled, by any
other epic in the world.

THE SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY OF

SANATANA DHARMA.

The Science of ancient India was contained in

the q^gTR- Shad-aiigani, Six Limbs, or Branches,

of the Vedas. Its Philosophy was contained m
the qi^^RrR

1

Shad-Darshanani, the Six Views, or

Systems, also called the qriTfirnT shad-up^ngini,

Six Subsidiary Limbs, They are all designed to lead

man to the One Science, the One Wisdom, which

saw One Self as Real and all else as unreal. The

Rishis, realising the unity of all knowledge, made

no distinction between science, philosophy and re-

ligion. All alike were based on the Veda ; the

sciences were the Veclaiigas, the limbs of the
jy^efla,

the philosophies were the Vedopaiigas, otkei* limbs

of the Veda, all culminating in the Vedanta, the end

of the Veda. And they were all summed up to-

gether as the Lesser Knowledge, the Knowledge
of the One being alone supreme and indivisible ;

even the revealed Veda was included in the

former, in virtue of its being revealed, whereas in



II

1

" Two knowledges are to be .known, thus say

the knowers of Brahman the supreme and the

lower. The lower : Rigveda, Yajnrveda, Sama-

veda, A'tharvaveda, the Method of Study, the Me-

thod of Ritual, Grammar, Dictionary [Philology]

Prosody, Astrology. The supreme, whereby That

Eternal is reached."

The six Angas are expounded in a vast mass

of literature divided under six heads
;

it is com-

posed of wsfrfiij Sutrani, Sutras, with commentaries,

A Sutra is an exceedingly terse aphorism, literally

a
"
thread/

1

and it is easy to understand that where

knowledge was orally transmitted, this style of

composition would be exceedingly valuable. It

appears -to be certain that the Sutras were the

summing up of teachings contained in a vast mass

of literature, long lost. These brief condensed

aphorisms obviously contain the distilled essence

of profound and abstruse teachings, These being

lost, the Sutras needed to be again expanded and

1 Mvn&altop , 1. i, 4, f>.
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explained by the teacher, and hence grew up a

huge array of commentaries, containing traditional

-explanations, with the comments of the immediate

writer.

The six Angas, as just mentioned, were :

1. Shiksha, Method of Study : that is a know-

ledge of phonetics, in which pronunciation and

accent were fully dealt with in an extensive liter-

ature, the text of the Vedas being arranged in

various forms or Pathas, which guarded it from

alteration the Pada~ptha, giving each word its

separate form, the Krama-patha, connecting the

words in pairs, and other more complicated

methods.

2. Kalpah, Method of Ritual
;
to this belong

the Shrauta Sut-tas, explanatory of the ritual of

sacrifices in the three fires
;
their supplement, the

Sliulva Sfitras, dealing with the measurements

needed for laying out the sacrificial area, a subject

that entailed full knowledge of geometiy, which

is consequently taught therein (the 47th proposi-

tion of Euclid, Bk. i., is the first subject dealt

with in the Shulva Sutras] ;
the Grihya

relating to domestic life
;
and the Dhat ma

treating of customs and laws, &c.

3. Vyakaranain, grammar ;
of which Panin-i is

the latest great representative, having summed up
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what went before him, and dominated all who

follcnved him.

4. Niruktam, philology, etymology; Yaska

represents this Anga, as Panini represents the

Vyakaranam, and has left a great commentary

based on an earlier work.

5. Chhandah, metre, dealing with prosody, a

matter of vital importance in connexion with the

Vedas, of which the latest and best representative-

is Pirigala.

6. Jyotiham, astronomy, including astrology,

dealing not only with the movements of the

heavenly bodies, but with their influence on human

affairs.

The Six Darshanas are best understood by

being seen in relation to each other rather than in

opposition, for they form, in their entirety, one

great scheme of philosophic truth, They are arran-

ged in pairs.

Nyayah %%f^ Vaisheshikam,

Sankhyam %*r: Yogali.

Mimamsa. %3F?T Vectentah.

The Prasth&na Bheda of Madhusudana Saras-

vat?, after sumarising the Six Darshanas, lays

stress on their unit}'. "In reality, all the Munis

who have put forward these theories agree in wish-
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ing to prove the existence of the One Supreme
Lord without a second ......These Munis cannot be

in error, considering that they are omniscient : and

these different views have only been propounded by

them, in order to keep off all nihilistic theories, and

because they were afraid that human beings, with

their inclinations towards the objects of the world,

could not be expected at once to know the true

goal of man.' 31

As the Shruti says :

\

" Cows are many-coloured ;
but the milk (of all)

has but one colour. Look on knowledge as the

milk, and on the teacher as the cows."

In each Darshana there is a Rihi as Teacher,

who gives its principles in the form of aphorisms,

Sutras, and a *rrsg BhcLshyam, a commentary, re-

garded as authoritative,

On these Sutras and commentaries the Dar-

shanas are based, The object of all is the same to

rescue men from sufferings, and the way of rescue

is the same the removal of ignorance, which

is 3R?: Bandhah, bondage, and consequent union

with the Supreme. Thus the Nyya calls ignor-

1 Quoted in Max Mailer's #?> Systems. Pp. 107, 108.

2
JBrakma-'bindup. 19.
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ance ftunftfT Mithy^jfianam, false knowledge ;the

S^nkhya calls it 3tr?f3T : Avivekah, non-discrimi-

nation between the Real and the unreal ;
the

Vedanta calls it ^rr%ar Avidyi, nescience. Each

philosophy aims at its removal by sTffi Jilanam,

wisdom, whereupon STF^' Anandah, bliss, is enjoy-

ed. This Ananda is the nature of the Self, and

therefore cannot accurately be said to be obtained.

The Self is Bliss, and it is only necessary to re-

move the illusion which causes suffering in order

that Bliss may be enjoyed. The Nyya hence

speaks of its object as STTCIT: Apavargah, salvation

or deliverance, and srrsj: Mokshah, or*fr%: Muktih,

liberation, is the universally accepted goal.

The Rishi of Nyaya, the system of Logic, is Gauta-

ma, and his Sutras are divided into 5 Books. The au-

thoritative commentary is that of Vatsyayana. He

lays down (by grftf: uddeshah) 16 q^rqrp Padarthah,

or topics, into which he divides knowledge, and then

proceeds to define them, (by ^^^rr LakhanA,) and

finally to examine them, (by q*r3Tr Pariksha.) He

begins with snTFf Pram^nam, measure, or proof, or

right perception, which comprises : ^'& Pratyak-

sham, sense perception, ^r^Trr AnumSnam, inference,

^TR Upamanam, comparison, or analogy, and ^[^

Shabdah, the word of an expert, testimony. By these

means objects of knowledge, Jwi Prameyam, are es-

tablished. He then, after discussing the four sue-



ceeding Padarthas, defines syllogism, reasoning, con-
clusion, argument, and then deals with various kinds
of fallacies and sophisms. When man by nVht
reason has freed himself from false knowledge, then
he attains liberation.

The Vaisheshika, the System of Particulars

literally, has for its Rishi Kanada, and for its

Bhashya-kara, Prashastapada. Kanada laid down
6 Padarthas, under which all nameable things
could be

classified-categories, in fact. These are -

**Dravyam, substance; got: Gunah, quality;^
Karma, action

; gratf, Samanyam, what is common

Y-
makes a genus ; ftfrr Visheshab, particularity*what makes an

individual; and TOT* Samavavah
inseparability. 37^.- Abhavah, privation, non-beinff
a seventh Padartha, is required by later philoso-
phers of this School. Kanada has 9 subdivisions
under the head of substances-the 5 -^n% Bhutani
or elements

; *,*: Kalah, Time
; f|^ Dik, Space

-

W?Tr Atma, the Self; and u* Manah, mind. The
universal form of the Self is God, the'individual the
^TOT Jlvatma ; of the Bhfltas, qr^nr: Akashalx is
eternal and infinite, whereas ?r%fr Prithivf, earth
m: Apah, Water, -^Tejah, fire,m Vayuh, air'

are atomic
; the atom,^ Anuh, of each is eternal

but the aggregations that make our earth, water,
light, and air, are temporary; creation is due to the'

conjunction of the atoms, the ceasing of a universe
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to their disjunction.

The S^nkhya, the system of Number, looks

back to Kapila as the giver of its Sutras, but their

extant form is not regarded as that in which they
were originally delivered. There are two Bhahyas
considered to be authoritative, those of Aniruddha

and Vijnana-bhikshu. There is also a third Bha-

hya, by Vedanti Mahadeva. Another and older

authority for the Sankhya is the SAiikhya-kArikA
of Ishvara Krishna with the Bha?hya of Gaudapada,
and the much later Tika called the SAftkhya Tat-

tv&'Kaumudi of Vachaspati Mishra. There is a

higher authority mentioned by Vijnana-bhikshu as

the text book of the Sankhya, and as older than

the present Sutras, ascribed to Kapila himself, the

Tattva-Samasa- Sutras, on which several commen-
taries have been written.

The Sankhya is an account, primarily, of the

"How" of creation; it is often called AnLshvara,

without a supreme Lord, but there is in it no denial

of fshvara, and the repeated appeals to the Shrutt

as the final authority, above perception and infer-

ence, are evidence to the contrary. But Kapila was

engaged with the order of happening, not with the

cause thereof. There are two primary roots of all

we see around us, j^qn Pnrushah, Spirit, g^frfJ Pra-

kritili, Matter. Purusha is many, as appears by the

differences in happiness and miser}", birth and 1



death, etc., but all are of like essential nature
;

Purusha thus may be taken to represent a totality,

the Subject side of existence. Prakriti is the Object

side of existence, and produces 23 substances, 7 of

which share the name of Prakriti, and 16 are ft^TO*

Vikr&h, or r??jcR: Vikritayah, modifications,.

Prakriti, as the opposite of Purusha, is ST^TH*

Avyaktam, the unmanifested, the producer of all, but

itself unprodncecl. From this, in contact with Puru-

sha, are produced in order : f^<=[ Mahat or fT\sT- Bud-

dhih, the Pure Reason; 3TffK* Ahamkarah, the "I"

making principle, the individualising or separative

power ;
the 5 rf?*rr8TrSr Tanmatr^ni,

" measures of

That," the essential powers that later form the

senses. Then come the 16 Vik^ras :- 5 f^?r%sttritf

BuddhindryAni, the perceptive organs, or senses
,-

the 5 ^*if5?r^n Karmendriyani, the organs of

action : ?r?r: Manah, the mind, which is the unifying

centre of the Indriyas ;
the 5 JTfpJtfn^ Mahabhutam,

great elements ether, air, fire, water, earth. After

this enumeration of the principles of the evolution

of the universe, the Seinkhya alleges the ctsp^ Trai-

gunyam, or the triple nature of Matter, its three

Gunas, or constituent factors : H*T ; Tamah, ^:

Rajah, and *Rt Sattvam. When these are in equi-

librium there is no activity, no evolution
;
when-

they are out of equilibrium evolution begins. This

evolution, ^=SR: Sancharah, is next dealt with, and
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the succeeding dissolution, qfro^-' Pratisancharah,

and the meaning of STES^ AdhyStmam, WWS^
Adhibhutam, and ^rfoffrf Adhidaivatam, as applied

to Buddhi, Manas and the ro Indriyas. This is

followed by an elaborate enumeration of activities,

facts, and qualities, that must be studied in the

books on the system, concluding with an explana-

tion of the triple nature of Bandha, Moksha, Pra-

mria and 5.^ Duhkham.

The Yoga, the system of Effort, or of Union,

has, as the giver of its Sutras, PatanjaH, and the

Vyasa Bhshya is its commentary. It is some-

times called the Seshvara Sankhya, the S^nkhya
with an ishvara, because it accepts the Sankhya
as philosophy, and in adding to it a system of

effort which should set the Purusha free, it makes

one of the means of freedom ^roniip-TR
l Ishva-

ra-pranidhftnam,
'"

Self- surrender to the Lord."

PatanjaH then defines Ishvara, as a special Puru.sha

who has not been touched by pain, action, conse-

quences of action, and desires, unlimited by time
,

: rf^ wr^: STOTT
" His name is Om." The Sutras

are 198 in number, arranged in 4 PAdas, and have
as aim the exposition of the means of stopping the

constant movements of the f^tt Chittam, the think-

ing principle, and thus reaching SRnfa: Sam^dhih,
the perfectly steady and balanced condition, from

1
Sutrdni, i. 9<jT

r
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which ^5^ Kaivalyam, the Isolation of the Puri:<ha
* e.j the separation from Prakrit!, can be gained-
One book out of the four is devoted to the descrin.
tion of the I^*I?T: Vibhutih, the powers, obtained k
the course of Yoga, but It is remarked that these

T%^f: Siddhayah, are obstacles in the way cf Sa-

m^dhi, and they are therefore not desirable.

The remaining pair of systems is entitled the

Mim&msS, for both deal primarily with the leadi::^

principles to be adopted in interpreting the text cf

the Vedas. But the Purva Mim^nsa generally bear.-

the name, the Uttara MimansS. being usually
known as the Vedanta.

The Purva, or Earlier, M!mans& has Jaimini as

the giver of its Sutras, Shabara's Bhashya being
the authoritative commentary. It is concerned

with the 5Rqfn<*i' Karniak^ndam of the Veda, that

is with the sacrifices, offerings, and ceremonial.-

generally ;
while the Uttara, or Later, Mimamsa is

concerned with the 5fgr^R Brahma-jnanam of the

Veda, the knowledge of Brahman, The Mimamsa

Sfitras are divided into 12 books, dealing with

the Karmakanda in minute detail
; they also contain

a discussion oi the Pram^nas, which are regarded

as five, Pratyaksham, Anum^nam, UpamSnam,

ArtMpatti (presumption), and Shabda. Authority

is, iij the MlmamsS, vested only in the Veda,

which, Jaimini devotes himself to proving, is of
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superhuman origin.

The Uttara Mimamsa, or Vedanta is the Dar-

shana which may be said to dominate Indian

thought in the present da}', in its three forms. Its

Sutras are the Brahma-Sutras, given by Vy^sa, or

Krishna-Dvaipayana, called also Badarayana, The

Vedanta has three great schools : the 3^3, Advai-

tam, non-duality, the authoritative Bhashya of which

is by Shankara; the i%%5?ksr, Vishishtadvaitam,

non-duality with a difference, with the Bhashya of

Rarnanuja; the f?r, Dvaitam, duality, with the

Bhashya of Madhva. Further, the student of the

Vedanta being expected to travel through three

stages, srwrsni Prasth^na-trayam, the study of the

Bhagavad-Gttdi the Upanishats, and the Stitras,

each of the great commentators, or his early disci-

ples, has written on each of these three, The Bha-

gavad-Git& is the application of the philosophy to

life, the explainer and the guide of conduct The

Upanishats contain the philosophy in an intellec-

tual form, and on them the intelligence is exercised.

The Sutras sum up the philosophy in terse aphor-

isms, intended to serve as the seeds for meditation,

their deepest meanings being only attainable in

Samadhi. For this reason no man was admitted

to the study of the Vedanta until he possessed the

Four Qualifications : \*\vk Vairagyam, (freedom
from selfish attachment to the things of the world,)



: Vivekah, (a strong sense of the distinction
between the permanent and the

transient), ^*tf%:
Shat-sampattih (the six mental and moral re-

quirements, peacefulness, self-control, resignation
-endurance, faith and

collectedness) and 93*7 JIu-
mukshfi, (the longing for

liberation), and "was thus
fit for its reception.

The Dvaita Vedanta insists on the separateness
of the Jivatma and Param&tma.

It teaches that Vishnu is the Supreme Deity,
and formed the universe out of Prakriti, already
existing ;

Vishnu is the efficient cause of the uni-

verse, and matter is the material cause thereof, as
the goldsmith and the gold are the double cause
of the bracelet. Both Vishnu and Prakriti are

beginning-less and endless, as also is Jiva, the in-

dividual soul
;
but Prakriti and Jiva are subordi-

nate to, and dependent on, Vishnu. Vishnu is Sat,

reality, JMnam, wisdom, and Anantam, infinite.

He enters PrakntI called also Jad a- Prakriti as

J
>

urusha, the animating universal soul, and there-

upon follows the evolution of the universe, as given
in the Sa.nkhya: Mahat, Ahamkara, the TanmStras

and the Indriyas. Then follow the Devatas and

Avidyft in five aspects ;
these six, from Mahat to

Avielyci, are called the STFlstft-PT 5 Prakrita-sargah, the

material manifestation. It is followed by the



from Vishnu, and each Jiva is different from-

every other. The Jiva attains Moksha, in which

it enjoys HF*T: Bhogah, eternal bliss
;
this is fourfold'

and the Jiva reaches one or other of the four con-

ditions, according to its deserts.. These conditions

are; ^Tr^c^f Saropyam, similarity to the Divine Form ;

HFcfras Salokyasi, vision of the divine Presence
; ?Ern?T-

s$ Sannidhyam, nearness to God
; OTgpsi Sayujyam,

union with God. This union must not be consi-

dered as one of identity of nature.

The Vishishtadvaita Veddnta is for those who,

conscious of separation, and longing for union with

the supreme, feel the necessity for an Object of

worship and devotion, and find it in the conception
of the Saguna Brahman, the conditioned Brahman,

fshvara, the Supreme Lord. Brahman is the high-
est Reality, the One, but has attributes inseparable
from Himself; from Brahman comes ^s^.* San-

karshanah, the separated soul, which produces

JTfw: Pradyumnah, mind, which produces W%$^
Aniruddhah, the I. These separated souls are SZJTR:

vyaktah, manifested, during the period of activity,
and when S^OT: Pralayah approaches they are



is insisted on but union is sought
The Advaita Vedanta is summed up in thewords i^ft, Thou art That." Brahman is V

guna, without
attributes, and is Real al, e,se is

unreal;
J^tm*

and Paramatma are the samehere no difference. The idea of differeace arises'
from Avidya, nescience, and when the Arm* trans-
cends nescience, it knows its own nature and is free
The universe springs from Brahman, a* hairs from
a mans head; it is the work of Maya. Cause and
effect are one and the same, *rifclT>n%, not two
different things, as an aggregate of threads is cloth
and there is no cloth apart from the threads that
run lengthways and

crossways. The unreality of
the universe, having Reality as it were behind it
has a kind of

reality, like a shadow which could
not exist without a substance, and this justifiesand makes necessary activity of all kinds. Hence
also there is an 3Twf^r Apara-vidya, the knowledge
of the phenomenal, as well as a q?r nrejr Para-vidya,
the knowledge of the Noumenon. Having estab-
lished the fundamental truth of unity, the Vedanta

3
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explains the conditions which surround the

enveloped in Avidyi : the *nfr Upadh*, winch-

makes its illusory separateness,
their grouping as the

iv& Sthula. v& SQkshma and mW sffrafa Karana-

Sharirani and the states of consciousness belonging

to these. While the Atma identifies Itself with the

Upftdhf- It is bound ;
when It knows Itself as Itself,

it is free. For those who are not yet ready foi this

effort after Self-knowledge, ritual is not only desir-

able but necessary ;
but for those who have reached

the point where only the Atma attracts, Jflanam is

enough, Brahman is the goal.

It must not be supposed from this that the

Jnani is an abstainer from action. On the contra-

ry, he best understands action, and has the best

reason for engaging in it.

"Therefore, without attachment, constantly

perform action which is duty, for in performing

action, without attachment, man verily reacheth

the Supreme.
" As the ignorant act from attachment to action

1 Bhagavacl-Gttti. in- 19. 25.
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<0 Bharata so should the wise act without ament
desiring the maintenance of mankind

^
And so Shankara himself- -if 1 i'

-

walked without remission in the path ^^
-others would not have followed in mv eo" o'Lord> The Jnani recognises his d^ies t' %
around him, plants, animals, men, God, i^*;
and performs them the better, because h^act^^
-opened eyes, and without personal ob'ec* t-"

- *.V

fuse his judgment. But lie performs act'-i"-"
'free, and, being without desire, is not bour

V
C!

them. .

"~^" "v

Tbe Six Darshanas may now be seen a* o^r*^
of a whole. In the Nydya and Vaisheshika, a'n^i
learns to use his intellectual powers right! v. -

-.

detect fallacies and to understand the maieria!
constitution of the universe. In the SafikK- "--

learns the course of evolution, and in the Yc^a
how to hasten his own growth. In the ^Itean-sl
he is trained to use invisible world for ::ie

helping of the visible, and in the three schools cf

the Ved^nta he learns to climb from the idea cf

himself as separate from Brahman to the thought
that he is a part of Brahman that can unite ivlta

Him, and finally that he is and ever has been Brant-

man veiled from Himself by AvidyS.

i Quoted iu Max Muller's Six Systeing. P 217.



mind, of the Aryan, disciplined his Kma, his

passions and desires, and evolved and directed his

emotions. It Is said in Ainrita-bind^pcini-

skat :

r%

ii
1

" Manas is said to be of two kinds, pure and

impure : moved by Kama it is impure ^ free of

K^nia, it is pure."

Manas, joined to Kama, was gradually pi

by a life led according to Vaidika rules. Such a

Manas, become pure, was further developed in

capacity by the study of the Angas, was trailed

and developed, and thus became capable of the

strain of philosophic thought. To a mind thns

trained to see and to understand the many, the

Veda would unfold its deeper occult meanings,

such as intellect could master and apply, The end

of all this study was to make possible the evolution

of Pure Reason, Buddhi, which cannot unfold un-

1 Loc. cit. I.
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less Manas is developed, any more than Manas

can unfold without the development of the senses.

It thus led up to the Darshanas, which develope

the Pure Reason, which sees the One in the many,
and then realises its unity with all, which therefore

hates and despises none, but loves all. To the

Buddhi, thus unfolded to see the One, the Veda

would unveil its spiritual meaning, its true end,

Vedanta, intelligible only to the pure compas-

sionate Reason. Then, and then only, is man

ready to reach the goal, the Par^-vidyA is attained,

Atma beholds Itself.

Thus utterly rational, orderly, and complete is

the San fttana Dharma, the Aryan Religion.



" One only, without a second."

. Thus all the Shrutis proclaim,

Infinite, Absolute, Eternal, Changeless, the

All, is THAT, without attributes, without qualities,

beyond name and form, r^^rargr, Nirgnna-Brah-

man,

" Then was not non-existence nor existence...

THAT Only breathed by its own nature: n{>nr(:

from THAT was naught."

IT contains all, therefore can no particular tiling

be saicl of IT. IT is all, therefore can no one lliin^

be ascribed to IT. IT is not Being only, for that

would exclude Non-Being ;
but Be'ing arises in IT,

and Non-Being is also there.

* VI. ii, I. a
Rigvcda. X. ,-\>Jx, I. ti.

\
\
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" When no darkness (was), then (there

day nor night, nor being nor
not-b-.-iug,

Blessed alone."

The same Upanihat says :

atw^R 5fn<rc r^R5% frosmd wr^t ^
" In the imperishable infinite supreme

knowledge ar.d ignorance are hidden."

sroftElr, It is,"
3 such is all that can L-

One mysterious sound alone der- t

which is beyond number and beyond r.-'.:

the Prariava. When Nachiketah press

Lord of Death, to reveal to him the suprer

and when Yama has admitted that he L:

Nachiketah prays :

" Other than dharma and adharma, ci'4 ;er t".

action and inaction, other than past ai;.a r^.'c-

THAT which thou seest, THAT declare."

And Yama answers :

2 Jfrfftoj?, II. vi. 12. 4 Hid. I. ii. 14,
'



is implied in the very existence of universes, and

systems, and worlds, and individuals. IT is not

only recognised in all religion, but also in all philo-

sophy and in all science as a fundamental necessity.

Endless disputes and controversies have arisen

about IT, but none has denied IT. Many names

have been used to describe IT, and IT has been

left unnamed; but all rest upon IT. IT has been

called the All and the Nothing, the Fullness and

the Void, Absolute Motion and Absolute Rest, the

Real, the Essence. All are true, yet none is fully

true. And ever the words of the Sages remain as

best conclusion : %fer %Rr r

" Not this, not this."

Words seem to put far off and to veil in mys-

tery THAT which is in truth nearest and closest,

nay, which is more than close, is our very Self. One

name, perhaps, speaks most clearly, the

Paramatma, the Supreme Self.

" This Atma (is) Brahman."

\
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Such is the truth declared over and over again,

insisted on in various forms, lest it should not be

grasped. As by knowing one clod of clay all clay

is known, as by knowing one piece of gold all gold

is known, as by knowing one piece of iron all iron

is known, no matter by what number of names

men may call the objects made of clay, or gold,

or iron
;
so to know one Self is to know THE

SELF, and knowing It, all is known. l

Moreover, as is said in the Chh&ndogyopanishat :

" All this verily (is) Brahman."

" This
"

is the technical word for the universe,

and the universe is Brahman, because tT^Brf*(f?r r

" therefrom it is born, thereinto it is merged, there-

by it is maintained." 3 All that we see around us

comes forth from that Fullness and is as the shadow

of that Substance. And yet, as the Upanihad de-

clares, we need not go far to seek :

" This my Self within the heart, this (is) Brah-

man."

1
Glilifindogyop. VI. i. 4, 5, 6.

2 Hid. III. xiv. 1.

3
rf^crfrrj; is cqnal to 3

4
Clihdndoijyop. III. xiv. 4.
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It is not necessary for a youth to try to grasp-

metaphysically this great truth, nor to grapple

with the questions that spring up in the thought-

ful mind when it is stated. It is enough that he

should know that this truth is recognised in some

shape or another by all thoughtful men, that it

is the foundation of all right thought, and later

may be known to himself by deeper study. En-

ough for the present in the case of most, at least

.. if he try to /^/the Unity as a centre ot peace

and a bond of fellowship with all. IT is the Heart

of the universe, equally in all and therefore in him-

self; and this may be felt before it is understood

intellectually.

This knowledge is the ParS-vidya", the Supreme
Wisdom, and it is to be gained by purity, devotion,

"self-sacrifice and knowledge.

"
(He who) has not renounced evil ways, nor

(is) subdued, nor concentrated, nor (of) subdued

mind, even by knowledge he may not obtain. IT."

srgr^nr I!

i Eathop. I. ii. 24,

\
\
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" Nor is the Atma obtained by tl- S 'r - *

nor by the
careless, nor without marks of lu^l

the wise, who strives by these means of v^Atma enters the abode of Brahman."
Here is the Supreme Peace, the X-:rv ,n,

Brahman.
" " " v4 *

" The Rishis, their sins destroved. their
removed, their selves controlled/ intent ur-V
welfare of all beings, obtain the Brahma Nirva

Of such a one says Shri Krishna, OTt
f< he goeth to Peace."

But now we read :

"Verily, O Satyakama, this Omkara '<

Supreme and the lower Brahman/'

And again :

" There are two states of Brahman, form full

formless, changing and unchanging, finite a::

finite,
5 existent and beyond ( existence'../

1

V. 25. 2 //</. oc,
4

3
Pmtfinnp. V. 2. 4

SriJif'.^S.'nj^J.'^:. II,

5 Shankara gives thus the ineaning of



this appearing :

"By the great power of Tapas uprose THE:

ONE."

Again, the Wise are asked :

"What was that ONE, who, in the form of the

Unborn, hath established these six regions ?"

THE ONE : that is His Name, for THAT when;-
in He arises is Numberless, beyond Number, a:it.l

being THE ALL is neither One nor Many.
Manu describes that uprising in stately shlokas

: H

1 LOG. cit. X. cxxix. 3.

2 Hid. I. clxiV. 6.
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ll

1

" This was in the form of Darkness, unknown,
without marks (or homogeneous), unattainable by
reasoning, unknowable, wholly, as it were, In

sleep.

" Then the Self-Existent, the Lord, unmanifest,

(but) making manifest This the great elements
and the rest appeared with mighty power, DiV
peller of Darkness.

" He who can be grasped by that which is be-

yond the senses, subtle, unmanifest, ancient, con-

taining all beings, inconceivable, even He Himself
shone forth.

* * * *

" That unmanifest Cause, everlasting, in nature

Sat and Asat, that produced the Purusha famed in

the world as BrahmS."

" This "
is the universe, but here in Darkness,

z. c., in the unmanifested condition, as g^r^TH:

Mula-prakritih, the Root of Matter,
" unknowable."

This becomes manifest only when Svayambhu
shines forth. The emergence is simultaneous

;
for

1 Manusmriti, i. 5, 6, 7, 11.
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3

" When He hath shone forth, all shines forth

.after (Him); (by) the shining forth of Him all

This shines forth."

We have seen that He is the Saguna Brahman,

and He is declared to be in His own nature
^p?j[,

f^q;, 3!ffi??j Sat Chit, Ananda, Pure Being, Pure

Intelligence, Pure Bliss. He is called are* Ak-

hara, the Indestructible One, on whom the other

Prakrit! is woven
;

3 He is the srrm^TOfcqiRT:,

Atma-ntryamy-amritah, the Self, the Inner Ruler,

Immortal, who dwells in the earth, the waters, the

fire, the atmosphere, the wind, the heavens, in all

that is, in the Devas, in the elements, in the bodies

of all beings, the all-prevading.

ir 3[srss[?r:

f

Safe and Asat am I, Arjuna !"

. ix. 19, 2 Kathop. II. v. 15.

'. III. vii. 8.
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II

l

11 Unseen He sees, unheard He hears, unthought
of He thinks, unknown He knows. None other
that He is the Seer, none other than he is the

Hearer, none other than He is the Thinker, none,
other than He is the Knower. He is the Self,
the Inner Ruler, Immortal. That which is other,

perishes."

He is the srwr, ^prrw?^, 2 u
the Self, seat-

ed in the heart of all beings." This is the clearest
idea to grasp. The conditioned Brahman is the

-Self-conscious Universal Ego as against the Non-

Ego, Spirit as against Matter, the "
I

"

everywhere,

always, and in all things, identical in nature with

the Nirguna Brahman, but manifested, with quali-

ties, and always united to Mtilaprakriti.

In the language of symbols, so largely em-

ployed by the Sanatana Dharma, fshvara is repre-
sented by a triangle pointing upwards, the triangle

symbolising His triple nature, Sat, Chit, Ananda.

Ananda

Chit

1 Hid. 23. '2 TMrififtvftJ. <O*vx> v on



sently be explained in many temples.

This idea of the eternal Subject, the Spirit, the

Self, the "
I," being firmly grasped, the student

must next seek to grasp the eternal Object, Matter,.

MOlaprakriti, the Not-Self, the Not-I.

We have already seen in Manusmriti that, in

the unmanifested state, this is homogeneous and

unknowable ;
it is therefore often compared with

the ether, formless but the root of all forms, intang-

ible but the root of ail resistances. Its inherent

nature is divisibility, as that of the eternal Subject

Is inseparateness ;
it is multiplicity, as He is unity.

While He is the Father, the Life- Giver, she is the

Mother, the Nourishes:. Matter is the womb in

which the germ is placed.

" My womb is the Maha t-Brahma
;

in that

I place the germ
"

explained by Shahkara as

ftlTJirRw srm:i the Prakrit! of three Gunas.

We must pause for a moment on the three

gunas, for an understanding of them is necessary

to any clear conception of the working of nature.

The gunas are not qualities, nor attributes of mat-

ter, though both terms are often used in transla-

1
Bhagcwad-Gtta-. xiv. 3, and Shankara's Commentary.
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tion
; they are the very materiality of matter, that

which causes it to be matter. Matter cannot be
thought of without these, and wherever there is

matter, there are these, inseparable, existing in i tie

ultimate particle as much as in the hugest system.
When these are in equilibrium, balancing each
other, there is Pralaya, sleep, inactivity, and to
matter in this state the term s^R Pradhinam is

usually applied. These gunas are named : 3*:

Tamah, or Tamas
; ^5f: Rajah, or Rajas ; six^

Sattvam, or Sattva. "Tamas often translated dark-
ness or foulness, the effect of tamasic predomin-
ance being taken as the guna itself is resistance.

stability, what is called in science the inertia of
matter. All matter is fundamentally and always
resistant

;
it resists. Its capacity for taking term

is due to this constituent. Rajas is motion, the

capacity of every particle to change its place, and

the necessity of so changing it unless prevented ,

in scientific phrase this is motion,*inherent in mat-

ter. Sattva is rhythm, the limiting of movement

to an equal distance in an equal time on each side of

a fixed point, the power and necessity of what Is, In

scientific phrase, vibration. Hence every particle of

matter has resistance, motion, and rhythm. When

the equlibrium of the three is disturbed by the breath

oftshvara, these three gunas at once manifest:

tamas appearing as inertia, -resistance ; rajas throw-

4



qualities found in matter arise from the interaction

of these three gunas, their endless permutations and

combinations producing the endless variety of at-

tributes found in the universe. The predominance

of tamas in a body made up of countless particles

gives rigidity, immovability, such as is seen in

stones and other things that do not move of them-

selves, The predominance of rajas in a body gives

unregulated hasty movements, restlessness, excess

of activity. The predominance of sattva gives

harmony, controlled rhythmical movements, order,

beauty. But in the most immovable stone, the

minute particles are in a state of unceasing vibra-

tion, from the presence of rajas and sattva
;
in the

most restless animal there is stability of material

and vibration of particles from the presence of

tamas and sattva
;
and in the most harmonious and

controlled man there is stability of material

and movement from the presence of tamas and

rajas.

As the triple nature of fshvara, Sat-Chit-Ananda,
was symbolically represented by a triangle pointing-
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upwards, like a flame, so is the triple nature of

Mulaprakriti symbolised as a triangle, but now it

points downwards, like a drop of water,
"

-

Rajas

Tamas

From these two triangles is formed the symbol
of fshvara and His universe, often seen in Temples,

the two interlaced, and a point in the centre, the

symbol of the ONE, the whole giving the Great

Septenary, the Supreme Brahman and the Uni-

verse.

Thus we have before us the second member of

the Duality which, as we saw above in Manusmrtit

is the Cause of all things, ... -



ma i

kantha, commenting on Devi Bkdgavata. VI,

xv. 49'

Thus we read :

\

BT i^r
1

^rtirr cf^r ^WT: ra^r II

1

C The Will am I, O Daitya, of Him [ the Sup-

reme Puruha ]; I send forth the whol-e universe.

He beholds me, He the Universal Self, I His be-

nign nature."

Nllakantha, commenting on above, quotes one

of the Shiva Sutras :

<c

Will-power (is) Uma, the Virgin."

While inseparable^ from the Lord, when turned

towards Him She is called *r?rncstr Mahavidy^, Sup-

reme Knowledge. She is also called, when turned

away from Him, srf^srr? Avidya, .Nescience, and

emphatically *r?PW, Mah^maya, the Great Illusion,

Deri
1

Bhdgamta, V. svi. 36.
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as she permeates Mftlaprakriti and becomes Lire-

parable from it,

These are Her two forms :

" O Rama ! M&y& manifests as a duality ; t:;2e

(are) ever Vidy and Avidya."

This identification of the Shakti of the L^ri

with M&laprakriti often causes Maya to be ca'.led

Mulaprakriti and Prakriti. So Shri Kr:hr.a hav-

ing defined Prakriti as generally understood ;

nrai x^m^ v̂r? tt

"Earth, water, fire, air, ether, Mans?, a:: 3

Buddhi also, and Ahamkara, these are the eight-

fold division of My Prakriti. This the inferior-

goes on :

Know my other Prakriti, the higher, the ::fs

element, O mighty-armed, by which the universe :

upheld."

This <( other PrakritTMs also

. III. Hi- 32.

> vii, 4, 5.



jrraKfiu, -mo wvn AWW^I, AXU t!i<ii<m xugd-

My&, by which truly
" the universe is upheld."

As says the Shruti :

arof 5 a&ftt RrawrrfaS g at**** I

s

" Let (the student) know Mya as Prakjiti ;
the

Possessor of May^. as the Great Lord."

In the Devi Bh&gavata some very beautiful

descriptions are given of this Matter side of Nature,

regarded as Maya. Thus :

r% *r: i

wfnrrar

firar

Rrwr

1 Ibid. lx, 13.

2 ShvetdsJwatarcp. iv. 10.

3 ioc. ci7, III. iii. 51-61.
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She (is) Bhagavati, the Goddess, the cause :

us all, Mahvidy&, Mahamaya, the Fullness, the

imperishable Prakriti

" The Will of the Supreme Self verily ^ She
In Her nature (uniting) the ever-lasting and th:
ever- passing

"(Her) embryo the Veda, the long-eyed, tv

primal Goddess of all.

" At the Pralaya, having rolled up the ;::::vir-

She sports, hiding within Her own body the typ..*

of all living beings..,,

"
Mulaprakriti is she indeed, ever united \v:i

Puru$ha, Having made the world-systems. $h

shows them to the Supreme Self....

" The cause of it (is) She, the All Maya, th

benignant All-Ruler/
3

This Maya is inseparable from fshvara. th

Saguna Brahman, as said above :

'

Sf% ^4i?T 1

er

xxxi. 48, 49.



reme Lady."

Being thus seen as the illusion-producing Power

of the Lord, She is known as the cause of bondage
and also as the path to liberation. As Avidyi she

deludes
; as VidyS she leads to Her Lord, and as

She vanishes in Him the Atmct knows itself as

free,

HSTR:

ra^rr

ll

n

^r II

1

"This notion of separateness being present

sends (the jiva) forth into Sams^ra. This is

Avidya. O fortunate one ! VidyS is the turning

away from this. Vidyct and Avidya should be

always known by the wise. Without sunshine how

(should), the pleasure of shade be known ? Without

Avidyft how should Vidy& be known.?"

Dert Bli&gamta. I. xviii. 42, 43. 44.-
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: t

. /' The travellers on the Pravritti MSr^a "tie

forth-going path) are under the po\ver of A^dvl
"

The travellers on the Nivritti Mar^a 'the re-

turning path) ponder the teaching of the Ved&r/.*.

When the Jiva goes forth, facing Prakrit: a:; i

looking at it, MyA envelopes him as Av-cvS.
When he turns his back on Prakriti, turss t--vr.::"i

the Lord, then She turns with him and bec:-ne.-

Vidya, and he is free. As Nilakantha says, cu:t::::

the Skaivdg
f

ama\ BT^^r^r ^rfrf^ f%^?r
"

2 " The I::-

ward-facing Shakti is Vidya."

Then he realises the mighty power of Mav&.
Her divine nature, and Her identity v:Ith t*:e Su-

preme, and hymns Ishvara and Maya as One .

H

: t

H
;

t( Thou Sovereign of endless crores of "v

systems, we bow to Thee !

1 A&hy&tma-Il&ni&yana. III. iii. 32.

2 Commentary oil Devi Bnag. VI. sv, -47- 4^.

Bkdgavata. VII. xxvili. 31. 32.



nal) the Form of Consciousness, \ve bow to thee!

Hail ! (Thou that) mayest be known by the

Ved^nta the Ruler of the universe, we bow tc

Thee!

" Thou whom all the Sacred Books only describe

by the words ' Not thus, not thus.
5

" Goddess ! the Cause of all, with our whole

nature we bow to thee !"

The Supreme fshvara, by His M&ya, creates

preserves and destroys the innumerable world-

systems that form the ocean of Samsara

He produces The Many.

"That willed : May I be Many, may I be born.'

Then, He is given many names :

^ wfem sci^r ersFcr I

2

" To what is One, the Wise give many names."

But whatever the names given, Ishavara is One,

Thus has it ever been taught -in the Shruti and

Smriti, as we have seen, and this is repeated in the

more popular teaching of which the Vishnu Putana

"may serve as example.

1 Clih&ndogyoj}. Tl. ii. 3

2 Jtifjreda.l, cxiv, 46.
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" Thus the One Only God, Janardana, takes the

designation of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, accord-

ingly as He creates, preserves or destroys. . .He is the

Cause of creation, preservation, and destruction."

To sum up. The student must remember,

UNMANIFESTED.

1. The Absolute, the All, Param^tma, Nirguna

Brahman.

MANIFESTED

2. The One, fshvara, the Self, the Subject,

Sat, Saguna Brahman.

3. Mulaprakriti, the Not-Self, the Object,

Asat

4. M^ya, the Shakti, the power, the Will, of

1 shvara.

5. The Many, arising from Mulaprakriti by

the Mya of fshvara.

As to the precise definition of the nature of

these Five, and of Their mutual inter-relations, there

is much discussion, and more less difference of

opinion, in the Six Darshanas and their sub-

divisions, as now taught. But the fact of these

l Zoc. cit. I. ii. 62.
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CHAPTER II.

THE MANY.

T^

nrfei i

1

"From the unmanifested all the manifested

stream forth at the coming of day ;
at the coming

of night they dissolve, even in That called the Un-

manifested.

"This multitude of beings, -going forth again

and again, is dissolved at the coming of night ; by

law, O Plrtha, it streams forth at the coming of

.

.. Therefore verily there existeth, higher, than

that unmanifested, another Unmanifested,, which,

in the destroying of all beings, is not destroyed.

viii. 18, 21. ...... "



Here, in a few shlokas, the coming forth of the

Many is stated. At the beginning of the Day of

manifestation, all beings stream forth from the un-

manifested Root of matter, Mulaprakriti, from
" This

"
in darkness, as Manusmriti has it. When

the Day is over, and the Night of Pralaya comes,

then all these separated existences again dissolve

into Mulaprakriti. Over and over again this occurs,

for universes succeed universes, in endless success-

ion. Behind this, then, there must be another Un-

manifested, fshvara, the Saguna Brahman, other

than Mulaprakriti, the Indestructible Lord.

The wise man

if

seeth the diversified existence of. beings as

rooted in One and proceeding from it."

We have now to study the nature of this pro-

cession from, or production of, the sr*r, Sarga, the

sending forth, or evolving. The San4tana Dharma
does not recognise an unscientific creation, a mak-

ing of something out of nothing. The supreme
fshvara evolves all beings out of Himself.

* Ibid. siii. 30.

'
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" As the spider sends forth and retracts (its

web), as in the earth herbs grow, as from a livin

man the hairs of the head and body, so from the

Indestructible the universe becomes."

srn^r

" As from a blazing fire in a thousand ways
similar sparks spring forth, so from the Indestruc-

tible, O beloved, various types of beings are born,
and also return thither ............

" From That are born Breath, Mind, and all the

Senses, Ether, Air, Fire, Water, and Earth, the

support of all ......... .

. 1. i. 7, 2 Hid. II. i. J, 3,7.



produced irom riimseii, as we snail immediately
see,

M^t^^rPf , BrahmancUni, literally Eggs of Brah-

ma, or as we should say, world-systems, are num-

berless, we are told.

c * All around this Brahmanda, there blaze Infi-

nite crores of other similar Brahmandas, with their

envelopes. Four-faced, five-faced, six-faced, seven-

faced, eight-faced, successively, up to the number

of a thousand-faced portions of Narayana, in. whom
the Rajogur.a is pre- dominant. Creators each of one

world-system, preside in them. Portions of Nara-

3tayd?idradyaop.vi.



yana, called Vishnu and Maheshvara, in whom
the Sattva and Tamo Gunas predominate, also

preside in them, performing the work of preserva-
tion and. destruction in each. They wander about,
these Brahmandas, like shoals of fishes and bubbles
in a vast mass of water."

"
Grains of sand are perhaps numerable, but of

universes (there Is) not any (numbering,)
" So there is no numbering of Brahm^s, Vih-

nus, Shivas and the rest In each of these universes
there are' Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva, and other

(Devaa)."

This we could have imagined, even had we not
been told it, for since, as we saw in the Vishnu

Purdna, the one only God, Janardana, takes the

designation of Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva accord*

ingly as He creates, preserves, or destroys, and
creation, preservation and destruction must go on
in every world-system, God must manifest in each
in these three Forms,

This is the Trimflrti, the reflection as it were
in Space and time of that Supreme Triple Unity,

l Devi BUg. IX.'iii,7.8.

~
:

5



and Time, Eternal

The Trimurti is the manifestatior

Ishvara in a world-system, or Brahma

therefore the Supreme Will, Wisdom ar.

in a concrete form.

BrahmS, is the Creator, and His

Sarasvati, the Goddess of Wisdom, wi

Activity could not be wisely guided,
H<

as with four heads, one looking to

quarter, as the Maker of the four q

their contents, and riding on the fST., I

Swan. The name fa:, a re-arrangeme

^rsf> is an allusion to His relation with

the divider, the maker of atoms.

Vishnu is the Preserver and Su

principle underlying and sustaining

verse in order, and preserving for

them together by His attracting

Shakti is Lakshmi, the Goddess of H

Prosperity, of all desirable objects. He
with four arms, as sustaining the four q

rides on Garuda, the emblem of s|

intelligence. He is the source of Avat;

Them, or in His own Person, is perha

generally worshipped manifestation
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Indeed,- as Nartyana, He whose dwellin* is

waters, He is worshipped as Saguna

~

dwelling in Matter.

Shiva, or Mahadeva, or Maheshvara ^ -

Destroyer, He who frees Atm& from ImDn-^^
forms, who destroys Avidya and so gives Vidyif
and who, finally rolling up the universe, brin -<
the peace of liberation. His Shakti is Uma ^
Ichchha, Will, called also Rwftw, BrahmavIdvA
who reveals Brahman.1 He is pictured ever
as an Ascetic, it being He who is the Object
of worship for Yogis, who have renounced "thr
world. He rides on the Bull, the emblem of the
mind (and sometimes of physical nature^ as

having subdued it, and wears the ti-er-sk5n, t:v-

emblem of the slain desire-nature. Hence is hr
as the name Shiva implies, Ananda, the peace ar.dl

bliss of Atm&
3

freed from desire and master of

mind.

These Supreme Forms of fshvara, separated by
Their functions, but One in Essence, stand as the

central Life of the Brahmctndta, and from and by
Them it proceeds, is maintained, and Is indraw::

Their functions should not be confused, but their

Unity should never be forgotten,

BrahmS, as the creative God, is spoken of as

i See 2enop. iii, iv.



grows UUL

Matter.

t srar:

"He, having meditated, desiring to produce

various beings from His own body, first put forth

the waters; in these He placed the seed.

"That became a Golden Egg, equal in radiance

to the thousand-rayed (the Sun). In that was

born Brahma Himself, the Grandsire of all worlds."

Here the Waters, Matter, MOlaprakriti, receive

the seed of Life, and this becomes the Hiranya-

garbha, the Golden Egg, in which the Creator is

born, in order to form His world-system, Hence a

world-system is called a Brahmfinda, a Brahma-

Egg, a very significant epithet, as world-systems

are oval, like an egg, and seen from outside, present

exactly an egg-like form, each planet following an

egg-like orbit Of this Egg we read in the Vishnu

Purana that within it Brahma and the world-sys-

tem were contained, while it was invested external-

ly by seven envelopes, water, fire, air, ether, the

i Manusmriti. i. 8, 9.
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origin of the elements (Ahamkaraj, Mahr.t a:

Primal homogeneous Matter, which surrounds t

whole.1

Every world-system is thus surrounded by t

great kosmic elements, as described in the F:

Chapter ofMannsviriti by Manu himself "shL 5

59). The account of the later creation is given :..\

to Bhrigu, who explains briefly the repetition ::" t

process within the World-Egg. A sim:!?.r -

fuller account is given in the Mahdbkdtats., a:v"

the Vishnu and other Puranas.

It will be enough if the student grasp the ger. ;

principles, and he can fill up later the complies
1

details from the many accounts given in the sacr

books. He should remember that the process

the universe containing many Brahrr-an:.2.s, :

in the separate Brahmandas, is similar.

A very fine and instructive description of

general principle of emanation which will also

found illuminative when the student comes t3

bodies in which the Jiv^tma dwells is give::

the Devi Bh&gavata.

__

l Luc. cit. I. ii-
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^n:ir

: II

a

" He by His M&ya, conjoined with K^ma and

Karma, because of the SamskcLra of past experi-

ence, and the ripeness of time and Karma, and

because of non-discrimination of the Tattva, be-

comes desirous of creation. This emanation, O
King of mountains, is not preceded by Buddhi.

This transcendental form of mine that I have de-

scribed to thee, is the undirTerentiated Avyakta,

1 Loc. cit. Ylf, xxsii. 22, 28.
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and the May^-coloured ; in all the Shastras is <t de-
scribed as the Cause of all causes, and the :~r~t

Element of all the elements, the embodiment cf

Sat-Chit-Ananda, compacted of all Karma, the
base of IchchM, jMna and Kriy. It is dec-
lared by the mantra Hrim, and is called the A.::-

Tattva.
" From it was born AkAsha, in the form of the

Tanm&tra of sound. Thereafter arises Vayu, 01

the nature of touch. Then Tejas, of the nature
of vision. Then Water, of the nature of taste. And
then Earth, of the nature of smell From them
arose the great Thread, which is called the Lif.ga.

It is declared to possess the nature of all It is

the Sukshma Delia of the Atm. The Avyakta
Is the K&rana Delia, declared before, in \vh?ch td:e

world exists as a seed, from which the Lihga arise?,

wherefrom (arise) the gross elements in the way of

Panchikarana The result of that is the Virat

Deha, which is the Sthula Delia of the Atma."

The first emanation is here the Adi-Tattva ;

then the Baddhi-Tattva, sometimes called Ma;:at-

Tattva, said to follow the first
;
then the five Tat-

tvas in order. The terms used, denoting the first

two, vary in different accounts ; they are sometimes

represented as Mahat and Ahamkara, or as Adi-

Bhflta and Mahat. In any case, the materials from

which the worlds are made are seven, and these
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I)
1

"
Verily, this becomes from the subtile formative

particles of these seven very mighty Beings."

We shall now see that the creative process with-

in a Brahmanda follows on the same lines,

Brahma is surrounded by homogeneous matter,

called Pradhana, in the Vishnu P-m&na in which

the Gunas are in equilibrium ;
His energy disturb-

ing this tclmasic condition, Rajoguna prevails and

there is rapid motion. Then He puts forth the

principle of Mahat-Buddhf, Pure Reason which,

entering matter, being invested by it, and causing

the predominance of the Sattva-guna, the motion

becomes rhythmical, harmonious. Then follows

Ahamkara, the individualising principle, separating

the homogeneous matter into particles, Anus,

atoms. Ahamkara, causing the Tamo-guna to pre-

vail in Prakriti, forms successively the five Tanma-

tras, or subtle elements, and the senses : hearing,

touch, sight, taste, smell, with their appropriate gross

elements : akasha, vayu, agni, ^pa, prithivl ether,

air, fire, water, earth. Causing Rajo-gunato prevail,

Ahamkara gives rise to the ten Indriyas : the 5 ideal

types of sense-organs and the 5 ideal types of ac-

1 Loe. clt. i. 19.
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tion- organs. Causing Sattva-guna to prevail,

Ahamkara calls out the ten Deities connected with

the sense-and-action-organs, and Manas, the cen-

tralising organ of the Indriya?. These three crea-

tions are called respectively the ^jTrff, Bhutadi, that

of the elements
; fhrsr, Taijasa, that of the fiery,

the active energies ;
and %^rR^r, Vaikirika, the

directing, administrative, powers.

The points to remember here are : in what is

usually called matter, Tamo-guna predominates ;

in the Indriyas, Rajo-guna predominates ;
in the

presiding Deities, Sattva-guna predominate?.

The work of creation proceeded by calling into

existence the Suras or Devas, described by Manu
as 3*fr3TR :

" whose nature is action," that vast mul-

titude of intelligent Beings, of very varying power
and authority, who guide the whole course of na-

ture, and direct all its activities.

It is of course, clearly understood by all Hindus

that this vast host of Devas no more obscures the

Unity of fshvara, in His triple form as Brahma,

Vish-riu and Shiva, than clo the vast hosts of men

animals, plants, and minerals. As said in the

Shruti :
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"
Indra, Mitra, Varuna, Agni, they call Him,

and He is golden-feathered Garutman. Of what

is One, sages speak as manifold
; they call Him

Agni, Yama, Matarishvi."

So also the Smriti :

" All the Gods (are) even the Self: all rests on

the Self."

"Some call Him Agni, others Manu, (others)

Praj^pati, some Indra, others Life-Breath, others

the eternal Brahman."

But the Devas have their own place in nature,

as the ministers of the will of fshvara, ruling, pro-

tecting, adjusting, guiding, with intelligence and

power far greater than human, but still limited.

The name, Deva, Shining or Radiant, very well

describes their resplendent appearance, their bodies

being formed of a subtle luminous matter, and

hence flashing out light. They are concerned with

1 Rigvcda. clsiv. 46.

*2 3Tanu, sii. 119.

3 Hid, 123.
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the matter-side of nature, and the guidance of its

evolution, and all the constructive energies studied

by science are the energies of the Devas. On their

work depend the fruits of all human activities con-

cerned with production, in all its branches. Those

who seek for material prosperity need their conti-

nual co-operation, and this co-operation is granted

-under quite definite laws. It may be obtained by
a scientific knowledge of their methods of working,
man falling in with their activities and thus sharing
the result. Or it may be obtained from them by what

is literally exchange, man supplying them with ob-

jects which facilitate their work, or which they enjoy,

and they, in return, directing their energies, the en-

ergies of "
nature," to suit his ends as a strong

man may help a weak man in the performance of

a task, Or their increased co-operation may be

won by prayers, accompanied by such acts as they

approve, such as feeding the hungry, clothing the

naked, etc. Or their services may be commanded

by great Ri$his and Yogis, who, by purity, know-

ledge, and austerity, have risen above them in the

scale of being. Sometimes a man wins the favour

of a Deva by some service done in this or a previ-

ous birth, and then all his efforts prosper, and he

succeeds where others fail, and he is called
"
lucky,"

" Good luck
"

is the result of the working of Devas,

and as their working is invisible, men think the



\

. ,was earned on with the largest results.

''

With *' nourish ye the Deva

iroirif
y U - thU

shall obtain the greatest good."

rain(all) esire enjoyments."
And the reason is given :

give.

become

cri6cc rain proceedeth

2
Ibid. 1

3 Ibid. IV. 12,

M. ill n 12
'
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But the benefits obtained from them are tran-

sient :

" Transient indeed the fruit."

Hence the worship of the Devas is not practised

by men whose hearts are set on spiritual things.

They worship Ishvara, rather than His ministers,

either as Brahman, or as revealed in the TrimQrti,

or in the Shaktis, or in such a Deva as Ganesha for

learning, or in the Avataras. But this will be fur-

ther dealt with in Part II, Chapter V.

The Devas of the Elements Ether, Air, Fire,

Water and Earth Indra, Vayu, Agni, Varuna and

Kubera, are the Five Devarajas, Deva Kings, of

these great departments of nature, Indra being the

Chief Ruler. Under them are divided the great

hosts of Devas. Thus the Sadhyas, Vasus, Adityas
and Apsaras are specially connected with Indra

;

the Maruts with Vftyu ;
the Yakshas, Gandharvas,

Vidy&d haras, and Kinnaras with Kubera. Some
have charge of the animal kingdom, as the NSgas
and Sarpas of snakes, the? Suparnas of birds, etc.

Four great Gods rule the four quarters : Indra,

Yama, Varuna and Kubera, as the protectors of

mankind. Yama is the Lord of Death, the wise ,

and gracious Deva who instructed Nachiketcl.

i llicl vii. 23.



ouras, or Devas, in their activity, embody tne Des-

tructive energies of nature ; they are as necessary

and as useful as the constructive, though on the

surface opposed to them, They hinder and obs-

truct evolution, embodying the very essence of

matter, Tamo-guna, inertia, resistance, and by that

very resistance make progress steady and dur-

able,

These creations belong to the invisible worlds,

although, in their activities, they were to be closely

connected with the visible the worlds visible and

invisible, indeed, forming the field of a vast evolu-

tionary process Samsara, the World Process.

The order of the process in the physical world

at its origination was : minerals, plants, animals,

men, In the Vishnu Pmdna it is stated that while

Brahrrici was meditating on creation the three pri-

mary Trakrita creations of Mahat, the elements and

the indriyas, being over the immovable creation,

minerals and plants, appeared, Then followed the

animal kingdom, called Tiryaksrotas, The creation

of some Devas followed here, according to the

P^trdna, but they do not belong to the physical

world, with which we are here dealing. Then

came the creation of men. It must be remembered

that while this is the fundamental order of evolu-

tion, many varieties occur in different kalpas, and
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accounts in the different books vary, within certain
broad limits, since these great classes of beirnl
overlap each other, so that new kinds of animal-
and plants appear long after man. The wor!d h :

fact is ever-becoming along the four great Mne>
however much we may separate them for purpose
of exposition.

The stages of evolution are very plainly ^ve
in the Aitareya Brdhmana.

: \

i %^
i n;t ^rpq^r: i

! Jf [-
i ^ ^riir^ff i ^r

fl ^r^^^r: n
"

" He who knows the Atma as Him (the Purii-

ha) in manifestation, he most enjoys that mani-

festation. Herbs and trees and all that bears life,

he knows as the Self in manifestation. In herbs

and trees Rasa (sap, life*) is seen, and mind In them

that have Pr&na. In them that have Pr^naj the

Aitareydr.anyalca. II. in. 2.



Thus supplied is he, But of the others, animals,

hunger and thirst are the only knowledge. They

speak not the known
; they see not the known ;

they know not what belongs to yesterday, nor the

visible and the Divisible. Only this much hnve

they. According to the knowledge are the births."

On this Sayana comments as follows
;

: I

si; 1 3

fr%
"
All objects whatsoever, being of the nature of

effects, are Upadhis for this manifestation of the

Supreme Self, Sat, Chit, Ananda, the cause of the

universe. In the unconscious, earth, stones, etc.,

only Sat is manifest, and the AtrM has not yet
attained to the form of Jiva. The unmoving Jlvas,

namely the herbs and trees, and also the moving
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Jtvas, which have Prana as breath, both these are

stages of manifestation in a higher degree."

The student should note these passages, as it is

currently supposed that the idea of evolution is of

modern birth.

The work of Brahma consisted in producing all

the materials, as we have seen, and by His tapas,
or meditation, he formed the archetypes of all

living things. But we learn from the Shiva
Ptttdna and the Vishnu Bhdgavata that He
needed the help of Vishnu in order to endow these

forms with life, Vishnu being that aspect of fshvara

from whom the sustaining life, JfW, Prnah, that is

the life that holds forms together and preserves

them as forms, together with nrrf, Chit, conscious-

ness, comes forth,

Moreover, it is further stated in the Shiva Pu-

r&na that when these forms had been fully develop-

ed, Mahdeva was appealed to, and He gave

immortality ;
that is, He linked to the forms the

JivLtm&s evolved in, previous kalpas. This is

generally referred to in the ascription of Ahamkcira

to Rudra, These three great stages in the building

of worlds the work of Brahm^, creative of materi-

als and of the ideal forms of all living beings ;

the work of Vishnu, in breathing Pr&na and Chit

into these forms, and maintaining them In life;

6
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the work of Shiva it* giving the eternal Jivtm&s

should be clearly understood.

Fn Manusntr*** nothing but hints of these de-

tails are given, only the name Brahma- being used ;

but it is indicated that He changed His form,

divided Himself and produced Virat, who produc-

ed Svayambhuva Manu, who then called forth the

ten Mahar^his, they in turn producing seven Manus.

After that, These became the active and direct

agents in creation, Brahrni Himself disappearing

after creating the worlds, a class of Devas (those

connected with the great elements), and some other

general fundamental principles and beings, and

giving the Vedas. The account is very brief, and

from its brevity somewhat difficult, but this sum-

mary of the World-Process is only introductory to

the main object of the book.

The Shiva- PurAna, as mentioned, gives the

following details :

He (Brahma) emanated 1 water first and therein

sowed a handful of the seed which was 1 1 is. Th-;:

same grew up as an Egg, made up of the 24 tattvas.

Brahma, who appeared as Vir&t, perceived the Kj.jg

becoming hard. This caused doubt in His mind

and He gave Himself up to tapas. Thus He spent
twelve years, concentrating His thought on Vishnu.

Then Vi?hnu appeared and said :

"
I am pleaded



with Thee
;
ask what boon Thou desirest" n *

ma said : O Lord ! it Is just as it shouldV f ', '*!
have been placed by Shiva in your dw^J V-
world which Shiva commanded rpe to create I, - .'7
but I see it is motionless

(jada-rupaj and im*""-"
So be thou, O Lord, as Life (Prna) unto If

make it conscious (chetana). Thus Brahma
and Vishnu, following the directions Shiva
entered the EggHis form being one of a th-:^
heads, a thousand ears, a thousand feet and ha- ;ll_
the Universal Purusha who touched heaver, a I

earth and pervaded the Egg.

As Vishnu entered it, that Egg of 24 tattva,
became full of life and consciousness fsa-chetar.A
from Patala to Satya Loka.

Han", the best of all Purushas adorne .-: *h.? .-

: ,:

that is Satya, which He occupied. Bra':mi c*- -,
*

in the world of Tapas, while other Purushas ;,cc:. .-=:'-

ed the other worlds as became them. Bran nil
first created a number of sons born of the m::: L
But they all became ascetics. He created m *e

again, but they also renounced the world. So He
began to cry, out of annoyance. As He cried,

Mahadeva appeared. Because He came forth fr /rn

Brahma's cry, He is called Rudra. Immediately
on His appearance He addressed Brahmi saying ;

Brahmft, what aileth Thee? Tell that to Me ail

A will remove it"



."ODeva," answered Brahma, "there arc ob-
stacles fa the way of further manifestation. Do,
*ou therefore so ordain

it, as may make it fe from
mpediments." When he heard this, Mahadeva,the destroyer of all trouble, resolved to do whatBrahma desired and said : "This creation of yoursI will make it

everlasting."

^ MaMdeva
' the Lord who is Bliss,known as Rudraj dfsappeared to ^

1S gana. Then (with Shiva's help) Brahma
created Bhrigu and six other Ei hi, He alsH
Si

ap
>T1

ada to be born
' from shad-.hhaya;Kardama,and from His thumb DakshaHemaoe. Thus there appeared ten Rishi, And

after Bhngu came Martdii, whose son Kashy

0n
connectioH with th& making of the World-Eotan organised form, but, as

saiclbefore, the pr^ssmilar on the large scale or the

^ Shiva Purdna. 'l."vi7l 2(X
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" Vv hen these separated existences, the Bhuta
Indriyas, Manas and Gunas, were nnable to c:e.i*e

organisms (literally a dwelling-place. an U'Xir. ; *

O best of Brahma-knowerrs, then, mix.n^ \v::;i

each other, they were Impelled by the po\ver ci

Bhagavan (Vishnu), and, becoming both Sat and
Asat, existent and non-existent evolved this/

1

The ten Maharshis, Matichi, Atn. Ar^:n,
Pulastya, Pulaha, Kratu, Prachetas, Vr^-?/.".."-.a T

Bhngu and Narada, were superhuman being?, 'vV*

having obtained liberation in former ka'pa-,
*

.^re

called forth to aid in the direction of the \\~3r!d-

Process, and who remain, superintending the des-

tinies of the worlds, and .

T
i!l remain imti! Pra'^y^.

Sometimes only seven are given this ran"-:, rrr.:he-

tas, Bhrigu and Narada not being included :n the

list. Sometimes others are added, as Dak$ha an;I

Kardama.

The Kutnftras, variously given as four, five. S:K

and seven, are, as their name implies, Virgin Ber^,
ascetics, and they watch over the world,

j^--^
3 -

Himself took the form of one Rudra or Mla-!^

hita. Sanatktimara, Sanandana, kanaka and Sa

natana are the four most often referred to. S'.

Kapila and Sana are

1 LOG* cit. II. v. 32, 33,
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To this brief sketch of the World- proc

should be added that the early human race

ceding the Aryan are often referred to und

names of Dnavas and Daityas, huge beir

enormous strength and energy, who carri<

many a 5truggle with the Devas themselves.

R&kshasas were another race, more brutal in n

usually malformed, huge, cruel, powerful, cam

the terror of milder races. They possessed,

over, many magical secrets of a dark kind,

they used for terrorising and oppressing. All

have long entirely disappeared from the earth

Such :
: s the vast field of SamsSra, in whic'

pilgrim Jivatmas wander, until, in some h

form, they reach the knowledge of the Self,

obtain liberation.

The points to be remembered are :

1. The coming forth of the Many from Sa

Brahman and Mulaprakriti by the power of I\

and their return at the close of the Day of r

festation.

2. The manifestation* of fshvara as the

murti, in the forms of Creation, Preservation,

Destruction, Brahmd, Vishnu and Shiva, with

Shaktis, Sarasvati, Lakshm!, and Um.
3- The work of Brahma, forming the mate

of the universe and the ideal types of all bei
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Suras, Asuras, minerals, plants, animals an 1
- -

4. The work of Vishnu, giving Pr^na an I Cl *

and hence making living organised forms p ~ **- !

all such forms being preserved and mainta!- - ^
Him.

*'

5. The work of Shiva, breathing ir.t tV~-
forms, when they arrive at the human stagj, I ,-**.

ms that have reached in previous kalpas a -:*;;

at which such highly organised bodies can b.- .,.

lised by them, bodies in which AvidyA c -

destroyed, and they can attain Vidya.

6, The existence throughout the World-Pr -?-

of lofty superhuman Intelligences, such as Jl"^,

and Kum4ras, intent on human welfare.

7. The past races on the earth, Da:iav,i>, D.-J:

yas,



CHAPTER III.

.REBIRTH.

" In the vast Brahman-wheel, the source

and support of all Jivas, the Hamsa (the indivi-

dual) is made to wander, thinking himself and the

Ruler different United with Him, he obtains im-

mortality."

Here, in a single shloka, we are given the reason
of rebirth and its ending. Man wanders about in

the universe so long as he thinks of himself as
different from Ishvara; knowing himself to be one
with Him, he obtains liberation.

In Shruti and Smriti, in Purina and ItihSsa,
the Self in man is declared to be of the nature of
Brahman.

. L 6.
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describing as asunc.
the lu,ma

5 non-human qualities
and 5s fit to ac:,u

birth in the world of men. A very strom: a

ce.sive attachment to an animal may have-

results, where the man should be far bcyoi.

exaggerated fondness.

The points to be remembered are :

1. The JlvAtma is Brahman, as a set*

tree, and remains as a wanderer in Sumsfira

realises his own nature.

2. There is continuity of forms, by a nc;

separating from an old and leading an iwirj

existence ;
and continuity of life in tiarlt e

Jivltmi.

3. The Jivtm, embodied in a form, e>

ces through that form, throws it away \vh

worn, reaps his reward in the invisible win I

returns to the visible.
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4> The Jivatma may be detained in animal
forms by self-degradation.

5. There are three stages of the evolving
Manas : (a) subjection to Kama

; () conflict with

K&ma
; (c) triumph over K&ma and development

of the higher intellectual powers.

6. Buddhi is evolved, aftd liberation is reached.

7. There are three paths to liberation, Jnana

Bhakti, and KriyS, and these finally blend.



KARMA.
t

Kanna literally meuis action, but a

action is triple fa its nature, belonging p

the p.ist, partly to the present, partly to the

it has come to mean the sequence of eve

law of clasps and effects, the succession ii

each e-^ecfc follows its own cause. Th

Kanm, actio-i .simply, should however r$n

that what is called the consequence of an a

really not a separate thing but is a part

action, and cannot be divided from it. The

q-ience is tint part of the action which belc

the future, and is as much a part of it as 1

done in the present. Thus suffering is

consequence of a wrong act, but an actual

it, although it may be only experienced la

soldier is sometimes wounded in battle, and
excitement does not feel any pain ;

afterw arc

he is quiet he feels the pain ;
so a man sins a

no suffering, but later the suffering rnak es it:

The suffering is not separated from the
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any more than heat from fire, though experienced
as a result.

Hence all things are linked together indissolub-

ly, woven and interwoven inseparably ; nothing

occurs v\hich is not linked to the past and to the

future.

" How shall there be in this SamsSra an un-

caused action?"

The JiveitmS, then, ccmes into a lealm of law

and must carry on all his activities within law. So-

long as he dees not krow the law in its various

branches, called the laws of nature, he is a slave,

tossed about by all the currents of natural energies,

and drifting whithei soever they carry him
;
when

he krov\s them, he is able to use them to carry out

his own purposes.

So a boat without oars, sails, or rudder is carri-

ed a'bout helplessly by the winds and currents, and

the sailor finds himself drifting along under the

press of forces he can neither change nor direct,.

But a clever sailor, with oars, sails and rudder, cam

send along his boat in any direction he pleases, not

because he has changed the winds and the currents,

but because he understands their dh actions, andean

.
1 Deri Bli&garata. I, v. 74,



Therefore is knowledge indispensable ;
tne .

are always slaves.

It must be remembered that a law of m

not a command to act in a particular way, t

a statement of the conditions within which

of any kind can be done.
- Water bous at

under normal pressure."
This is a law of

It does not command a man to boil wat-

states the conditions under which water I

100 C. If he -wants boiling water at tha*

rature these are the conditions which are ne

If he is on a high mountain where the pre

much less than the normal, his water will bt

temperature not sufficiently high for cook It

poses. How then does the law help him ?

him how to get his boiling water at icx

increasing the pressure ;
let him shut his w

In a pot from which the steam cannot esca

so add to the pressure the weight of the

given off, till the temperature of the water i

i oo. And so also with every other l<nv at*

The laws state conditions under which cert

suits follow. According to the results desire
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4. srr^qr Shodashi.

5. qpsfrsp 'Vajapeyah.

6. 3TTrT'Cr=P Atiratrah.

7. sirHTSff^: Aptoryamali.

In these sacrifices Brahmana priests must be em-

ployed, the number varying with the sacrifice, the

man on whose behalf they are offered being called

the 3ErqrT ') Yajamanah; the husband and wife light

the three sacred fires the Ahavaniya fire on the

east, for offerings to the Devas
;
the Dakshina fire

on the south, for performing the duties to the Pitris;

the Garhapatya fire on the west
;

sometimes a

fourth is mentioned, the Anvaharya and these are

not allowed to go out
;
this is the Agnyadhana

ceremony. All the Shrauta sacrifices are offered in

these.

According to some authors the domestic, or

household the Avasathya or Vaivahika fire is

lighted by the student on his return home when

his pupilage is completed, but on this point there

are many varieties of custom. The Pa ka-yaj fir-is

are offered in the household fire.

A description of the daily life of a Brahmana is

given in the Aknika Sftli'Av.iIi,
1 and may be sum-

marised as follows :

i Kclited by Pandit Vaiclyfin&rdyana, 'Vitthala.



of unity, and that the sanction of morality lies ir

this very unity of interests, this identity of nature

We have, then, as the basis of morality in th

Sanatana Dharma, the recognition of the Unity a

the Self, and therefore the establishment of inutu

all}/ helpful relations between all separated .selve:

Every moral precept finds its sanction in this Unili

and we shall presently see that the Universal Lov<

which is the expression of the Unity, is the root <

all virtues, as its opposite is the root of all vices.

Universal Brotherhood has its basis in the Um t v

men are divided by their Upadhts, both don so uu

subtle, but they are all rooted in the one So I f. C ) n I

tiiis teaching, when generally realised, can |>nt ;

end to wars, and serve as a foundation for p<.-.i'

This alone can eradicate racial and national hat KM

put an end to mutual contempt and suspicion, ;u

draw all men into one human family, in \vlii<:h ihr
are elders and youngers, indeed, but no aliens.

Nor, indeed, can the Brotherhood based on t

Unity of the .Self be limited to the. human
It must include all things within its circir, for
without exception, are rooted in the Self, hi
loth Adhyaya df the Bhngavad-GtlA Slid Kri-i



declares :

"
1 am

'

the Self, O Gudakesha, seated in the
heart of all beings; I am the beginning, the middle.
and also the end of beings."

He then names Himself as many objects, a.-?

_snn
and moon, as mountain and tree, as horse and

cow, as bird and serpent, and many others, and
sums up in one all-embracing declaration :

n
-

" Whatsoever is the seed of all beings that am
I, O Arjuna !, nor is there aught, moving or unmov-

ing, that may exist bereft of Me."

Over and over again He insists on the all-impor-
tance of this recognition of the Unity of the Self

and of the presence of the Self in each and all.

n

J fihagai'ud Gtt&. x. 20,

a Ibid. 39.
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"Seated equally in all beings, the "Supreme

Ishvara, indestructible within the destructible he

who thus seeth, he seeth.

"
Seeing, indeed, everywhere the same, Ishvara

equally dwelling, he doth not destroy the Self by
the self, and thus .reacheth the supreme goal.

* * *

" When he seeth the diversified existence of

beings as rooted in One, and proceeding from It, ,

then he reacheth Brahman."

All human relations exist because of this Unity,
as Yajfiavalkya explained to his wife Maitreyfj
when she prayed of him the secret of immortality

rZ|! ^F>Wf^T *TT%* f^^TT

r: frpJt SRRf I

2

" Behold ! not indeed for the love of the husbat. /

is the husband dear: for the love of the Self is tl {

husband dear."

And so with wife, sons, property, friends, worlr
and even the Devas themselves. All are elf

because the One-Self is in all.

l
Bltaijm-nil-G'itd, xiii. 27. 28. 30.

1
rihaddi-anya7taj>. IV. iv, 5.



" Behold ! not for the love of the all the all is

dear, but for the love of the Self verily the all is

dear."

SM

[: II

"
Having known the Auspicious, the exceedingly

subtle, hidden in all beings, like cream in butter,

having known the Supreme ^od, the one Pervader

of the universe, he is freed from bonds."

But it is useless to multiply texts, when the

Shruti at. eveiy step proclaim the truth. In this

]ind in this alone is the sure Basis of Morality, for

ii^is Unity of the Self is the real cause and expla-

\tion of Love
;
One Self, embodied in many form^,

/ ever seeking to draw the forms together in order

again realise Its own unity. This is why the

cognition of the Lenity of the Self by the Reason,

hich is Wisdom, shows itself in a world of

parate forms as Love. So also the many-ness of

le Not-Self is the cause and explanation of Hate,

ch separate form setting itself up against others,

le full significance of this will be seen by the

dent on maturer study ;
but he should grasp the

2 Sh-crtaslitatarop. iv. 16.

18
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He should wake up in the Brah.rna-muh.urta 1 and

think of Dharma and Artha, of the evils of the

bod)% and of the Vedas. At the dawn he should

rise, follow the Shaucha rules, and take his bath,

then performing Sandhya. Then he should perform

the Agnihotra, and worship the Devas and the

Gurus (teacher and parents). After this he should

study the Vedas and Vedarigas. Then he should

work for those dependent on him parents, guru,

wife, children, relatives, friends, the aged, infirm,

and friendless poor, and those who have no means.

Then he should bathe, perform the micl-day

SandhyA, feed the Pitris, Devas, men and animals,

and take his own meal. After this he should read

Puranas, Itihasa, and Dharmashastras, avoiding

idle talk and discussion.- Then lie should

go out, visit temples and friends, returning to his

evening Sandhya and Agnihotra. After this he

should eat, attend to any family duties, and finally,

after a brief reading of the Yedas, retire to bed. Any

special duty should be attended to when it presents

itself; as to these no rule can be laid down.

The general principle of this is that a man's life

should be orderly, regulated, and balanced, due

time .being given to each, part of his duty so that

l There are thirty Mulmi'tfis hi 24 hanrs, a Muhiirta being- 4S

minutes. The Brahmamuhurta is 1 ho third Muhui'fcn of the last

quarter oE the night.
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, none should be slighted or omitted, and none
* allowed to monopolise his time. Above ail t? e

should realise the idea that man has no separate
individual existence, but is indissolubly linked with
the universe, and his whole life must be a life of

sacrifice and duties, if he is to fulfil the very law of his

being. Such deliberate regulation of life is wise

necessary, even, if the most is to be made of life

and conduces to peacefulness and absence of hurry.
In modern life the details cannot be carried out
but the general principle of regularity, balance and
a sustained spirit of self-sacrifice and duty should
be maintained, so that all-round and harmonious

progress may be made.



CHAPTER V.

WORSHIP.

,\: have already seen that the work of the

as was recognised and duly honored among the

ans, and '.hat the duty of sacrificing for their

[>ort
was regularly performed. But the truly

qmis man's relations with the invisible Powers

not confined to these regular and formal sacri-

;. Ishvara Himself, the Supreme Lord, will

act the lu-art. of the thoughtful and pious man,

) srcs, beyond these many ministers, the King

nsrir, llu: ruling Power of His universe, the life

! support of 1 K:vas and men alike. It is towards

n that love and devotion .naturally rise the

nan spii'il, who is His offspring, a fragment of

u-itrlf, .-i<.u:Uiiij.i to rise and unite himself to his

ml, Thrstt feelings cannot find satisfaction in

,ili.-,- ;i ..ffcn-d t> Dcvus, connected as they are

h tl,,. nui-r worlds, with the Not- Self ; they seek

r th.r inner, the deepest, the very Self, and

,,.,!:, rravhv and unsatisfied until they rest in
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Worship is the expression of this craving of the

part for the whole, of the separate for the One,
and is not only due from man to the source of his

life, but is a necessary stage in the evolution of all

those higher qualities in the Jivatma which make
possible his liberation and his union with the

Supreme. An Object of worship is therefore neces-

sary to man.

That Object will always be, to the worshipper,
the Supreme Being. He will know< intellectually

that the Object of his worship is a Form of mani-
festation of the Supreme, but emotionally that Form
is the supreme as in truth it is, although the

Supreme includes and transcends all forms.

Now a Form is necessary for worship. The
Nirguna Brahman, the Absolute, the All, cannot be
an Object of worship. It is not an Object, but is

beyond all Subject and Object, including all, in-

separate. But from THAT

" Words return with the mind, not having
reached."

Words fall into silence, mind disappears, It is

all in all.

The Saguna Brahman may be the Object of
worship for those whose minds are of a metaphysical

1
Tuittirtyup. 11. iv. I.
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nature, and who find rest and peace in the contem-

plation of Brahman in His own nature as Sat-Chit-

Ananda, the Universal Self, the One, the Supreme.
Such contemplation is worship of a lofty kind, and
is peculiarly congenial to philosophic minds, who
find in it the sense of peace, rest, unity, which they
cannot feel in any more limited conception. But
to most it is easier to rise to Him through His

manifestation as the Lord and Life of His worlds,

or through one of the manifestations, as Mahadeva,

Narayana, or more concrete yet, Shri Rama or Shri

Krishna, or other embodiment. These arouse in

them the Bhakti, the love and devotion, which the

other conception fails to stir, and all the tendrils of

the human heart wind themselves round such an

image, and lift the heart into Ananda, into bliss

unspeakable.

Whether one of these two ways is the better is an

oft-disputed question, and the answerers on either

side are apt to be impatient with those on the other,

intolerant of the uncongenial way. But the answer

has been given with perfect wisdom and all-em-

bracing- comprehension by Shri Krishna Himself.

Arjuna was troubled by the question, five thousand

years ago, and put it to his divine Teacher :
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conditions be arranged, and, given the conditions,

the results will invariably follow. Hence law does

not compel any special action, but only renders all

actions possible, and knowledge of law is power.

The Jivitmi, as we have seen, is three-fold in

his nature
;
he consists of Ichchha, JMna and

Kriy&, Will, Wisdom and Activity. These, in the

lower world of up^dhis, of forms, express them-

selves as Desire, Knowledge and Action, and these

three fashion a man's Karma, and eac'h works ac-

cording to a definite law.

Desire stands behind Thought, stimulating and

directing it
; Thought, energised and determined

by Desire, stands behind Action, expressing itself

therein in the world of objects.

ii

" Man verily is desire-formed
;
as is his desire,

so is his thought ;
as (his) thought is, so he does

action
; as he does action, so he attains:"

On which shloka Shankara comments that

Desire is the root of the world.

1 J3Tifaaddi'anyaltoji. IV. iv. 5.



to the results we have

i. Desires carry t

the objects of desire e

channels of his future

< So indeed the d<

object in which his m

Desire attaches a

binding him to the

wherever is the objec

man who desires it

*f&, fruit, and the frui

he must consume, in

The man

M
impelled by desi

Whether the fruit be

painful, the law is

1 Ibid. 6.

2
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desires fruit, he is bound by his attachment to that

fruit, and is said to have "
good or bad Karma "

according as the fruit is pleasant or painful. When
a man understands this law, he can watch over his

desires, and allow them to attach themselves only
to objects the possession of which will yield hap-

piness ; then, in another life, he will have opportu-

nities of attaining them, for they will come and

place themselves in his way. This is the first law,

belonging to the desire-nature.

The second law concerns the mind.

2. Mind is the creative power, and a man be-

comes that which he thinks.

" Now verily man is thought-formed
3

;
as a man

thinketh in this world, so, having gone away hence,

he becometh.
53

As Brahma created by meditation, so does

Manas, which is His reflection in man, have crea-

tion as its essential activity ;
Brahma embodies

Kriya, activity, but we find that his activity con-

sisted in meditation, thought, and this gave birth

to the worlds
;
hence action is only thought thrown

outwards, objecttvised, and a man's actions are only

1 Clili&ndogyop. III. xiv, !

2 The word is SBJ.

8



e ,
^hereafter he*

e If he thinks nobly, he will become

he thinks basely, he will become ba,

knowing, a man can^eliberatdy shape

ter by dwelling in his mind on all that i

pure and elevating, and driving out ot it

evil, foul, and degrading.
This is U.e s.

belonging to the mind.

The third law concerns action.

3. Circumstances are made by actc;

" Devoted to the fruits of nets, wlia

of acts a person covetous of fruits ;

the fruits, good or bad, that ho actu.i

partake of their character. Like fi

against a current of water, the acts of

i Mah&bh&raia, ShSnti Parva, oci. 2lf.
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"Let a Brahmana's be auspicious, a Kshat-

triya's full of power, a Vaishya's connected with

wealth, and a Shfldra's with lowliness.

" A Brahmana's implying happiness ;
a Kshat-

triya's protection; a Vaishya's, prosperity; a

Shudra's, service.

"Women's easily pronounceable, not harsh,

with a clear meaning, pleasing, auspicious, ending

in a long vowel, ( soft ) like the utterance of a bene-

diction."

In the sixth month comes the Annaprashanam,
the first feeding with solid food, with the Rigveda

mantras, IV. xii. 4, 5 ;
IX. Ixvi. 19; and I. xxii. 15.

In the first or third year or, according to the

Grihya Sutras, in the fifth for a Kshattriya and the

seventh for a Vaishya the Chudakaranam, the

tonsure, or shaving of the head, is performed.

The Karnavedha, or ear-boring ceremony, is

performed at the fifth or seventh year, or even

later. In Southern India it is sometimes perform-

ed on the twelfth day after birth or at the close of

the first year, or with the Chudakaranam. It is

not mentioned in the authoritative lists of Sams-

karas, but in modern Indian life it is regularly per-

formed. l

See Pdrankunt Grihyi-S&ra,, II. i. and Gud&dhara,'Sh&shiji.i

tbereon.
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By these ceremonies the young body is con-

stantly harmonised and guarded, and says Yajfia-

valkya :

n^mra: sra- *CTKT Crsrnwipni** i

1

" Thus is the sin (hereditary defect) arising from

defect of seed and embryo allayed."

These Satnskaras belong to the child-stage of

.life. With the next, the Upanayanam, the stage

of youth may be said to begin. The lad is now to

;put away the toys of childhood, and is to begin

the life of study which is to fit him to take his

place in the world.

The Upanayanam is .the ceremony of the in-

vestiture with the sacred thread, the initiation

which is the
" second birth

"
, given by the Acharya,

and which constitutes the boy afij^f:, Dvijah, twice-

born.

er

" That the father and mother give birth to him

from mutual desire, so that lie is born from the

womb, let this be known as his physical birth.

J Loc. fit. i, 13,

ifdi, \\. 147. MS.
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-e flung back on the actor.
ture experiences luppiness for

sery for his evil ones."

"
Nothing can sprout forth

:rea-

acts
' ^

, tio

The,e three la.vs cover she ml-! n ,
for the Jivitma Mllslsts ofw . w:^m

"

v.ty.ar.d.heseshov theraselres in th
des,r=s, thoaghts and actions. Whe.
vided ,he factor, , . ,,. ^ tl

-, character-^ cap.ldtfes_aL S
c.rcoms,ances

, . have covered then, al!

else remains.

We find, then, that We are ahvays

have
1 Hid. ccsci, 12.

"

d

ne,



living Jivatma:, that then desired, thought

ed, is still the same powerful agent as he th

and ca^ put out his powers within the limit

made, can modify and slowly change tlu.

create better conditions for the fututc Tl

Bhishma places exertion above destiny,

A view of Karma that paralyses human

is a crude and mistaken one, and men sh

in Karma a guide, and not a paralyser, of a

One very commonly felt difficulty in con

with Karma is this : men ask : "If I am <;

by my Karma to be bad or good, to do this

to do it, it must be so; why then ma
effort?" The fallacy of this line of t

should be very clearly understood, if the ah

been grasped, for it turns upon a compli-i

understanding of the nature of Karma. Th
Is part of the Karma, as much as the goocli
badness

; Karma is not a finished tiling H

us, but a constant becoming-, in which the ft

not only shaped by the past but is being IT:

by the present, if a man desires to be goo.
putting forth an energy which presently will
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him good, however bad he may be no.v. A man
is 'not a helpless being-, destined by his K-u-r.i.1 t3
he either bad or good, but he becomes that v nidi

he daily chooses as desirable badness or good-
ness. He always is, and always must be, ni?kinrr

efforts, merely because he is alive, and L^- only
choice lies in making an effort to move in one
direction rather than in another : his quiet ice is;

merely a choice to let past choices have their \vav,

and to go in accordance with them. He Jccf ,;ot

eliminate the element of choice by doing nothing" ;

he simply chooses doing nothing. A man has or.ly

to desire, to think, to act, and he can make his

Karma what he chooses. Thus the Gods h--. re

risen to . their high estate, and thus .nay others

rise.

n

a

"
By his Karma may a Jiva oec^r.e an Inc'ra,

by his Karma a son of Brahma. By his Kar.aa

he may become Hari's servant, and free from

births.
'

'

Devt BJidgaraia,. IX. ssvi'-. :-iO.



: Godhood and manhood ana

a world-empire may a man obtain by Kara

also the state of Shiva and of Ganesha."

The main thing is to see in Karma not a

ny Imposed from without, but a self-made (

imposed horn within, and therefore a death-

is continually being re-made by its maker.

Another mistake sometimes made as to

is that which !ead.f - a person to say respectin

fcrer :

k< He Is suffering his Karma ;
if I he

! may be interfering with his Karma." The
thus speak forget that each man is an agent
Karma of others, as well as an experiencer
owi:. If u*e are able to help a man, it is til

that trie Karma under ''which he was sufTe

exhausted, and that we are the agent of his

bribing him relief. If we refuse to cai

kanr/Ic re!ief>-e make bad Karma for GUI

shuiil.ig cursives out from future help, and
cr:c

-

'se \vill have the good Karma of curry in

relief and so ensuring for himself aid in a

difrculty. Further, ifs" and "may be's
"

i

grci-r.d for action
; "If I do not help him I m
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interfering with his Karma,
3 '

is as valid an argu-
ment as "

If I help him." Action should be based
on what we know, and we know it is right and
.good to help others

;
it Is constantly commanded

by the wise. Only a full and clear knowledge of
the causes in the past resulting in the suffering of
the present could justify refusal to help on karmic
grounds.

Karma is said to be the three kinds sn^.
PrSrabdham, ^rrS^?f, Saiichitam, and 3*?m3 Varta-

rn^nam, called also sn*m%, Ag^mi. Prarabdha
Karma is that which is ripe for reaping and which
cannot be avoided

;
it is only exhausted by being

experienced. Safichita Karma is the accumulated
Karma of the past, and is partly seen in the cha-

racter of the man, in his powers, weaknesses and

capacities. VartamSna Karma is that which is

now being created.

H

...... -

1

" That which was in the olden time

1 Devt-Bk&gavata t VI. s. 9, 12, 13, U.
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produced in many births, is called Sanchitam...~.

" That Karma which is being done, that Is

called Vartamana.

"
Again, from the midst of the Sanchitas Is

'selected a portion, and, at the time of the beginning
of the body, Time energises this : it is known as
PrArabdha Karma "

The Safichita Karma is the Karma which Is

gathered, collected, heaped together. It is the mass
which lies behind a man, and his tendencies come
from this. The Vartamana Karma is the actual,

that -which is now being made for the future, or the

Agami, the coming Karma
; while the PrarabdhaL,

Karma is that which has begun, is actually bearinop
fruit, W

Now this Pr&rabdha Karma is, as said in th|e
shloka above-quoted, selected out of the mass of"

the Safichita Karma. In VedAntic literature it/is

sometimes compared to an arrow already shot.

That which is sufficiently congruous to be worked
out in one physical body is selected by the Devas
who rule this department of nature, and a suitable

physical body is built for it, and placed with the

parents, nation, country, race, and general surroun-

dings, necessary for the exhaustion of that Karma.

PrSrabdha Karma, as said above, cannot be
changed ;

it must be exhausted by being experi-



be - is to take
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.ervced. The only thing that can

}d, and

ttins rid of many

n'i

tentedly and
_

past debts, and thus geta

liabilities.

lt: .........
K. lar^elv modified by

Sanchita Karma may be la e

in our next birth.

stead ofleavmg it to fa, ... ...

There remains the quests,
: ,v c
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escape from this everlasting law, without which

the universe would be a chaos.

i^rifm ^ ^^i <f5SF^ ^rof^r n
x

"All, Brahma and the rest, are under its

vereign rule, O king !

"

If a man would escape this universal Karmvas

he must go out of the universe that is he muSt

merge in the Absolute,

But a man may escape from the wheel of births

and deaths, and yet remain manifested so long as

Ishvara chooses to manifest, by ceasing to create

fresh Karma and by exhausting what already

exists. For the tie that binds man to the wheel is

desire, and when desire ceases man creates no more

bonds :

" When all the desires hidden in the heart are

loosed, then the mortal becomes immortal, then he

here enjoys Brahman/'

Such is the re- iterated teaching of the Shruti.

AgaSjn, we read in the Bliagavad-GttA :
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"Whose woiks are all free from the moulding
of desire, whose Karma is burned up in the fire of

wisdom, him the wise have called a Sage ....... ....."

" From one with attachment dead, free, with his

thoughts established in wisdom, working for sacri-

fice (only), all Karma melts away."

Then freedom is achieved, and the man ma}- .

either remain, as the Rishis have remained, to aid

in the evolution going on in the Bralimarida or

may sink to rest.

The points to be remembered are :

I. The nature of action and its cor.sequer.ee.

2. The nature of law.

3. The three laws which make the Karma cf

the Jiv^tma.

4. The relation between exertion and destii-y.

5. The three kinds of Karma.

6. The ceasing of individual Karma.

Lev, cit. iv. 19. 23.



CHAPTER V.

SACRIFICE.

As far-reaching as the Law of Karma is 'the

La\v of Sacrifice, the Law by which the worlds

were builded, the Law by which they are .main-

.tained. All lives can only be supported by absorb-

ing other lives : 5f?^ir sff^sr Sffe^Jr ;
all forms can on ly

be preserved by absorbing other forms. Sacrifice

permeates all religion as it permeates the universe.

Says Shri Krishna :

n
*

"This world is not for the non-sacrificer : how
then the other? O best of the Kurus!"

The Sanatana Dharma has incorporated this

La.v into its very essence; ail the Shrutis declare

it: ail the Smritis inculcate it; the Paranas and
Ue Itihasa are full of it; the Shadangas circle

r:>und it; the Six Darsanas lay" it down as the

pathway to be trodden ere knowledge can
"

be
gained.

_____^'
e slla]1 see in Part II how sacrifices pervade

-
.V/'^;,r-^f: fr^d. iv. 31.
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the whole life of the true Aryan ; we aie here ex
cerned with the general principle, not with i!

specific applications.

Creation began with sacrifice :

" Om ! The dawn verily (is) the head of thr

sacrificial horse."

The dav\n is explained as the beginning of the

Day of Brahm&, the day of creation. Then is the

great horse sacrifice, the horse, whose body is the

universe, the sacrifice cf The One who carries the

Many Devas, Gandharvas, Asuras. Men a< the

next shloka says. And then the UpanLshat ^:es
on to describe the beyond, when there v. as : v; :

anything, and the building of the urviv "-

(TV> .
- > *

So also in \htRigveifa the s''
&

^ ~^. Pu;u-ha

S6kta describing the sacrificial slav^ .

^
arirsha-

,1 , ,, f descrii .
*

tells how all creatures were formed
^

. e-tourt:i

of Him offered up as
%i victim

'"'

in
"
t/.^t great

general sacrifice," three-fourths remaining :r.

heaven as the Eternal Life.

The great sacrifice involved in creation is beau-

tifully described in the Shata-patha Brahman a.

1 Briltadarct'ti-yaliop. I. i. 1.

2 Loc. cit X. 90.



5c^rt ^rrfir

"Brahma, the Self- existent, performed tapas.

He considered :

' In tapas there is no infinity.

Come let me sacrifice myself in living things and

all living things in myself.' Then having sacri

ficed himself in all living things and all living

things in himself, he acquired greatness, self-efful"-

gence and lordship:"

Manu also declares that Brahma created ^33

^FTKWJ
2 "

the eternal sacrifice
"
ere He drew forth

the Veda,

This^^ound teaching, that fshvara sacrificed

Himself|^^^Skr ^ crea^e His universe, means

that HeJjTbegt O f Himself in matter, technically

died
ir^

r>v that His life might produce and

sustain ^ ^. ,.tiplicity of separate lives. Every
life in His universe is a part of His life *pNfNr :

"

portion of Myself."
3 Without this sacrifice, the

universe could not come into existence. As 2

fourth part only of Purusha is said to suffice for

the bringing forth of all beings, so Shri Krishna

says :

l Loe. cit. XIII. vii. 1. 2 Loe. olt. i. 22.

3 Bliagamil-GUti, xv. 7.



"
Having pervaded all this universe with a por-

tion of Myself, I remain."

Ishvara is far more than His universe, but it is

wholly contained in Him, lives in His life, is com-

posed of His substance.

Shri Krishna tells how Praj&patisrW3T:*nrr: *?r,
2

"
having emanated mankind together with sacri-

fice/' bade man find in sacrifice his K^madhuk,
the cow whence each could milk the objects he

desired. So action is essentially rooted in sacri-

fice :

" The pouring out which caused the birth of

beings is called Karma."

" The pouring out
"

is the pouring out of life,

which alone enabled separate beings to live, and
-this pouring out is that same sacrifice described in

the Puruha Sukta. So thoroughly has this been

recognised that Karma has become the general
name for sacrifices, and Karma-kanda is the name
which covers all sacrificial rites.

The essential idea of sacrifice, then, is the pour-

ing out of life for the benefit of others
;
such pour-

ing out is the law by which life evolves : it is im-

l MA. x, 42. 2 XbiA. in. 10. 3 MA. viit 3.



" Whatsoever thou doest, whatsoever thou eat-

est, whatsoever thou offerest, whatsoever thou

givest, whatsoever thou doest of austerity, O Kaun-

teya, do thou that as an offering unto Me.

" Thus thou shalt be liberated from the bonds

of action, (yielding) good and evil fruits."

Let us see how the Law of Sacrifice is seen in

the physical world.

The Life in the mineral kingdom evolves as the

mineral forms in which it dwells are broken up to

nourish plants of every kind. The mineral forms

perish to feed the Life in the vegetable kingdom,
and the Life in the mineral forms has grown more

complex and developed by this sacrifice.

The Life in the vegetable kingdom evolves by
the sacrifice of the lower plants to nourish the

l
Sltiujtii-ad'OUS,. is, 27-2$.
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higher, the countless annual plants perish in - *-

enrich the soil in which trees grow. Myriad of
others are eaten by animals, and their forms go to
build up animal bodies, in which the Life hastier
scope.

The Life in part of the animal kingdom evolves

by the sacrifice again of the lower forms to the

higher, and also to the maintenance of the human
kingdom, within which also the weak are devoured

by the strong in the savage state. But here gradual-

ly, with increasing development of the animals tc

keen sensibility, and with the development of con-

science and sympathy in man, another form of the

law appears, and man begins to refuse to sacrifice

to the support of his own life those who share with

him the feelings of pleasure and pain. He first

revolts against cannibalism eating his own kind

and then against eating his weaker brothers in tie

animal kingdom. He realises that the divine

nature in him developes by sacrifice of himself to

others, and not by the sacrifice of others to himself,

He lessens as much a he can his demands on the

lives of others, and increases as much as he can his

own sacrifices for them. So long as a man identifies

himself with his body, he is always trying to

take, to absorb, because the body continues only

by such taking and absorbing. When he identifies

himself as the Self, he is always trying to give, to

9..
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pour out, because the joy of the Self is in fort

pouring. On the Pravritti Mrga he takes
;
on t

Nivritti Mrga he gives. Thus evolves the li

of man.

The alphabet of the lesson of sacrifice w

taught to man by the Rislns who watched over tl

Aryan race in its infancy. They did not attem;

to teach men the fall lesson of self-surrender, b

merely laid down for them a system of sacrifices,

which they should sacrifice some of their posse

sions with a view to their large increase in tl

future
;
the firm grasp with which a man grips tl

objects on the maintenance of which his life in tl

body depends was slowly loosened by the sacrifi

of some of them, the return for this not being in

mediate but lying in the future.

Ci O Kings! Indra, Varuna, to this our sacrifi<

be ye turned by offerings and* homage: ........

" O Indra, Varuna, plenteous wealth and foe

and blessing give us : ........ .

"This my song may it reach Indra, Varuri
and by its force bring sons and offspring.

"

1 Riffceda. Vll3 Ixxxiv 1, 4, 5,



Such prayers are found on every page of the

Samhitas, and thus were men taught to sacrifice

what they valued for a future gain,

By these sacrifices they were also taught to see

that man is part of a great whole, and related to all

around him
;
and that as his own life was main-

tained by the sacrifice of other lives, so he must

repay that debt by sacrificing to others some of his

possessions, sacrificing to the Devas in the fire

which was "the mouth of the Gods," or^r^Tf:
1

" the eater of food," and to men by charitable gifts.

In this way the sense of obligation was impressed

-on them, and the interdependence of lives.

The next step was to train them to sacrifice

these same possessions, immediately valuable, for

happiness on the other side of death, a far-off

invisible reward, ^qr^RT ^rsfcf;
"
let him sacrifice

who desireth Svarga."

c ' Whoever works (sacrifices), pouring libations

into the shining of these [the seven flames previous

1 rlhdaranya'kup. I. iv. 6.

2 3Iundalwp. I. ii. 5, 6.

\



ly mentioned], at the proper time, him these

sun-rays lead where dwells the one Lord of the

Devas.

"
Saying to him '

Come, come/ these resplendent

libations carry the sacrificer by the sun-ray, wor-

shipping him and saying the sweet words; 'This

is your pure well-deserved Brahma-world/
"

A great step forward was made in this sacrific-

ing of the visible to the invisible, of the present to

a far-off future. But the object of this training in

sacrifices was no more the enjoyment of Svarga
than the enjoyment of wealth on earth. They had

learned to curb their greed for possessions by the

practice of giving, and to recognise themselves as

owing their lives to the larger life around them
;

they were thus prepared for the third stage, that of

sacrifice as duty, for which no reward should be

sought.

Men now began to see that the sacrifice of the

lower to the higher was "right," a duty that was
owed in return for the perpetual sacrifice of the

higher to the lower, of the life of Ishvara for the

maintenance of His children
;
and further that the.

body also owed a debt to the lower creatures who
supported it, that ought to be paid by. helping and
serving them in turn. Then they were ready for
the lesson :
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t(

Thy business is with the action on!
with its fruits

; let not the Trait of action be thy
motive, nor be thou to inaction attached.

" Perform action, O Dhanafljaya, established in

Yoga, having renounced attachment."

The wheel of life which is ever turning, this in-

terdependence of lives, being thoroughly under-

stood, men see it as an obvious duty to lijt p lr. the

turning, an-d readily see the unworthine<s of trvin^

to live without doing their share of work :

" He who on earth does not follow die \vhee!

thus revolving, sinful of life and rejoicine in the

senses, he, O Partha ! liveth in vain."

This, practised for long, led up to the last lesson,

the complete self-surrender of the mac to Tshvara,

recognising himself only as an instrunieiv: of the

Divine Will carrying out in the physical -vorid the

purposes of that will.

1 Bh'ij<iva$~Gti&. ii. 47-48.

3 Ibid. vi. 16.
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Mercre Manas in Me, be My devotee, sacrifice

to Me, worship Me, thou shalt come to Me ;
I

pledge thee My troth ;
thou art dear to Me, Aban-

doning all Dharmas, come unto Me alone for

shelter."

Thenceforth the whole life is a sacrifice, and the

man lives only to do the Divine Will. Hence he

abandons all separate Dharmas as Dharmas, as hav-

ing over him no binding force. He has but the

one Dharma, of carrjing out the Divine Will, and

if he fulfils all family and other relationships more

perfectly than he ever did before, it is not because

they in themselves bind him, but because Ishvara

having placed him amid these surroundings as. part

of Himself, as His representative, he must fully

meet all the necessities of the case in this represen-

tative character,

During this long training, men were gradually

led to see that outer sacrifices of wealth were less

valuable than inner sacrifices of virtue, and that the

purification of the heart and mind were of more

real importance than the external purifications.

1 Hid. xviii. 65. 66.
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While these should not be neglected, the neglect
of the other was fatal.

" He who has the forty-two Sarnsk^ras, but

has not the eight virtues of the Self, will not ob-

tain Brahman, nor will he go to Brahmaloka,

But he who has only a part of the forty-two

Samsk^ras, but has the eight virtues -of the

Self, he will attain to Brahman and go to Brah-

maloka."

The object of sacrifice is purification/and this

has been insisted on over and over again. Says

Shri Krishna :
^

' I*

"
Flowery speech is uttered by the foolish, re-

1 Gautama Dliarwa S-utra. viii. 24, 25-

2 Blwgavad 6'ttd. ii. 42, 44.
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whose minds are captivated by "such, corneth not

this determinate reason, on Sam^dhi steadily

bent."

And again :

ti

l

" Better than the sacrifice of any objects is the

sacrifice <ff wisdom, O Parantapa .........

Verily there is no purifier in this world like

wisdom."

Bhishma speaking of truth and declaring it to

be sacrifice of a high order, says :

" Once on a time a thousand horse-sacrifices

1 Ibid. iv. 33, 38.

2 MaMbMrata. SMnti Parva. clxii. 26.
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and truth were weighed against each other In the
balance. Truth weighed heavier than a thousand
Ihorse-sacnrjces."

With regard to' abstention from cruelty he says:

11

1

"
Gifts made in all sacrifices, ablutions perform-

ed in all sacred waters, and the merit acquired by
making all the possible kinds of gifts all these do
not come up to abstention from cruelty. The pen-
ances of a man that abstains from cruelty are in-

exhaustible. The man who abstains from cruelty
Is regarded as always performing sacrifices."

To destroy the sense of separateness is to gain
the ultimate fruit of all sacrifices purification and
tinion with the Supreme. This is the road along
which the great Rihis have led the true followers

of the San^tana Dharma.

The points to be remembered are :

1. The world was created and is maintained

by a Divine Sacrifice.

2. Sacrifice is essentially giving, pouring forth.

3. Sacrifice is the law of evolution
; compu!-

1 Hid, Amisliasana Parva. cxvi. 40-41.
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thehuman.

4 .
Man rises by definite stages from

sacrifices to self-sacrifice.

5 Sacrifices of virtue and wisdom are more

effective than the sacrifices of external objects.



CHAPTER VI.

THE WORLDS VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE.

We have followed the Jivitma in his evolution,

and have seen the laws of his growth, the unfolding
of his consciousness. We have now to consider

the upadhis in which he dwells, and the worlds that

he inhabits during his long pilgrimage. These

up^dhis are related to the worlds, and by them the

Jiv^tma comes into contact with these worlds, and

is able to gain experience from them and to act in

them. The Up&dhis are only brought into exis-

tence to serve the purposes of the Jivatma, moved

by desire to taste these worlds. That the Jivatma's

own desire is at the root of his embodiment is very

plainly stated in the Chh&iidogyopanishat.

First comes the statement
;

" O Maghavan, this body truly is mortal, ccn-

trolled by death. It is the dwelling of the immor-

tal bodiless Atm&."

. Y1II. xii. 1.
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Then the wish to experience is said to lead the

a to form organs for receiving and transmitting

to himself the experiences. His wish lies at the:

root of each, and matter obeys his impulse, and

obediently moulds itself into a form suitable for the

exercise of the life-function. (Science, in these later

days, proves over and over again that an organ is

formed under the pressure of the life seeking to

function in a particular way.)

r ^r SWOTT

^jffrf^t^

" He who has the consciousness,
'

may I smell,'

he the Atm&, in order to smell, (makes) the organ

of smell ;
he who has the consciousness,

'

may I

speak/ he, the Atma, in order to speak, (makes)
the voice

;
he who has the consciousness,

f

may I

hear/ he, the Atma, in order to hear, (makes) the

organ of hearing ;
he who has the consciousness,

'may I think/ he, the Atmft, (makes) the mind,
his divine eye."

It is by this subtle organ, the mind, that he
sees and enjoys, for the grosser matter cannot affect

his fine essence; the Shruti proceeds:

i Ibid. 4 5
r~ ~ ~~~



"
He, verily, this ( Atm ), by this divine eye,

the mind, sees and enjoys these (objects of) desires/'

Here is, at once, the psychology and physiology
connected with the Jiv&tma. He is a conscious

being, and that consciousness, seeking external ex-

periences, fashions senses and sense-organs for

contact with the outer worlds, and a mind of nature

more akin to itself as a bridge between the outer

and the inner. It is these and the worlds to which

they are -related, that we have now to study.

Shri Krishna speaks on exactly the same lines,

reminding us further of the essential identity be-

tween the JivatmS. and the Supreme fshvara :

I

1

" A portion of Myself, transformed in the world

of life (into) an immortal Jiva, draws round itself

thz senses with Manas as the sixth, placed in Pra-

kriti.............

i Bhagavad Gttd. xv. 7. 9.



"Enshrined in the ear,' the eye, the organs of

touch, taste and smell, and the mind, he enjoyeth

the objects of the senses."

There are three worlds in which the Jivatm

circles round on the wheel of births and deaths.

These are *ww Bhulokah or Bhflrloka, the phy-

sical earth; g^lrsfr Bhuvarlokah, the world next the

physical, and closely related to it but of finer matter;

^sprfcfr: Svarlokah, or Svarga, the heavenly world.

Beyond these are four other worlds, belonging to the

hifher evolution of the Jivatm&: *rf$Np Maharlokah,

*R5*f3R: Janalokah, cfwr^T 1 Tapolokah, and *Tc3<*fri :

Satyalokah. The first three Lokas, or worlds perish

at the end of a Day of Creation, a Day of Brahma,

and are reborn at the dawn of the succeeding Day.
The others persist, but as Maharloka is rendered

untenable and deserted by all its inhabitants, four

Lokas may be regarded as p.erishing at the Night
of BrahmS, while three Janaloka, Tapoloka, and

Satyaloka remain. All these seven Lokas are

within the Brahmanda
;
two others, Vaikuntha and

Goloka, lie beyond it, but can be reached from it.
T

Other Lokas such as Indraloka, Suryaloka,
Pitriloka, etc. are special regions situated within

these seven great Lokas, as countries make up a

continent.

1 See Vtehnu Pttr&na. 1. iii.
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There are seven other worlds, usually called

Talas, lifferally surfaces, which have to do with re-

gions
" within

"
the earth, that is of grosser matter

than the earth. The student may remember that

the sons of Sagara, after hunting all over the sur-

face of the earth for the stolen horse, penetrated the

lower regions, and came to Rasatala. l The names

of these are: qncTrot Patalam
; **firfft Mahatalam

OTRB Rasatalam
; mt3ft Talatalam

; ^3*5 Suta-

lam
; rfri^ Vitalam

;
and ^& Atalam. They corres-

pond to the Lokas, as an image corresponds to an

object, and are on a descending scale, as the Lokas

are on an ascending.

These lokas mark the stages of evolution of

the consciousness of the Jivatma ;
as "his powers un-

fold, he becomes conscious of these Lokas one af-

ter the other, and becomes able to feel, think, and

act in Upadhis made out of the grfrf^ Bhutam,,

the Bhutas or elements, which correspond to these

stages of consciousness. Each Loka, as a state, re-

presents a form of the consciousness of Ishvara
;

and, as a place, represents a modification of Prakri-

ti, expressing that state of consciousness. As the

Jivatma is of the nature of fshvara, he is capable

of realising these seven states of consciousness, and

of thus living in touch with the seven worlds or

modifications of Prakrlti, which correspond to- them.

i See Rdmdyano,, I. xl. 22.
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These seven, as said above, make up the Brahm

da, the world Egg, within which the creative w

Of Brahma proceeds.

^
\

" From Patala to Brahmaloka is called

Brahm&nda. Then beyond is Vatkuntha, outs

the Brahm^nda. Yet beyond is Goloka, extend

over fifty crores of Yojanas. It is eternal and

the nature of truth. Whatever Krishna is, such

it.

" Above the earth is Bhurloka, then Bhuvark

i Devf BMgavata, IX. 8-10, 12-16. A similar ntatou

is made in the Vishnu BMgavata. III. x. 7-9
3
xi. 28-31.
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beyond. Then next is Svarloka, and Janaloka
beyond. Yet beyond is Tapoloka, and again be-

yond Satyaloka. Then beyond is Brahmaloka,
like burning gold.

" All this is made, one within the other
; when

that perishes, all perish, ON^rada! All this col-

lective universe is like a water-bubble, transient
Goloka and Vaikuntha are called

everlasting, ever-

uncreate."

Here "
P^tala

"
is made to cover the seven

Talas and Maharloka is omitted, Brahmaloka
being added at the end to make up the seven.

Let us examine these words more closely.

The first three, Bhur, Bhuvar and Svar Lokas,
are those in which the JivtmS. lives during his

long evolution, in which he dwells while on the

wheel of births and deaths. The Brihaddranyakop-
anishat says :

" Now verily there are three worlds, the world

of men, the world of the Pitris, the world of the

Devas."

These three are called the r%TrCr Triloki, the

three worlds.

Each of these worlds is a definite regie n,

1 Loc olt. I. v. 16.

10
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marked off by the nature of the matter 0*

it is composed. The Tattva that predomi
1^

Bhurloka, or Prithvl, the earth, is the Prit^*
i i

tva
;
there are seven modifications of it,

Apah, Agni, V&yu, AkSsha solid, liquid, ^
as

radiant matter, etheric, super-etheric and ^

In all the combinations which make up

difications of Prakriti, the various aggreg
t10

the Ann, the Prithvi Tattva is predominant-

In Bhuvarloka the Apah Tattva is predo
;jl 3

and in the seven corresponding modification5

the aggregations of the Anu of that

Apah Tattva, is the most prominent c

In Svarloka the Agni Tattva is the rt

power, and all the combinations bear the sta*"*
1

this fiery Arm. All the bodies of the being"
s

longing to that region are flashing and lutn* 3

and from this comes the name of Dev#-

Shining.

We then come to Maharloka, in which als

Agni Tattva is predominant, a world comp
only of the three finest and subtlest aggrega"
of the fiery Anu.

The three higher Lokas, Jana-Tapa

Satya-lokas, are not reached by the Jivatm& tl

is very highly evolved. In Janaloka and Tape;
the Vftyu Tattva predominates, hence all the <
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lbinations interpenetrate each other without a ;v

-difficulty, as gases do down here, and the sense :if

Dimity predominates over the sense of sen-ir-itene--.

In Satyaloka the Akisha Tattva predominate-,
.and the Jivatma here attains the Shn.'xla-Brah.m-

world, and is on the threshold of iruikti. He has

reached the limit of the Brahmatida. Beyond It lie

Vaikimtha and Goloka, composed of the tiro high-
-est Tattvas, the Mahat-Tattva -sometimes cV.'ei

AnupStdaka, because it has as yet no ?^pa :Uka, re-

ceptacle or holder and the Adi-Tattva, the root

of all.

These seven Lokas correspond to seven states

of consciousness of the Jivatmi. The life hi r: = n

which is consciousness is that of the Self ; i: :>

written :

\

l

r< Of Atma this life is born."

And

ct From this these seven flames become."'

A^ain, in the MundakopanisJiat, the seven

worlds are connected with the seven flames
;
and

i Pmshnop. iii. 3. 2 Ibid. 5.
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these flames take the departed soul to the heaven!

worlds. l

And the Devt Bhdgavatn says :

asrr r^i^ ^rra ?ra: H

" From whom the seven Praoa-flames, and ah

the seven fuels, the seven sacrifices and world >

to that All-Self we bo\v.'
?

The seven Pranas, or life-breaths, of the bod

are the representatives of the seven great Prana

the true life-breaths, of the Self, consciousne

seven-fold divided in man.

This is plainly stated in the Chhdndogyopan

shat, where it is said that there are five gates 01

of the heart which lead to heaven, the five Prana

or life-breaths, each of these leading to a speci;

region, that to which each belongs. Thus Prat

itself, the chief life-breath, leads to the Sun, hei

standing for the chief, or highest Loka, Satyalok

Vyana, leading southwards, carries to the Moon-

here to the dark side of the moon, connected wit

Bhuvarloka. Apana leads to the Fire Region, M;

harloka, and Samana,
" which is the mind," 1

Svarloka. Udana leads to the Air Region, that <

Vayu which includes Janaloka and Tapolok;

i Loo. cit. I.
ii, 3, 6. 2 LOO. cit. VII. xxxiii. 49^
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The Pranas in man correspond to the ko<ml~ IM
*as, for man is related to, and reflects in every
part, the image of Ishvara and Kis univer^

In the
M&ndukyopanis?iat, the Self is ^{d to

have four states, the ^n*, jagratf waldn^ j
in tt

.

h?ch
he is called Vaishvinara

; thews* dreanvn- -

in which he is called Taijasa ; the third g^: So.
-shiiptih, "well sleeping," in which he is called Prajna"and the fourth, that which is Brahman. Tiu.ie three
states belong to the seven Lokas, as will be clearlv
-seen, if we now consider the%: Dehah, bodies, in
which the aspects of consciousness are manifested.
We shall return to the aspects of consciousness
when we consider them in their several material
sheaths.

There are three chief bodies which the Atina
uses as Upadhis : (i) The^g?5^r?f^Sthula-shariram f

sense or gross body; this is the Upadhi of the
Vaishvanara consciousness. (2) The g^^rfre?.

SCikshma-shariram, subtle body ;
this is the Upadhi

of the Taijasa consciousness. (3) The ^^^^^7,
Karana-shariram, or causal body; this is the Upadhi
of the Prajfia consciousness.
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" Atma in the Karana is Prajna ;
He is Taija

in the Sukshma body ;
in the SthOladeha he

named Vishva. Threefold he is thus called."

" The Lord also is thus spoken of as threefol

by the n?.mes tsha, Siitra and Virat The fir

(Jivas) is the distributive'form, while the Collect!'

Self is the Supreme/'

As every man has
s then, three Upadhis ar

uses them, as L, organs of three different forms <

consciousness, the Lord has three Dehas, Upadhi
and three different forms of universal consciou

ness; these are called Isha, Sutra and Virat re

pectively, corresponding to the three human forn

of consciousness Prajna, Taijasa, and Vaishv;

nara.

These Upadhis may be considered as expre;

sions in matter of the three aspects of the Sel

Will, Wisdom and Activity . The thula-sharira

the organ of Activity ;
the Stikshma-sharfra is th

ojgViii of vVisdorn
;
the Karana-sharira is the orga

of Will. And just as these three aspects expre;
themselves in higher and lower states of conscious

resj Will and Desire, Wisdom and Knowledge
Creation and Generation so are the Sharlras mad

up of Sheaths, composed of differing densities c

i I^-'-l Bhfyiw&tK. VII. xxxii. 47 49.



matter, according to the subdivision of the CG-S.
ciousness working in each sheath. The three Sh-xl
ras are related to the seven Lokas as follows

"~

The Sthtila-sharira is the Upadhi in Bhudok

jBhurlokc*.The SOkshma-sharlra ... ... J ^huvarloks.
I Svarioka.

Ulaharloka,

The Karana-shartra ......
.

ISatyaloka
The Shariras, as said above, are made up of

sheaths, and here the Vedantic division of the five

fir*rn KoshSh, sheaths, is very helpful.
The first kos;ha is that which is built of the

particles of food, and is therefore named ^rspw^nr:

Annamaya-koshah, food-sheath. This is identical

with the Sthula-sharira, the dense body, and is

composed of solids, liquids, and gases, in which the

Prithvi Tattva predominates. Here the outer

expressions of the Karmendriyas, the organs of

action hands, feet voice, generation and evacua-

tion have their place. Here is the nervous sy stern,
with its central organ, the brain, through which

Vaishvanara, the waking consciousness, acts, and

comes into touch with Bhurloka.

The second, third and fourth koshas the

3U<JWrairr: praramaya-kohah, life-breath sheath
;

the ^fa^qRW: manomaya-ko^hah, mind sheath ;



and the ft^RTOsft*: vijn^namaya-ko?hah, kno

ledge sheath make up the Sukshma-sharira, t

subtle body.

\

" The five jMnendriyas, the five Karmendriyc

and the five Pr^nas, and Manas with VijMr
this is the Sftkshma-sharira, which is called n

Type."

The student must here notice the word " Ka

mendriyas." The absolute organs hands, fe<

etc. belong obviously to the SthCilashaiira, but tl

centres which govern them, the true motor centre

are in the Sukshma-sharira, as are the sense centr

which have as their organs in theSthula-sharira tl

eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin. Eaeh Indriya

essentially a subtle centre in the SCiKshma-sharii

and has an organ in the SthQla-sharira. If this 1

grasped, the student will not be puzzled by tl

verbal contradictions that he mw meet, with in 1

reading.

The Stikshma-sharlra is connected with Bhi

loka see above table by that part of it which

called the Pr&namaya-koha ;
this kosha is co

BMgavata. VII. xxxii. 41. 42.
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posed of the subtle ethers of the physical \vor!d,

Bhurloka, and the Pr^nas move in this etheric

sheath, the life-currents which carry on all the
functions of the body ;

of these there are five at

work the remaining twi being latent and these

are : STPT' Prctnah, the outgoing breath
; 3TTR: Apa-

nah, the incoming breath : sgryp Vyaaah, the held-

in breath
; gr^rf: Udanah, the ascending breath ;

*RR : Sam^nah, the equalising breath, which distri-

butes the digested food throughout the body. In

these Protnas the magnetic energies of the body
exist, and all bodily energies are modifications of

these,

l

1

u
I, indeed, fivefold dividing myself, by my sup-

port maintain this (body)."

il From whatever limb Prana departs, t'.iat

indeed becomes dried up.
)y

And, as we shall presently see, when Prina

leaves the body, the body dies. For the Punisha

asks :

. ii. 3. 2 BrihaddranyJcop. I. iii. 19.
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i

" Who is it in whose going I shall go, in who

staying I shall stay ? He created Prana."

Modern science, it may be remarked, has con

to the conclusion that all these energies are mov<

ments in ether, and it is this ether, as said abov

which forms that Prnamaya-koha.

The part of the Sukshrna-shanra connecting
"

with Bhuvarloka and Svarloka is the Manomay?

kosha, or mind-sheath. This Manomaya-kosha

composed of matter from these two worlds, and :

the Upadhi of the lower mind, Manas affected b_

mingled with, Kama. This mind, which is nev<

separated from desires, has in this sheath matt<

of Bhuvarloka, in which desires work, and matt<

from Svarloka, in which thoughts work.

Lastly, the Sukshma-sharira, by its finest part

cles, is connected with Maharloka, to which pui

Manas, Manas free from Kama, belongs, and the<

particles, of the matter of Maharloka, form tr

Vijnanamaya-kosha.

This body, it will be seen, is a very complicate

one, yet it is necessary to understand it, if the pat

of the man after death is to be followed. It is tr

Upadhi of the Taijasa consciousness, in which tl

. vi. 3.
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Self comes into touch with the permanent invisible <\
,

worlds, the consciousness spoken of sometimes as
'

,

that of dream. It includes, however, far more than

is indicated by the modern use of the word dream, ,

for it includes the high states of trance, attainable
'l

1

by Yoga, in which a man may reach Maharloka. i

\

The third Shanra, the Karana-sharira, is com-
"~*

posed of the matter of the three higher and rela-

tively permanent Lokas, Jana-, Tapo-, and Satya-

lokas.
' '

The Anandamaya-kosha of the Vedintins is the

same as this Kararia-shartra, and this is composed
of the materials of the three Lokas just named.

The name covers the three as there are really j%

three sheaths under one name; in the bodies of
*

>'

the dwellers in Janaloka, the material of that world

predominates and wisdom specially characterises

them, that world being the abode of the Kumaras, .

;

*

the Beings whose pure wisdom is untouched by
!

t

'

any desire. In the Tapoloka the great ascetics

and devotees live, and in their bodies the materials

of Tapoloka predominate, ananda being their chie-f

characteristic. Satya or Brahrnaloka is the home

of those whose peculiar functions a re in activity,

closely allied to the nature of BrahmS.

In this third Shanra the Prajna consciousness

works, not affecting the lower bodies
; beyond this
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*

Is the BrahmAnda, and the Atml rising beyond

it, unites with fshvara.

Consciousness, in the Annamaya-kosha, works

in the brain and is concerned with external activi-

ties; it uses at the same time the Pr&namaya-kosha,

to carry on the life-functions of the body, and

affects, by this, all the objects with which it comes

into contact
;
these two koshas leave minute parti-

cles of themselves on all the objects they touch,

and the rules of physical purity arc based on this

fact

Consciousness, in the waking state, also uses

the Manomaya-kosha, by which it desires and

thinks, and these three sheaths are active during

all waking consciousness. A deep thinker, a phi-

losopher or metaphysician, also uses the Vijnana-

maya-kosha in working out his thoughts, but ordi-

nary men do not get beyond the Manomaya-kosha.

When the time of death comes, the Pr^aamaya-

kosha separates from the Annamaya-kosha, and

leaves the latter inert and helpless, fit only for the

burning-ghat Its elements are scattered, and go

back into the general store. The presence of Pra-

ria is necessary for its life.

^ra^r^^s^ sriwr srerRr cribs'* \

l

"As long as Pr^na dwells in the body,so long life."

i Ktwshttaki Br. Up. iii. 2.
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This same Upanishat describes a dying man,.

and tells how all the powers of the waking consci-

ousness are gathered up in Pr^na, so that when
IMna goes out all these accompany it, and the man,
the Self, going out, all these powers go with him.

He is then in the Karana and Sukshma Shariras,

The Pranamaya-kosha, the part of the subtle

body made of ethers, soon drops away, and the

man enters ihe Pretaloka, the world of the depart-

ed, a special region in Bhuvarloka
;

if he has been a

bad man, the coarser part of the Manomaya-kosha is

rearranged to form the rt srfrt, Dhruvam Shariram,
the strong body,

1 called also the Yatana Sharlra,

in which he suffers the results of his evil deeds
;

if

he be a good man, these coarser particles gradually

drop away, and in the partially purified Manomaya-
kosha he goes to the peaceful Pitiiloka, the "

watery

world," still a region in Bhuvarloka. When the

Manomaya-kosha is quite freed from its desire

particles, he goes on into the division of Svarga;

allotted to the departed, sometimes called the Moon.

u
They who depart from this world, they all go

to the Moon ......The Moon is the gate of Svarga,"

I Mauu. xii. 16. 2 Kausltftaki r. Up. i. 2.
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And again we read in the Brihaddranyakofia-

nishat that the departed go to

l

"
Pitriloka, from Pitriloka to the Moon."

The Manomaya-kosha is called the lunar body,

and, as we shall see in a moment, is also called

Soma, the moon.

This path, from the earth to Pitriloka, from

Pitriloka to the Moon, or the part of Svarga allot-

ted to ordinary men between death and birth

other than Indraloka, Suryaloka, etc., divisions of

Svarga gained by special merits is called Pitriy&-

na, the path of the Pitris 2 From this Moon

they return to the earth, the first stage being that

in which a new Manomaya-kosha is obtained
;
this

is the Soma-raja, brought out of the Fire-Region

Svarga by the Devas. Then the Devas put the

Sorna-raja into the fire of Par
jany a, the "

watery

world ", once more, and the watery particles are

built into the Manornaya-kosha, those belonging
1

to

K&ma, to desire. This is brought down to Bhiir-

loka, where the Pranamaya and Annamaya-kohas
are formed, and so rebirth is gained.

8

The Devayana, the path of the Devas, is only

1 LOG. ctt. VI. ii. 16.

2 See Ibid. 2; Prasliuop. I. 9. and OkMndogyop. V. x. 4.

8
Ghlidndogynp . V. iv-viii.
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trodden by those who do not compulsorily return

to the earth during this Kalpa. They depart as

do the others, but they pass on from the Moon,
casting off the Manomaya-koha, to the Deva-

world, and from that to the Sun and the Light-

ning, to Brahmaloka :

trasfr ergfccf i

*

.

" In those Brahma-worlds they dwell immemo-
rial years."

Shahkara remarks thit these are not absolutely
free from transmigration, but that they will not

be reborn within this Kalpa. These are thev of

whom the Vishnu Purana says that thev d-veH

in the higher Lokas while Brahma sleeps.
2

One other matter of importance remains in

connection with man's bodies and the seven Lokas.

By Yoga, a man may, during his life-time, separate

himself from his lower sheaths and rise into the

higher worlds
; and, far more, he may reach the

Viclya which liberates.

" Now within this Brahmapura (the body) there

op. VI. ii. 15. and see Ckkdnd^U'ip. V. x . *2.

2 Lo<i* eit I. iii-

3 Ohlidndorjop. VIII. i. 1.
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is a minute lotus-like chamber, and within it a

minute inner space."

Therein dwells the Atm&, unobserved by ordi-

nary men ;

"As those ignorant of the nature of the field

pass over a hidden gold-mine and do not find it,

so all men daily go to this Brahmaloka and do not

find it"

Leaving the body in sleep, they as it were, walk

over it, but do not know it. But he who knows it,

daily retires to this region in the heart, and

"
Having risen from this body, he attains a

splendid bod}' of light, and dwells in his own form,

This is the AtmS."
,?i

By Yoga this separation is effected, and it is

written :

Ibid, iii 2. 2 Hid. 4.

Kajliop. II. vi. 11.



" That ( Purusha ) let him draw out from his

own body with self-possession, like a grass-stalk

from its sheaths."

This is not the place to enter into details as to

Yoga, Enough to know that such high possibili-

ties are within the reach of man, and may be rea-

lised by purity, by knowledge and by love.

The following points should be remembered :

1. The Jivatm, seeking experience, forms

bodies,

2. He dwells in three worlds, during the cycle

of births and deaths,

3. There are seven Lokas within the Brah-

man da, and seven Talas.

4. There are three great Shariras, correspond-

ing to three main states of consciousness, and these

are subdivided into seven, corresponding to the

seven Lokas.

5 At and after death, the Jivatma throws off

the lower ko?has, dwelling finally in Svarga in the

purified Manomaya-ko?ha; after leaving Pitruo^

6 The Jivatma may, by Yoga, free himself

from the lower ko?has during physical life,

ii
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PART II.

GENERAL HINDU. RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS A\D Rues.





CHAPTER I.

THE SAVSKARAS.

Certain general principles pervade all religious

ceremonies, and these principles must be clearly

grasped, otherwise these ceremonies will be unin-

telligible, and the mind will, sooner or later, revolt

against them.

These principles are :

r. Man is a composite Being, a Jivatma
enclosed in various sheaths

;
each sheath

Is related to one of the visible or invisible

worlds, and therefore also to its inhabitants.

He is thus in touch with these worlds, and

in continual relations with them.
-%,

2. The Jiv&tm. and Prakriti are in a state Of

unceasing vibration
;
these vibrations vary

in rapidity, regularity and complexity.

3. The vibrations of the Jivatma are rapid and

regular, becoming more and more com-

plicated as he unfolds his powers.

4. The vibrations of the matter of the sheaths

are continuously affected by those of the
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Jlv&tmft, and non-continuously by the

various vibrations which reach each from

the world to which its materials belong.

In addition, each vibrates continuously

according to the fundamental vibration

of its world.

5, The Jivattna endeavours to impose his own

vibiations on his sheaths, so that they

may respond to him, and work harmoni-

ously with him,

6, He is constantly frustrated in these attempts

by the vibrations that reach his sheaths

from outside, and set up vibrations In them

that are independent of him.

7, He may be very much assisted in his labour

by the setting up of vibrations which are

in harmony with his own efforts,

These principles must be studied carefully and

thoroughly understood."

Then we come to certain special facts, a know-

ledge of which is also necessary :

A mantra is a sequence of sounds, and these

sounds are vibrations,' so that the chanting, loud or

lovv, or the silent repetition," of a mantra sets up a

certain series of vibrations. Now a sound gives

rise to a definite form, and a series of pictures is

made by successive musical notes
;
these may be
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rendered visible, if suitable scientific means are

taken to preserve a record of the vibrations set up

by the sounds. Thus the forms created by a

mantra depend on the notes on which the mantra

is chanted
;
the mantra, as it is chanted, gives rise

to a series of forms in subtle matter. The nature

of the vibrations that is their general character,

whether constructive or destructive, whether stimu-

lating love, energy, or other emotions depends
on the words of the mantra. The force with

which the mantra can affect outside objects in the

visible or invisible worlds depends on the purity,

devotion, knowledge and will-power of the utteren

Such vibrations are included among the " various

vibrations" mentioned under Principle 4 as

affecting the sheaths, and are also referred to

under Principle 7.

The repeated recitation of a mantra, that is, the

repeated setting up of certain vibrations, gradually

dominates the vibrations going on in the sheaths,

and reduces them all to a regular rhythm, corres-

ponding to its own. Hence the feeling of peace

and calm which follows on the recitation of a

mantra,

The name of a Deva, or other Being, mentioned

in a mantra, sets up vibrations similar to those

present in the Deva and his sheaths, and, as the

mantra is repeated many times with cumulative
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effects, the sheaths of the utterer or of any hearer

gradually repeat these vibrations with ever-

increasing force.

s< Whatever the Devata concerned with a man-

tra, his is the form of it
;
the mantra of the Deva

is said to be the D^eva."

Pingala, the writer on Vaidika mantras, divides

the metres according to the seven fundamental

vibrations, and gives the name of the Devata cor-

responding to each vibration.

As the matter of the sheaths thus vibrates, it

becomes easily penetrable by the influence of the

Deva, and very impervious to other Influences.

Hence the Deva's influence reaches the Jivtma,
and other influences are shut out.

If the sheaths contain much coarse matter

which cannot vibrate in answer to the subtle and

rapid vibrations set up by the mantra, the repetition

of the mantra may cause pain, disease, death. It is

therefore dangerous for an impure person to recite

a mantra, or to listen to the recitation of a mantra,

or even for a mantra to be inaudibly recited in his

presence.

i Yogi Y&jnavalkya, quoted in the Ak)iika-8wtrdt:al $, p. 13.
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If the sheaths contain some coarse= matter and

pure matter will be drawn in to replace that which

is shaken out.
remembered,

the enemy of Vpttra, as intended).

d know.edge of SamSWt I. therefore



All rites and ceremonies ordained by Seers an

Sa-es are based on these principles
and fact

v.-hlch govern the mantras and the objects use

ivith them. They are all Intended to aid the JK

fitma in reducing his sheaths to obedience, in puri

fying them, and in making them strong agains

evil ;
or else to shape external conditions to man'.

benent, protection and support.

If these principles and facts are understood

the student will see clearly the reason of many
in Junctions and prohibitions which he finds in the

Sar.atana Dharma as to by whom and in whose

j.re<e::ce mantras may be recited, what substances

:!: .;.
:
cl be used in different ceremonies, what uffer-

:
r: r;- should be made, and so on. Instead of a

meaningless labyrinth of ceremonies,, sounds,

bjects and gestures, he will see an ordered system,
intended to help the Jivtma to unfold his powers
inore rapidly, and to overcome the obstacles in hi--;

The ^^FTFor: Sarnskarah, are variously given,
-/.me lists enumerating only ten, others rising to a
H-her and higher number up to fifty-two. Amomy
th:,e wl.lch are

specially called. the ten Sarnskaras]
"---mark the important stages of a man's life up

t :Mv..!

including
his marriage; the remainder are

:cr, :;;onfes which may be performed daily or on



special occasions, or are subsidiary to some of

the Ten. 1

The Ten principal and generally recognised

Samskaras are :

1. IPTRPT GarbMdhanam.

2. iprqR Pumsavanam.

3. sffR^r^SHr Simantonnayanam,

4. ^RqR'^ Jtakarma.

5. vfpT^rcoi Ncimakaranam

6. 3T5r*rra5T Annapr&shanam.

7>
!sr?TRT^ Chudakaranam.

8, ^qr^^ Upanayanam.

9- ^THrlcr^ Samavartanam,

10. f^r?- Viv&hah.

" With sacred Vaidika rites should be performed

the Samskaras of the body, namely, Nisheka and

the rest, of the twice-born, which purily here and

here-after."

The whole life of the Aryan is thus guarded

from conception to cremation.

1 In the Introduction to Mandlik's edition of the Y&jncwallcya

Smrili several lists are given, pp. xxx xxxii,

2 Munusmrit'i, ii. 26.



The GarbhAdhanam sanctifies the creative act,

not to be undertaken carelessly, lightly, nor during

the presence of any. evil emotion in the mind of

husband or wife, nor for the sake of mere enjoy-

ment, but with the purpose of exercising the

divine power of creation, the creating of a human

body, The husband prays that a child may be

conceived. Thus the first dawning of the new life is

amid the vibration of a mantra ( Rigvedti. X. Ixxxv.

21, 22).

The Annamaya-ko?ha and IVanarnayu-kosha are

being formed within the mother's womb, and m
the third month the Pumsavanam is performed with

msLntrasKigveda. I. i. 3 ;
m. f Vi 9

. v. xxxvii. 2
;

II. iif. 9 for the forming of a male child.

At the seventh month takes place the Simanton-
nayanam, or parting of the hair of the mother, ,it

which the Rigveda mantras, X. cxxi, 10
; rlxxxiv.

i

^
II, xxxit. 48, are recited, guarding hcr j'rom

evil influences, and bringing to bear on Hut !.
:
ro\v-

ing sheaths the most harmonious and liealth-rivii^
vibrations.

These three Samskftras protect botli mother ami
cmld, and to the latter bring all helpful vihralions- shape the

developing body. The occult know'-

eau
Se r lc b^i and

beauty of the
evolving form, having disa,>,v,uv<l
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for the most part, these useful and beautiful

ceremonies have fallen into desuetude, to the great
loss in health and vigour of the race.

The next Samskara, the ceremony performed
at birth, is the J^takarma, the father welcoming his

new-born child, praying for its long life, intelli-

gence, wisdom, and well-being, and feeding it with

gold, honey and butter. 1

ShAnkhftyana Grihya Stitras ( i. 24 ), Ashvaldya-
na Grihya Sfitras (i, 15 ), and Apastamba Grihya
Stitras

(i. 15) refer to this ceremony, Ashvaliyana
gives Rigveda. II. xxi. 6, and III. xxxvi. 10. to be
recited at the conclusion of the Jatakarma cere-

mony,
When the child is eleven days old, or on the

tenth or twelfth day, the Nlmakaranam, the

naming -ceremony, is performed, with the Rigveda
mantra, I. xci. 7. The name given should be ac-

cording to caste :

11"

r'ttl, ii, 29. 2 21ml, 3133.



"But that birth which is given, according to

the ordinance, through the Sfivitri, by the preceptor

who has mastered the Vedas, that is the true birth,

the imaging and immortal."

The word UpanAyana or Upnnayana, means

bringing near bringing near to the preceptor, who

initiates the boy, by giving him the sacred mantra

called irr^^ff Gayatri.
l

Shnnkhfiyana, Ashvalayana
and Apastamba agree with YAjnavalkya in their

age limits. Man a gives the age at the fifth year

for a Brahmana, the sixth for a Kshattrsya and

the eighth for a Vaisya, making tlu: limit, up l

which initiation may be given, the sixteenth, twen-

ty-second and twenty-fourth years respot live!)'."

Yajhavalkya puts the lower limits at the eighth,

eleventh and twelfth years, and UK: higher at the

same ages as Manu.-'

The boy is dressed in a kaupina, and then in

a new garment, and wears a girdle of Muhja gras ,,

if a Brahmana
;
of a bowstring, if a Kshaltriya ,

of woollen thread, if a Vaishya. The Arhary.t

puts on him according to his caste an anti-lopr skin,

a spotted deer skin, or a cow skin, and knots tin-

1 So named hecaan'. it iin.tfc-f.w him who clmuK il:

- Lor. cit, ii. '.17. .''iS

3 IAIC. rit. i. 14. :>7.
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girdle round him.1 He then invests him with the

^^17^, YajfiopavJtam, the sacrificial thread, and

after certain questions and answers he sprinkles

him with water, recites certain formulas and man-

tras, and, placing his hand on the pupil's heart, he

says :

' Under my will I take thy heart
; my mind

shall thy mind follow
;
in my word thou shalt re-

joice with all thy heart
; may Brihaspati join thee

to me." He then teaches him the Gayatri, and

gives him a staff, the length and the wood of which

vary according to the caste of the boy.
2

The whole ceremony represents the spiritual

birth of the Arya, and all its parts are significant

As spirits are sexless, the kaupina symbolically

makes him sexless, and being such the Brahmachari

is bound to lead a life of chastity or celibacy. The

new garment represents the new body. The girdle

is wound round thrice to show that the boy has to

study the Samhitas, the Brahmanas and the Upa-
nishats. The skin represents the ascetic life he

should lead.

The sacrificial thread consists of three threads,

knotted together, and signifies the various triads

which exist in the universe : the triple nature of

1 These significant symbols have beeu dropped in modem

India, and all castes wear the same.

2 See, for full details, the 8kd'tkh&ya.)ia Griluja Sutra,

II. i-Yi.

12



on. And ne wlio wears me thread should exercise

a triple control, over his mind, speech and body.
1

The staff represents, as a rod, like the triple

wand of the Sannyasi the control that a student

should exercise over thoughts, words and actions.

*r5t3<i3r:

mftcir

" The rod that rules the voice, the rod that

rules the mind, the rod that rules the acts, he in

whose Buddhi these are maintained is called a

Tridandt

"The man who exercises this triple rod in res-

pect to all creatures, controlling desire and anger,

.he attains perfection.

Then came the end of the student Stage, the

Samavartanam
;
the pupil presented his teacher

with a -gift, and received permission to take- the

1 See Jfanusmfiti, zii. i 11.

2 Manusmriti, sii. 10. 11.



c

formal bath, which marked the close of his
age.

3
waift STT qrt

"To the teacher having give'i what Is wished
for, let h,m bathe with his permission, having com
pleted the Vedas, the Vratas, or both."

Then he returned home and performed th-
Samavartanam, the returning ceremony. He -asthen called a Snataka, and was ready to marry and
enter the household state.

^rr^r ^^ofT ^r^aTfr%crr^: n
3

(<

Having bathed, with the permission of his *1
teacher, and having become Samavritta (returned"
according to rule, let a twice-born man marry a
wife of his caste, endowed with auspicious marks."

:

Thus closed the student stage, and with the
Vivaha, the marriage, the life of the householder .i

began. Now he was to take up his duties as man I

and begin the payment of his debts by sacrifice, bv I

study and by begetting children.

' '

f

The ceremonies accompanying marriage vary
"

'

much with local custom, and the simple and digni- i

fied original ceremony has become much overlaid
:

1 Y&juamUiya, i. 51. 2 Ma.nusm T iti, in. 4. .



me sima 01 suryas Dndal gives a picture of
the marriage ceremony.

^rrer 11

Ml 1

" Go to the house as the house's mistress
;
as

ruler, speak thou to the household folk.

^ Here .be thou beloved with thy children; in
this house be vigilant to rule thy household. With
this man, thy husband, be productive; speak ye to
your household-folk full of years."

The bridegroom speaks to the bride :

iponra ?r ^ra^ro f^f HSTTmm *Kfr%forsr: 12

"
I take thy hand for good fortune.; mayst thou

gro\v old with me, thy husband."

__They walk
roundjwater^andjhe sacred fire

1
-Rigrctlti, X, Ixxxv. 26, 27,
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hand-in-hand, and the bride sacrifices grains in the
fire, praj/lng :

"
May my husband live long ; may my kinsfolk

increase.
1 '

Agni is said to give the bride to the bridegroom,
he who is ever the Lord of the Hearth.

The Sukta prays, when the bride goes to her
new home :

ii

2

" Here dwell ye, be not parted ; enjoy full age,

Play and rejoice with sons and grandsons in your
own house."

And it prays that the bride, lovely and gentle-

hearted, may bring bliss to the home, to men and

animals, ruling the home, pious, mother of heroes.

The law of marriage is given by Mann :

1 Sh&iikhalyaua's GrUnja Sutras, I. xiv. I.

2 nigcetU, X. Ixxxv. 42. 3 M-uumnrlti. is. 101, 102.
.



their duties, that they may not, separating from

other, wander apart."

Such was the Aryan ideal of marriage, pe

faith of each to each till death, and Aryan liter

shows how nobly that ideal xvas fulfilled. L<

student look on marriage in the old light, anc

may see men and women again of the old typ

Thus, in the ancient days, was the young
launched into manhood, with mantras and

prayers ;
but Gautama's saying already quc

must ever be laid to heart :

" He who has the forty-two Samskaras, bu

not the eight virtues of the self, will not c

Brahman, nor will he go to Brahmaloka. Bi

who has only a part of the forty-two Samskan
has the eight virtues of the self, he will atta

Brahman and go to Brahmaloka."



CHAPTER II. I

1

SHRADDHA. U-

The longer lists of Samskaras include the various

ceremonies performed on behalf of those who have

departed from the physical world, the ceremonies

that fall under the general name of3rr^rs.Shraddham.

The Aryan has never felt the presence of a thick

barrier between the visible an.d invisible worlds, ,

between the "living" and the "dead." All his

religion brings the invisible worlds into continual : V
contact with the visible, the Devas are as real as the

men. And he recognises the continued existence

of the Jivatma so vividly that the death of the body

is not to him a matter of terror and anxiety, but a

habitual thought, and "the dead" are never regarded

as dead, but merely as living elsewhere. The habit-

ual thought of transmigration, linking life with

life, reduces any particular death to a mere inci-

dent in an indefinite series, and
,

the Jivatma, not

the body, assumes predominant importance. Still

more vividly is this idea that the Jivatm& is the

m an impressed on the minds of Aryans by the

recurring Shraddhas, in which the. continued exist-
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.. Before the .fire is applied to the corpse, the

celebrant walks three times round the spot where

it is laid, and sprinkles water on it with the verse

Rigveda X. xiv. 9 :

" Go away, withdraw, and depart from here.

While the body is burning, Rigveda X. xiv. 7 :

" Go on, go on, on the ancient paths
"

is to be

recited.

On the third day after the cremation the rem-

nants of the bones are gathered and buried, or thrown

into running water, thus completing the disintegra-

tion of the Annamaya-kosha. The Pranamaya-
kosha then rapidly disintegrates.

The next work to be done is to help to disinte-

grate the lowest part of the Manomoya-kosha and

thus change the Preta, the departed, into the Pitri,

the ancestor,

For this purpose have been framed the Ekoddish-

ta-shraddha and the Sapindana-shraddha. The

Ekoddishta-shraddha is one directed to a single dead

person, whereas a ShrSddha proper is directed to

three generations of Pitris or to all Pitris. The

offerings connected with it are intended to be offer-

ed during a whole year. No avahana, inviting,
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takes place in this ceremony, nor the putting of food

into the fire, nor do the Vishvedevas take part

in it.
1

The Ekoddishta-shraddhas are completed by
the performance of the Sapindikarana, the re-

ception of the Preta, Into the community of

the Pitris. According to Shafikhayana, the cele-

brant fills four water-pots with sesamum, scents,

and water three for the fathers, one for the newly
dead person and pours the pot that belongs to the

newly'dead person into the pots of the Pitris with

the two verses, V&jasaneya Samhitd. xix. 45, 46.
-

If these ceremonies should be properly per-

formed, the subtle parts of the offerings made
during their performance feed the deceased till he

goes to Pitriloka. The mantras facilitate his passage
thereto and he takes his place among the Pitris.

Then "
the fourth is dropped ", z. e., in the cere-

monies the great-grandfather of the deceased

person is not invoked, the deceased, his father and
grandfather forming the three Pitris.

The numerous periodical ceremonies that are

performed to the Pitris proper are technically
Shraddhas. At a Shraddha the Pitris are the
deities to whom the sacrifice is offered; the

l Shaukhfiyana's Grihya Sutras iv. 2, 5.

2 Ibid. iv. 3.
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"
Then, having known the Supreme Rra--nthe Supreme Immensity, as the Essence h^-'- '*:

all creatures, the one Pervader of the univers^'tV
Lord, they become immortal.

" The measure of a thumb, the Pur:.:$;:a, th
inner Self, ever dwelling in the heart of me:;.

'

"
He, this Self, is Brahman/

"
He, this great unborn Self, ;is) He v.-ho

this intelligence in living creatures, He \vho

this Akasha in the heart."

"
He, this great, unborn, undecayrng, death!*??,

immortal, fearless Self, (is) the fearless Brahman/'

It is this nature, identical with Brahman as

1 Hid. iii. 7. 13. 2 BTikaddr^n:, lop, IT. iv. 5-

3 m&. 22. .
* Ibid. 25,
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Brahmanas who are fed represent the Ahavaniya
fire.

1

The Abhyudayika-shraddhas or Nandi-shrad-

dhas are .performed on the occassions of rejoic-

ings, such as the birth of a son, the marri-

age of a son or daughter, ndmakarana, jatakarma,

chudakarana etc. In this ceremony the Nandi-

mukha Pitris, glad-faced ancestors, those that have

gone to the Svarga Loka, are invoked, and an even

number of Br&bmanas are fed in the forenoon.

Of all the ancient ceremonies, Shracldhas alone

are still perfomed with any appreciable degree of

religious fervour and it is hoped that an intelligent

understanding of the rational basis of them will

increase the Shraddha, faith, without which a

Shrciddha cannot properly deserve the name.

We shall see, in studying the Five Daily sac-

rifices Chapter IV. that the Pitri-Yajiia has its

place among them. On the new-moon day this is

followed by the monthly Shraddha ceremon)', called

the Ro^r^r^R^R", PindSnvahSryakam, and

Parvara-shraddham, one of the seven

Pkayajnab, or sacrifices with baked offerings.

Sacrifices to the Pitris are offered in the after-

noon, facing south,
2 and the ground should slope

1 Apastamba's DJiarwa Sutras, II. vii. 16 (3).

2 Apfistamba's Yajna Parilltdylia, Siltra LX.



laid on the character and learnin of these Br^-h

manas.

1

"As the sower having sown seed in barren soil,

obtains no harvest, so the giver, having given

sacrificial food to one ignorant of the Richas, ob-

tains no harvest."

u
3

" The offerings of ignorant men to Devas and

Pitris perish, being gifts from deluded givers to

Br&hmanas who are ashes."

l|4ft
" A Brahmana who is ignorant goeth out like

a grass fire
;

to him sacrificial food ought not

to be given ; offerings are not poured into ashes."

So, also, Hiranyakeshin says that the Brahmanas

invited to the Shraddha must be pure and versed

in the mantras. 5

lJJaiiusitiriti.iu.2QG. 2 Hid. 142. 3 Jfa-nitsmriti in. 97.

4 Mid, 168.- 3 Grili ya S&tras II, iv, 10.



grandfather and great-grandfather, pour cut water

near the cakes, and give to the Brahmanas very-

small portions of them
;
after this the Brahmanas

should be fed in the afternoon. l In the Grihya
Sutras it is directed that the Brahmanas are first

fed, and that then the offerings are to be made to

the Pitris. The domestic Bali offerings shuukl

follow the Shraddha. 2

Similar ceremo nies may be performed in thu

dark fortnight, and the Ashtaka ceremony is sonic--

times offered to the Pitris.

It must be re membeied that Pitriioka and

Pretaloka, or Yam aloka, are both regions in Bhuvar-

loka (see Part I. ch. vi.) ancl influence from the

earth, Bhurloka, reaches both of these. The in-

fluence of Pinda offerings reaches throughout Preta-

loka
;
the three higher generations (fourth, fifth and

sixth) are affected by offerings of remnants of

food. Including the offerer, oniv seven generationso *

can mutually influence each other hy the giving

and receiving of food. Three generations beyond

these can receive only libations of water. Infiue::cu*

I Manvitmriti, Hi. 203 237.
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from below can go no further, for by that time an

average man is supposed to have passed into

Svarga, and the whole object of Shraddha is to

facilitate his passage thither.

The general principles of the Shraddha of a

person recently departed are adaptations of the

principles underlying all Samskaras.

Shraddhas may, generally speaking, be regarded

as serving the same purpose with reference to the

subtler bodies, as is served by the pre-natal and

natal Samskaras with reference to the gross phy-
sical body.. Having helped the Jivatma going from

here to a fair birth in the other world, the human

helper has completed his duty, and cannot go anj

further or give other help. The agencies of the

other world thereafter take up the Jivatma intc

their own exclusive charge.



CHAPTER III.

SHAUCHAM,

The rules for purifying the body are based on

scientific facts as to the Annamaya and Pranamaya-

ko^has.

The Annamaya-ko?ha is composed of solids,

liquids and gases, and infinitesimal particles of

these are constantly passing off from the body.

Apart altogether from the obvious daily losses sus-

tained by the body in the excrements and sweat,

there is this ceaseless emission of minute particles,

alike in night and clay, whether the body is waking

or sleeping. The body is like a fountain, throwing

off a constant spray. Every physical object is in

this condition, stones, trees, animals, men.
;

all are

ceaselessly throwing off these tiny particles, invi-

sible because of their extreme minuteness, and are,

as ceaselessly, receiving the rain of particles from

others which fills the air in which they live, and

which they breathe in with every breath. A con-

tinual interchange is thus going on between all

physical bodies; no one can approach another with-

out being sprinkled by the other, and sprinkling



him in turn, with particles from their respective

bodies. Everything a inaa goes near receives some

particles
from his body ; every object he touches

retains a minute portion of his body on its sur-

face
;
his clothes, his house, his furniture, all receive

from him this rain of particles, and rain particles

from themselves on him in turn.

The Pran;unaya-ko?h.i, composed of the physical

ethers and animate.! by the life-energies, affects

all around it, and is affected by all around it, not

by emitting or receiving particles/but by sending'

out, and being played upon by, vibrations, which-

cause waves, currents, in the etheric matter The

life-waves, magnetism-waves, go out from each mat"*

as ceaselessly as the fine rain of particles from his

Amuunaya-kosha. And similar waves from others

play upon him, as ceaselessly as the fine rain of

particles from others falls on him.

Thus every man is being affected by others, and

is affecting them, in the physical world, in these

two ways : by a r.iin of particles given off from tl~ie:

Annamaya-koslia, and by waves given off from tlie

Pranamaya-koha.

The object, of the rules of Shaucham is to
make this inevitable influence of one person on
another a source of health instead of a source of
disease, and also to preserve and strengthen
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bodily and mental health of the performer. The

Ann amaya-kosha is to be kept scrupulously clean,

so that it may send off a rain of health on everyone

and everything that is near it; and the Prana-

maya-kosha is to be reached by the mantra-produced

vibrations in the etheric matter which permeates

the things used in the ceremonies as etheric matter

permeates everything so that these vibrations

ma)' act beneficially on it, and may cleanse and

purify it.

The rules affecting bodily cleanliness are definite

and strict. On rising, the calls of nature are first

to be attended to,
1

plenty of water being used for

cleansing purposes, and then the mouth and teeth

are to be washed, and a bath taken. A man is to

be careful that no unclean matters remain near his

dwelling ;

n

"Far from his dwelling let him cast excre-

ment, far the water used for washing his feet, far

the leavings of food, -and bath-water."

Much 'disease is caused by the neglect of this

rule, the filthy surrounding's of dwellings causing

ill-health and general loss of vigour. In modern

city life, the community takes on this duty by

riti, iv. 45-52, 56152. 2 n;,l. iv. 151.

13
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an organised system of drainage, but this should
be on the same principle of conveying noxious
matters far away from all habitations

;
and it is

part of the duty of a good citizen to see that rivers

in the neighbourhood of cities are not poisoned,
nor filth allowed to accumulate to the injuiy of
the public health.

A man must wash, in some cases bathe the whole

body, before taking part in any religious ceremony,
and sip water with appropriate mantras.

"
Being purified by sipping water, he shall al

daily worship in the two twilights with a collected

mind, in a pure place, performing Japa according
to rule."

He must wash before and after meals
;

"
Having washed, the twice-born should eat food

always with a collected mind
; having eaten, let

him wash well with water, sprinkling the sense-

organs."

If a man has touched anything impure, a person
or an object,

i Manns in r it i. ii, 222. 2 ilfanusiiiriti. ii. 53.



I

1

"
by bathing he is purified."

"
By earth and water that which shouM b

pure is purified."

' "

These are the two great purifiers, thou-'i
and acids may be used for

cleaning corT: ,

brass, pewter, tin and lead
; earthei-Tve.^'

purified by burning, houses by stveepin-, r

and whitewash; other methods nre jr'h-e:i

cial substances. So long as any smell ci-">

mains on an object it is not to be considere

"Wisdom, austerity, fire, food, earth,

plastering, \vicl, rites, the sun and time.

purifiers of human beines
"

o

But no body can be truly pure unless t

and heart be pure :

" Tlic body is purified by water, tlie ;:;:?-.

truth, the soul by knowledge and austerhv.

reason by wisdom."

i JMiLv.SZ. -2 II>i(L 10S. 3 JT,^. 105 1:27. - .-"

tti. v. 109.
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Besides the impurities due to obvious causes,,

the birth or death of Sapindas, or of relatives not

Sapindas, causes impure magnetic currents in the-

Pranamaya-kosha and therefore sullies the Anna-

maya-ko$ha. In the case of Sapindas, the impurity

lasts from ten days to one month according to the

caste of the parties concerned. In the case of the

death of little children the impurity lasts for a very

short time.

The relationship of Sapinda ceases with the

seventh remove of relationship through males. In

the case of relations not Sapindas, the impurity

lasts 3 days, or less, decreasing according to

the remoteness of the relationship. During the

period of impurity sacrificial oblations, recitation

of mantras, and some other religious duties have

to be given up. No one must eat the food of, or

touch, one impure. But the customs vary much in

these respects in the different parts of the country

and even the word Sapinda is differently interpreted.

Further details may be studied in the Smritis,

and may be applied by the student to his own life,

in conformity with caste and family customs and

having regard to the changed conditions of life.

Infectious diseases of all kinds run riot where the

rules of individual purity are disregarded, and where

houses, clothes and articles in daily use are not

scrupulously cleaned. Modern science is re-estab-
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Jishing, with infinite labour and pains, the facts on

which these ancient rules were based, and a clear

understanding- of the reason for their imposition

will render obedience to them willing and cheerful.

-'X'



CHAPTER IV.

THE FIVE DAILY SACRIFICES.

The application of the great Law of Sacrifice

to the daily life of the Aryan was made by the

laying down of rules for making sacrifices, by which

he gradually learned to regard himself as part of a

connected whole, a whole of which the parts were

mutually interdependent, owing to each other's

mutual aid and support. When this lesson had

been thoroughly assimilated, then, and then only,

might the man lay aside these duties, entering on

the life of the Sannyasi, who having sacrificed all

his possessions and himself, had nothing left to

offer.

The various bodies or vehicles of man are nourish-

ed and helped to grow severally, by the initial

energy received from parents, by food, by sym-

pathy and help from his fellow-beings, by mag-

netic influences, and by knowledge and illumina-

tion. He therefore owes a fivefold debt to nature :

and it is but meet and proper that, if he would

flourish, he should fully recognise his indebted-

ness and do his best to pay back his debt. As.
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stated before, he is not an isolated creature, and

his whole w.ell-being depends upon his co-operation

with nature, which works not so much for the

exaltation of individuals as for the steady evolution

of all creation. The sacrifices prescribed by Hindu

law-givers are nothing more than an enumeration

of the duties which thus devolve on every man.

They embrace all the planes of his existence, and

are therefore conducive to. his highest growth.

There are thus five H^ra^r:, Mahayajiiah, great

sacrifices, to be offered every day, and seven TfSH^r)

Pakayajnah, literally cooked sacrifices, occurring at

stated intervals. In addition to these, there are the

fourteen Shrauta sacrifices, divided into

Havir-yajfiah, offerings of grains, etc., and ^T

Sonm-yajiiah, offerings of Soma. Some of these are

of daily, others of occasional, obligation .

The five great sacrifices are as follows:

I. SHra^T: Brahma-yajnah, called also %3/qj?:,

Veda-yajnah,Sacrifice to Brahman

or the Vedas.

2. ^afj^
1

: Deva-yajnah, Sacrifice to Devas.

3. nf^sT: Pitn-yajnah, Sacrifice to Pitris.

4- *[cT$?f
: Bhuta-yajnah, Sacrifice to Bhiitas.

5- T^sq-^: Manushya-yajnah, Sacrifice to men.

These are laid down by Manu among the duties

of the householder.
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smr ^ qs

<fr ^rir: srfrcff

n

'

"Teaching is the Brahma sacrifice, Tarpana (the

offering of water) is the Pitri sacrifice, Homa (the

pouring into the fire) the Deva sacrifice, Bali (food)

is the Biiuta sacrifice, hospitality to guests the

Manu^hya sacrifice.

"They call the five sacrifices Ahuta, Huta, Pra-

huta, Brahmya-huta, and Prashita.

"
Japa isAhuta, Horna is Huta, the Bali given

to Bhtitas is Prahuta, respectful reception of the

twice-born is Brahmya-huta, and the Pitri-tarpana

is Prashita.

" Let a man ever engage in Veda study, and in

the rites of the Devas
; engaged in the rites of the

Devas, he supports the movable and immovable

kingdoms.
"

And again

1 Mtinuxiiifiti. iii. 70,73 75
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n
:

" The K.i?his, the Pitris, the Devas, the
and guests expect (help ) from the hoi:>->.
hence he who knows should give to them.

"Let him worship, according to thj r

Rishis with Veda study, the Devas with !I :

Pitris with Shraddha, men with food, and t '.:<_-

with Bali.
"

We have here very plainly indicated the

of the sacrifices to be offered
;

the SH ,: :

Brahman, called also that of the Yeda-i

Rihis, is study and teaching : this i< ^ c.;t

man owes to the Supreme to culii\\.:-c '.

ligence and to share his knowledge v.ith

Every day the Aryan should devote a

time to study ;
the man who lives \vith-:-ut

study becomes frivolous and useless. Th: c

enjoined by the first of the great sacrifice?.

Then comes the sacrifice to the Devas tl:e

nition of the debt due to those who guide

and the
"
feeding

" them by pouring ght

the fire, the Homa sacrifice. The Devas are
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ished by exhalations as men by food, their subtle

bodies needing no coarser sustenance.

The sacrifice to the Pitris follows, consisting of

the offerings of cakes and water. The Pitris are the

sons of Marichi and the Rishis produced by Mann,
and are of many classes, the progenitors of the

various divine and human races. From the Somasad

Pitris the Sadhyas and pure Brahmapas are de-

scended, and from the Agnishvatta Pitris the Devas

and also some Brahmanas. The Daityas, Danavas,

Yakshas, Ganclharvas, Uragas, Raksliasas, Suparnas
and Kinnaras descend from the Barhishad Pitris,

as do also some Brahmanas. The Pitris of Kshat-

triyas are the Havirbhuk c
,
of Vaishyas the Ajyapas,

of Shudras the Sukalins. Countless descendants

become associated with them, so that the sacrifice

may be said to be to ancestors. In this a man is

taught to remember the immense debt he owes the

past, and to regard with loving gratitude those

whose labours have bequeathed to him the accu-

mulated stores of wealth, learning and civilisation.

He is reminded also of the time when he will pass

into the great ancestral host, and of his duty to

hand down to posterity the legacy he has received,

enriched, not diminished, by his life. The full

meaning of descent from Pitris is ascertainable only

by study of occult science.

The sacrifice to Bhutas consists of Bali, or offer-
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ings of food placed on the grcmnd ,

tions, intended for various
beings O f the

''

worlds, and also for stray animals ofa'l '';."

wandering outcasts and diseased per.o-
-"" :

S

junction as to this should be remember^ -

|}l
" Let him gently place on the grnn~ ; f

dogs, outcasts, Shva-pacha, those di,:r:,^
sins, crows and insects."

It is not to be thrown down carele^lv a-

teiuptuously, but put there gently, so tLrV
not be soiled or injured. It is a ^ncritW. '^

Verently 'performed, the recognition of J ; .tv

feriors, however degraded.

Lastly comes the sacrifice to m.--i, t'.-j f-. .

guests or generally of the poor the civ::

to the houseless and the student :

"The Bali offering made, let him ice f::

guest, and let him give food, according to n;".

beggar and a student."

In this man is taught his duty to hi? br.: the;

his duty of brotherly help and kindne^. He

riti.iil. 92. -2 II- f; ;:;. :!.
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humanity in feeding some of its poorer members,
and learns tenderness and compassion. The giving
of food is illustrative of all supply of human needs.

Manushya-yajna includes all philanthropic actions.

As in the old days, want of food was the chief want

of man, that is mentioned prominently. The com-^

plexities of life have given rise to other wants now.

But they are all included in the Manushya yajfia,

provided they are legitimate wants, and it becomes

the duty of each man to remove them, so far as lies

in his power.

Thus these five great sacrifices embrace man's

duty to all the beings round him
;
and the man who

truly performs them in spirit as well as in letter,

day by day, is doing his share in turning the wheel

of life and is preparing for himself a happy future.

We may glance briefly at the other sacrifices.

The Paka-yajnas are seven in number :

Pitri-shraddham

Parvana-shraddham.

3- STS^F Ashtaka.

4- 'STRsir Sravani.

$. srasf^T: Ashvayujih.

6. STHTfrsrufr Agrahayant.

7- %ft Chaitri.

The first two of these are ceremonies in honour
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of the Pitris,aud have been dealt with in Ch -,

The fourteen Shrauta sacrifices are as follou,-
The seven

Haviryajtfas:

' Warw
Agnyfldheyam.

2 - Tfrr$hf Agnihotram.
3- ^EfaRf D
4- WiTOff Agrayanam.
5-

Chaturmasyam.
:

Nirudha-pashu-bandhal,
7- ^r^rw. Sautramanih

daily O frer the \

The seven Somayajnas are :

i.
:

Agnfshtomah.

Atyagnf?htomah.

Ukthyah.

snirit-i. iv. 25, 26.
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ft xiram w?rr. II

i

11 Those Bhaktas , who, ever controlled, worship-

Thee, and those also (who worship) the Indestruc-

tible, the Unmanifested, of these which are the

more skilled in Yoga ?

" The Blessed Lord said :

"They who with Manas fixed on Me, ever con-

trolled, worship Me, with faith supreme endowed,
these I hold as best in Yoga.

"
They who worship the Indestructible, the

Ineffable, the Unmanifested, the Omnipresent, the

Unthinkable, the Unchangeable, the. Immutable,
the Eternal,

l Bhaijatutl Git&. xii. 17.



>cev

l<

Renouncing and subduing the sens-^ ev<-
where equal-minded, in the welfare of aUVro -it :-

rejoicing, these also come unto Me.
"'"'

"
Greater is the difficulty of those who- :-:

are set on the Unmanifested, for the pmh of \

Unmanifested is hard for the embodied 'to reach.'
" Those verily who, renouncing all action* in

and intent on Me, worship, meditating On Me v.i

whole-hearted Yoga,

"These I speedily lift up from the ,,_

death and existence, O Partha, their minds
fixed on Me."

This is the final answer
;
both achieve, b >th

gain Mukti, but the worship of Ishvara in a F.-rm
is easier than the worship of Him vvitho-j* a F : rrn.

and escape from the cj'-cle of rebirth i.s ei-i-r fr
those who thus worship.

The simplest form of worship is that genera!"-,-

spoken of as Puja, in which an image represent-

ing some divine Form is used as the Object, a:v.l

the Being thus represented is adored
;

fl.v.yers ?.;--j

used, as beautiful symbols of the heart-il..i'.ver> of

love and reverence; water is sanctified v;;th a

m.'intra, poured on the image, and sprinkled over the

worshipper ;
a mantra, in which the name of the

Object of worship occurs, is repeated inaudibly a

certain number of times, and the invisible 'o3;!:e>
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are thus rendered receptive of His influence,,

as before explained (see p. 168
). _Then the

worshipper passes on according to his nature into

spontaneous praise or prayer, aspiration and

meditation, and becoming oblivious of the external

object, rising to the One imaged in that object,,

and often feeling His presence, becomes suf-

fused with peace and bliss. Such worship steadies

the mind, purifies and ennobles the emotions, and
stimulates the unfolding of the germinal spiritual

faculties.

The use of an image in such worship is often

found most helpful, and is well-nigh universal. It

gives an object to which the mind can at first be
directed and thus steadiness is obtained. If it be
well chosen, it will attract the emotions, and the

symbols, always present in such an im-ige, will direct

the mind to the characteristic properties of the

Object of worship.

Thus the Lingam is the symbol of the great
.Pillar of Fire, which is the most characteristic mani-
festation of Mahadeva, the destroying element
which consumes all dross but only purifies the

gold. The four-armed Vishnu represents the pro-

tecting support of the deity, whose arms uphold
and protect the four quarters, and ,the objects held
in the hands are symbols of His creative, ruling-,.

destroying, forces, and of the universe He governs..



The Shalagrama is used in the household as tlv-

symbol of Vihnu. But all these are already familiar.

When the worshipper passes from the external

worship to the internal, the image is reproduced
mentally and carries him on into the invisible

world, where it may change into a living Form,
animated by the One it represents. Further, a

properly prepared image sanctified by mantras
and by the daily renewed forces of the worship-

per's devotion becomes a strong magnetic centre

from which issue powerful vibrations, which regu-

larise and steady the invisible bodies of the wor-

shipper, and thus assist him in gaining the quiet and

peaceful conditions necessary for effective prayer

and meditation.

Apart from these definite uses, the Bhakta. feels

a pleasure in contemplating such an image, similar

in kind to, but greater in degree than, any one finds

in having with him the picture of a beloved but

absent friend.

For, all these reasons, no one should object to the

use of images in religious worship by those who

find them helpful ;
nor should any one try to force

their use on those who are not helped by them.

Tolerance in these matters is the mark of the truly

religious man.

The special Form to which Pflja is addressed is
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sometimes the Kula-deva, or Kula-devi

Deva or Devi, and sometimes is the oriti

the worshipper by his Guru, or chosen
as the one which most -appeals to him.

is the Ichta-cleva, the Deva sacrificed to.

Other forms of worship are genei~
under the name Upasatri. Flowers are *

ed, nor is an image necessary, thong"H
used, for the reasons already given.

SandhyS, is a form of such worship
students should be properly instructed

two types, Vaidika and Tantrika, and

ing to caste and family customs.

SandhyA ceremony as performed nows*.cl

ous parts of India does not exactly re
oldest form of it, as taught in the Taztti

mana, and the early ,Smriti.s. But the
dana to the Sun and the meditation on ;

tiou of the Gayatri, which form the li<

ceremony, are the oldest parts of it too.
is performed at the proper SandhyAs i

of much profit to the performer. A Sar
meeting point of two periods of time,

or of two different states of one

subject. It is the teaching of the

of India that at Sandhyas there is

manifestation of force which vanislies

Sandhy& is past.



The broad features are :

1. Achamana and Marjana, purifying the body
with water sanctified by a Mantra.

2. Pranayama, control of the breatli.

3. A gha-marshan a, expiatory of all sins to which

the Ego, not the Personality, is attached
;
the wor-

shipper goes back in mind to the time when there

was no manifestation and no sins.

4. Gayatrl, either Vaidika or Tantrika, followed

by

5. Worship of the Sun-God Arghya and

Upasthana.

6. Japa, recitation, a certain number of times,

of the Mantra of the Ishta-deva, including adoration

and salutation.

The Vaidika sacrifices and samskAras are mostly

out of use, but this SandhyA- Vandana is a living

thing, the last remnant, and the student must

jealously keep to it and must perform it every day.

Another kind of Upasana is meditation, and the

treatise of Patanjali, the Pdtaujala-sfitrdni, should

here be carefully studied, when the time for sys-

tematic meditation arrives. In student days the

due performance of SandhyS. and of some form of

Puja may suffice, but the theoretical outline of

the practice of meditation may be given. Says

Patanjali ;

I



,, uritj,

\^^
f In'rulii, ult'l"-***^



jumarana.

This is concentration, the ^tradvirr

on one point, in one place, so that it

pointed. Only such a mind cnn pass <

" The steady (and uninterrupted P. .-.

tion towards that (object) Is Dhyana,"

When this is reached, the mind, nxir,

loses the consciousness of itself and rcr:.

fied with the object of thought, ar.d *.!

Samadhi.

" That same (Dhyana) showi

and devoid, as it we're, of self-

Samadhi."

These are the preparations for

meditation. By this a man rise.-

this he loses himself in the divi

ships ; by this he disengages him

of action. Without meditation

life is possible.

no

l Ibid. iii. i. '- llnl. -2.
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declared, after describing
Ufa o,

every -student who

e
bin .

practicing
Yama and Niysma.



CHAPTE-R Vi.

THE FOUR ASHRAMAS.

The student will have noticed the extremely

systematic and orderly arrangement of life which

characterises the Sanatana Dharma. It is in full

with this, that the whole life should be

on a definite system, designed to give

opportunity for the development of the different

oes of human activity and assigning to each

vfiriod of life its due occupations and training.

-Life was regarded as a school in which the powers
of the Jivatma were to be evolved, and it was well

or ill spent according as this object was well or

ill achieved.

T he life was divided into four stages, or Ashramas :

that of the srgrqrrsr, Brahmachari, the student,

bound to celibacy ;
that of the *r%w-, Grihasthah,

the householder
;
that of the ^j^*!'., Vanaprasthah,

the forest-dweller
;

that of the ^f^sjr^f" Sannyasi,
the ascetic, called also the sjr% : Yatih, the control-

led, or the endeavourer.

\
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( " The Student, the Householder, the Forest-

dweller, the Ascetic these, the four separate orders,

spring from the Householder."

A man should pass through these regularly, and

not enter any prematurely. Only when each had

been completed might he enter the next.

il

Having studied the Vedas, or two

even one Veda, in due order, without breaking*

celibacy, let him dwell in the householder order.",

n
3

" When the householder sees wrinkles (muftis

skin) and whiteness (in his hair) andnEh-e-^enfof Bis

son, then let htm retire to the forest" V

wnr

"
Having passed the third portion of life in the

forests, let him, having abandoned attachments,

wander fas an ascetic) the fourth portion of life."

This succession is regarded as so important for

l Manv.smriti, vi. 87. * Ibid, iii 2. 3 Jlkl, vi- 2. 4s ZMd, 33.
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the due development of the Jivatma, and the proper
ordering of society, that Maim says :

*rt$r

" A twice-born man who seeketh Moksha without

having studied the Veclas, without having produced
offspring, and without having offered sacrifices,

goeth downwards."

The offering of sacrifices, we shall see, is the chief

duty of the forest-dweller, and therefore indicates

the Vanaprastha state.

In rate and exceptional cases a student was

allowed to became a Sanny^si, his debts to the

world having been fully paid in a previous birth ;

but the.se rare cases left the regular order unshaken.

Strictly speaking, indeed, even he was not called a

Sannyasi, and did not receive the initiations of

Sannyasa proper; but was called a Bala orNaishthika

Brahmachari, like Shuka and the Kumara Rishis.

The great multiplication of young Sannyasts found

in modern days is directly contrary to the ancient

rules, and causes much vice and trouble and im-

poverishment of the country.

We will now consider the Ashramas in order.

. The student life began, as we have seen, with the

l Jfa/tHxinriti., vi. 37.



Upanayana ceremony, the boy being then com-
mitted to the care of his teacher, with whom he
Jived while his pupilage continued. His life there-
after was simple and hardy, intended to make him
strong and healthy, independent of all soft and
luxurious

living, abstemious and devoid of ostenta-
tion. He was to rise before sunrise and bathe
and then perform Sandhya during the morning
twilight till the sun rose

;
if it rose while he was

still sleeping, he had to fast during the day, perform-
ing Japa. Then he went out to beg for food which
was placed at his teacher's disposal, and was to take
the portion assigned to him cheerfully :

smritL ii, 54, 55,

II
1

I" Let him ever honour, (his) food, and eat it with-
out contempt ; having seen

it, let him be glad and *

pleased, and in every way welcome it. .

J

"Food which is honoured ever gives strengthand nerve-vigour ; eaten
tmhonoured, it destroys ?

both these."
}

The clay was to be spent in study and in the
service of his teacher :



At sunset he was again to worship till the star-.

appeared. Then the second meal was taken.

Between these two meals he was generally not tv

eat, and he was enjoined to be temperate as to his

food.

"
Over-eating is against health, long life, (the

attainment of) heaven and merit, and is disap-

proved by the world
;
therefore let him avoid it."

The rules laid down as to his general conduct

show how frugality, simplicity and hardiness were

enforced, so that the youth might grow into a

strong and vigorous man
;

it was the training of a

nation of energetic, powerful, nobly-mannered and

dinified men.

1 Mammni-rlti. ii. 191.

2 Ib'ul. 67.'
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$ cf^rr^cr^ I

r n

I

n

flesr: ^ff^riTcf : i

Let him refrain from wine, meat, perfumes,

arlands, tasty and savoury dishes, women, all

acids, and from injury to sentient creatures.

11 From unguents, collyrium to the eyes, the

wearing of shoes and umbrellas, from lust, anger

and greed, dancing, sing-ing and playing on musi-

cal instruments.

"
Dice-playing, gossip, slander and untruth, from

staring at and touching women, and from striking

others.
" Let him ahva3

T s sleep alone, and Jet him not

waste his seed ; he who from lust wastes his seed,

destroys his vow (and its valuable fruits.)

" A twice-born Brahmacharl who loses seed in

sleep without lust, having bathed and worshipped
the sun, should repeat the rik^ <pr*Tr*j;, etc., three

times."

The student will see that all the injunctions of
Manu above quoted apply perfectly to the present

tfiti. ii, 177181,
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clay, except the prohibition as -to shoes and
umbrellas. Changed social conditions make modi-
fications necessary on this point, as well as on
certain other matters not included in the quotation.
The great stress laid upon chastity and purity

during youth is due to the fact that the vigour and

strength of manhood, freedom from disease, heal-

thy children, and long life, depend more on this one
virtue of complete continence than on any other
one thing, self-abuse being the most fertile breeder

of disease and premature decay. The old legis-

lators and teachers therefore made a vow of

celibacy part of the obligation of the student, and

the very name of the student, the Brahmachari,
has become synonymous with one who is under a

vow of celibacy. The injunction quoted above, to

avoid dancing, singing, playing on musical instru-

ments, dicing, gossip, staring at and touching v.-o-

men, has as aim to keep the lad out of the com-

pany and the amusements that might lead him

into forgetful ness of his vow, and into temptations

for its breach. The simple food, the hard work,

the frugal living, all build up a robust body, and

inure it to hardships.

Over and over again Man LI speaks on this :

iti, ii. 88.
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" Let the wise man exercise assiduity in the

restraint of the senses, wandering among alluring

objects, as tli driver (restrains) the horses,"

>; II

1

"
Having brought into subjection all his senses,

and also regulated his mind, he may accomplish

all his objects by Yoga, without emaciating his-

body."

The Chhdndogyopanishat declares that Yajfia,

I$hta, the feeding of the poor, the dwelling in

forests, are all summed up in Hrahmacliaryi-., and

that the third heaven of Brahma is only thas ob-

tained.2

The practice of "self-control and complete con-

tinence was rendered much more easy than it

would otherwise have been, by the care bestowed

on the physical development and training of youth

by physical exercises and manly games of all kinds.

In me Rdm&yana and the MtthAbhdrata, we read

of the way ia which the youths were practised in

the use of weapons, in riding and driving, in sports

and feats of skill. Thsse physical exercises formed

a definite part of their education, and contributed

to the building up of a vigorous and healthy frame.

Having thus fulfilled, in study and strict chas-

1 jMnnitsinf'tti- ii. 10U. 2 ,>/. czY. Vitl. iv. 3 a/mi T. 1 4.



tity, the student period, the youth was to present
his teacher with a gift, according to his ability, and
return home to enter the household life.

Then, and then only, he was to take a wife, and
the responsibilities of man's estate. After mar-

riage, great temperance in sexual relations was

enjoined, marital connexion being only permissible
on any one uf ten nights in a month (see Manu, iii.

45- 49)- Women were to be honoured and loved,
else no \\elfare could aitend the home :

^r cTR?f ?f ij^par srar^crarnRcrn rarer: II

"
They must be honoured and adorned by fathers

brothers, husbands and brothers-in-law, desiring,

welfare.

" Where women are honoured, there verily the

Devas rejoice ;
where they are not honoured, there

indeed all rites are fruitless.

"Where the female relatives grieve,' there the

family quickly perishes ;
where they do not grieve,

that family ahvavs prospers."

1 3Irj.H)iJiiiiri.tl- iii. oo 57.
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<5

" In the family in which the husband is contented

with his wife, and the wife, with the husband, there

happiness is ever sure."

The Grihastha is the very heart of Aryan life ;.

every thing depends on him,

" As all creatures live supported by air, so the

other orders exist supported by the householder."

ft II

if
1

" Of all these, by the precepts of the Veda-

Shruti, the householder is called the best ; he

verily supports the other three.

" As all streams and rivers flb\v to rest in the

ocean, so all the Ashramas flow to rest in the house-
holder."

Hence the householder is the best of the orders,

s^spsnir *lCf- He has the duty of accumulating
wealth in this the Vaishya is the typical hon.se-

1 31<ini'*iiirit;. iii 60. z Hid. 11.
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holder and of distributing it rightly. Hospitality

is one of his chief duties, and in this he must never

fail.

"
Grasses, earth, water, the kind word, these four

are never lacking in the houses of the good."

He must ever feed first his guests, Brahmanas,
his relatives and his servants, and then he and his

wife should eat, but even before these he should

serve brides, infants, the sick, and pregnant

w omen.g

The householder must duly offer the five great

sacrifices, and by Brahmana householders the

duty of the monthly Shraddhas should be observed.

The Brahmana should maintain his studies, and not

follow occupations which prevent study, but earn

his living in some business that does not injure

others. 4 Careful rules are laid down for conduct,

which will be dealt with in Part III, as they belong

to the general conduct of life, the householder

being the typical human being. His special

virtues are hospitality, industry, truth, honesty,

liberality, charity, purity of food and life. He may

enjoy wealth and luxury, provided he give alms.

1 M ftmmIK ri ft. iii. 101. 2 Ibid. 114 116.

s Ilid.'iv. 17- * Ibid. 2.
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him the -creel fire and sacrificial instruments. His

I o the world is now to help it by prayer
and

s c ifice and he is accordingly to continue to offei

:t daily sacrifices, together
with the Ag-

hotra, the new and full moon sacrifices and

others. The rule of his life is to be sacrifice, study,

austerity, and kindness to all :

-Let him ever be engaged in Veda study, con-

trolled, friendly, collected; ever ^ giver,
not a

receiver, compassionate to all beings."

This simple ascetic life leads him on to the last

stage, that of the Sannyasi, the man who has re-

nounced all. He no longer offers sacrifices, having

given all his property away ;
he lives alone, with

tree for shelter, his life given to meditation.

;| Let him be without fire, without dwelling, let



u Let him not wish for death, let him n t
-

for life, let him wait for the time, as a serva-.it

his wages.

" Let him set feet purified (guided) by sight,

him drink water purified by (strained throug

cloth, let him speak words purified by truth, let

do acts purified (governed) by reason.

" Let him endure harsh language, and let

not insult any one
; nor, relying on this (

body, let him make an enemy of any one.

1 Mannsmriti. vi. 45 49.

for
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" Let him not return anger to the angry, let him

bless when cursed ;
let him not utter lying speech,

scattered at the seven gates (i. e. speech showing

desire for the fleeting and false objects of the five

outer senses and Manas and Buddhi.)

"
Rejoicing in the Supreme Self, sitting indiffer-

ent, refraining from sensual delights, with himself

for his only friend, let him wander here (on the

earth), aiming at liberation."

He is to meditate constantly on transmigration

and suffering, on the Supreme Self and Its presence

in high and low alike, to trace the JivatmS. through
its many births, and to rest in Brahman alone.

Thus doing, he reaches Brahman.

Such were the four Ashramas of Sanatana Dhar-

ma, -designed for the training of man to the highest

ends. In modern days they cannot be completely
revived in their letter, but they might be revived

in their spirit, to the great improvement of modern
life. The student period must now be passed in

school and college, for the most part, instead of in

the Ashrama of the Guru
;
but the same principles

of frugal, hardy, simple living might be carried out,
and Brahmacharya might be universally enforced.

The Grihastha ideal, commenced at marriage, might
be very largely followed in its sense of duty and

responsibility, in its discharge of religious obliga-



tions, in its balanced ordering of life, in its recogni-
tion of all claims, of all debts. The third Ashvar-a

could not be lived in the forest by many, and the

fourth Ashrama is beyond the reach of rno.st i: .

these days ;
but the idea of the gradual withdraw a!

from worldly life, of the surrender of the conduct ,:: f

business into the hands of the younger general i ::..

of the making of meditation, study and v.ur<!.!v

the main duties of life all this could be carrie
'

.out. And the presence of such aged ?.nd sa:rt'v
men would sanctify the whole community, ar.

:

.

would serve as a constant reminder of the di^r.tty

and reality of the religious life, setting up a nob'ie

ideal, and raising, by their example, the level :"

the whole society.

A life which is well-ordered from begir.r.l::.,-

to end that is what is implied in the phrase
' Th-

four Ashramas." Two of them namely that f

the student and that of the householder may It-

said to represent in the life of an individual that

outward-going energy which carries the Jivn :;:-

the Pravritti Marga. The two later stages thr

life of the Vanaprastha and that of the Sanivyas;

these are the stages of withdrawal from the v; .:.'-..

and may be said to represent the Xivritti 3Jan,:;

in the life of the individual. So wisely cic t'-.e

ancient ones mark out the road along which a mar.

should tread, that any man who takes this plar. of
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.

into four s^eS} will find his

busi

and worthilv

.

t
f

worldlythen he gradual withdrawal from

the

a
Ishvara in His benevnl ^

c
-Perating with

guidance of ^^^T'^-. < His

Sannyasa the JlvWu ,

UtWatd
'

Hfe of

difference but th I t
deta*ent and fa.

crence, but the highest Sannyasa is that n r n
'"ner, not that of the outer life ;! I
who is complet

"'hlch

duty in .y ' in
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dependency of the fruit of action, he is a Sannyasi

and Yogi also, not he that is without fire and rites."

Such a man lives in the midst of objects of

attachment and is yet without attachment, regard
-

ino nothing as his own though possessed of wealth..

He then becomes the ideal householder, whom the

Grihastha reflects, and verifies in its fullest sense

the dictum of Mann, that the householder order is

the highest of all because it i<= the support of all.

And the household life is truly lived only where a

man sets before himself that hih ideal of adminis-

trator rather than owner, servant rather than

master of all.



CHAPTER VII.

THE FOUR CASTES.

, , F A,,
" *~'

an external system,
the Jvatma i

_ t

Clodia to practice
these ,essons ; Uy retu.a-

ing to India, to the highest of them, m the final

stages of his evolution.

It is necessary to see the great principles
under-

lying the Caste System in order to estimate its

advantages at their proper value; and also m
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order to distinguish rightly between these funda-
mental principles and the numerous non-essential,
and in many cases mischievous, accretions which
have grown up around it, and have become inter-

woven with it, in the course of ages.

The first thing to understand is that the evolu-
tion of the Jivatma is divided into four great stages,
and that this is true of every Jivatma, and is in no
sense peculiar to those who, in their outer cover-

ings, are Aryans and Hindus. JlvAtmas pass into

and out of the Hindu Religion, but ever}' Jivatma
is in one or other of the four great stages. These

belong to no age and to no civilisation, to no race'

and no nation. They are universal, of all times

and of all races.

The first stage is that which embraces the in-

fancy, childhood and youth of the Jiv&tma, during
which he is in a state of pupilage, fit only for ser-

vice and study, and has scarcely any responsibili-

ties.

The second stage is the first half of his man-

hood, during which he carries on the ordinary
business of the world, bears the burden of house-

hold responsibilities, so to say, the accumulation,

enjoyment and proper disposal of wealth, together

with the heavy duties of organising, training and

educating
1

his youngers in all the duties of life.
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The third stage occupies the second half of his

manhood, during which he bears the burden of

national responsibilities,
the duty of protecting

guiding, ruling, others, and utterly subordinating

his individual interests to the common g'ood, even

to the willing sacrifice of his own life for Hie livers

around him.

The fourth stage is the old age of the JivfltmA,

when his accumulated experiences have taught

him to see clearly the valuelessness of all earth's

treasures, and' have made him rich in wisdom and

compassion, the selfless friend of all, the teaciu-r

and counsellor of all his youngers.

These stages are, as said above, universal. The

peculiarity of the Sanatana Dharma is that these;

four universal stages have been made the found-

ation of a social polity, and have been represented

by four definite external castes, or classes, the

characteristics laid down as belonging to each
caste being those which characterise the sta;;e of

the universal evolution to which the caste corres-

ponds.

The first stage is represented by the Shudia
ca=te, in winch, as we shall see, the rules are feu-
ami the responsibilities light. Its one great dnty
is that of service; its virtues are those which
should be evolved in the period of youth and ,,.



pilage obedience, fidelity, reverence, industry and
the like.

The second stage is represented by the Vaishya,
the typical householder, on whom the social life of

the nation depends. He comes under strict rules,

designed to foster unselfishness and the sense of

responsibility, to nourish detachment in the midst

of possession, and to make him feel the nation as

his household. His virtues are diligence, caution,

prudence, discretion, charity, and the like.

The third stage is represented by the K?hat-

triya, the ruler and warrior, on whom depends the

national order and safety. He also lives under

strict rules, intended, to draw out all the energy
and strength of his character and to turn them t :

unselfish ends, and to^make him feel that every-

thing he possesses, even life itself, must be thro-.vn

away at the call ofdut}7
. His virtues are gener-

osity, vigour, courage, strength, power to rule, self-

control, and the like.

The fourth stage is represented by the Brsh-

rnana, the teacher and priest, who lives under the

strictest of all rules directed to make him a centre

of purifying influence, physically as ivell a? mcra^y

and spiritually. He is to have outgrown the love

of wealth and power, to be.devoted to study, 'earn-

ed and wise. He is to be the refuge of a" crea-

tures, their sure help in time of need. His viri.;---

16
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are gentleness, patience, purity, self- sacrifice, and

the like.

The Jivatma who, in any nation, at any time,

shows out these types of virtues, belongs to the

stage of which .his type is characteristic, and, if

born in India as a Hindu, should be born into the

corresponding caste. In this age one can only say

"should be," as the castes are now confused and

the types are but rarely found. These characteris-

tic virtues form the " Dharma "
of each caste, but

these Dharrnas are now, unhappily, disregarded.

It is easy to see that the broad dividing lines of

classes everywhere follow these lines of caste.

The manual labour class, the proletariat to use

the Western term should consist of Jivatmas in

the Shudra stage. The organisers of industry, the

merchants, bankers, financiers, large agricultur-

ists, traders, should be Jivatmas in the Vaishya

stage. The legislators, warriors, the judicial and

administrative services, the statesmen and rulers,

should be Jivatmas who are in the Kshattriya stage.

And the teachers, savants, clergy, the spiritual
'

leaders, should be Jivatmas in the Brahmana stage.

There are Jivatmas of the four types everywhere,

and there are social offices of the four kinds every-

where
;
but now, in the Kali Yuga, the four types

of Jivatmas and the four departments of national

life are mixed up in inextricable confusion, so that
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every nation presents a whirl of contending indivi-

duals, instead of an organised community moving

in harmony In. all its parts.

Another fundamental principle of caste was that

as the JivatmS. advanced, his external liberty, as

seen above, became more and more circumscribed

and his responsibilities heavier and heavier. The

life of the Shuclra was easy and irresponsible, with

few restrictions as '.o food, amusement, place of

residence or form of livelihood. He could go any-

where and do anything. The Vaishya had to bear

the heavy responsibilities of mercantile life, to

support needful public institutions with unstinted

charity, to devote himself to business with the utmost

diligence; and he was required to study, to make

sacrifices, to be pure in his diet, and disciplined in

his life. The Kshattriya, while wielding power, was

worked to the fullest extent, and his laborious life,

when he was a monarch, would alarm even a

diligent king of the present day ;
the property, the

lives of all, were guarded by the warrior caste, and

any man's grievance unredressed was held to

dishonour the realm. Heaviest burden of all was

laid on the Brahmaua, whose physical life was

austere and rigidly simple, who was bound by the
o

most minute rules to preserve his physical and

magnetic purity, and whose time was spent in study
and worship. Thus the responsibility increased
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with the superiority of the caste, and the individual

was expected to subordinate himself more and more

to the community. The rigid purity of the BrAh-

mana was far less for his own sake than for that

of the nation. He was the source of physical

health by his scrupulous cleanliness, continually

purifying all the particles of matter that entered

his body, and sending forth a pure stream to build

the bodies of others, for health and gladness are

contagious and infectious, for the same reasons as

disease and sorrow. The rules which bound him.

were not intended to subserve pride and exclusive-

ness, but to preserve him as a purifying force,

physical as well as moral and mental. The whole

purpose of the caste system is misconceived, when

it is regarded as setting up barriers which inten-

sify personal pride, instead of imposing rules on the

higher classes, designed to forward the good of the

whole community. As Manu said :

"Let the Brahmana flee from homage as from.

venom : let him ever desire indignity as nectar."

Let us now study some of the statements made
on this subject in the Shruti and Smriti.

The general principle laid down above as to the

1 Jfdiniisiiiriti. ii. 162.
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universality of the four great stages and as to their

being founded on natural divisions is enunciated

by Shri Krishna :

w
" The four castes were emanated by me, by the

different distribution of the energies ( attributes ^

and actions
;
know me to be the author of them. "

This distribution it is which marks out the castes,

and it is not, of course, confined to India. But in

the land in which settled the first family of the

Aryan stock, the Manu established a model polity

or social order, showing in miniature the course of

evolution, and into this were born Jtvatmas belong-

ing to the different stages, who showed out the

characteristics of the several castes, and thus formed

a truly model state. This was "
the golden age

"

of India, and the traditions of this still linger, the

splendid background of her history.

When humanity is figured as a vast man or

when the fshvara is spoken of as emanating men,

then we have the following graphic picture of the

four castes :

l Bhagawd Gtt&. iv. 13. 2
nigicd-a. X. xc. 12.



' The Brahmaria was His mouth
;

the Rajanya
was made His two arms

;
His two. thighs the

Vaishya ; the Shudra was born, from His two feet."

The teacher is the mouth, and the ruling power the

arms
; the merchants are the pillars of the nation,

as the thighs of the body, while all rest on the

manual worker. As we see the facts and neces-

sities of social organisation, we cannot but recog-

nise the inevitableness of the division, whether it be

represented or not by a system of four castes.

The virtues that constitute the four castes are

thus described by Shri Krishna :

<l Of BrAhmanas, Kshattriyas, Vaishyas and

Shudras, O Parantapa ! the Karmas have been dis-

tributed according to the Gunas born of their own
natures."

"Serenity, self-restraint, austerity, purity, for-

1 Bliiifjavad Git&. sviii. 4144.
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giveness, and also uprightness, wisdom, knowledge^ 3

belief in God, are the Brahmana-karma, born of

his own nature."
"
Prowess, splendour, firmness, dexterity, and

also not fleeing in battle, generosity, rulership are

the Kshattriya-karma, born of his own nature."
"
Agriculture, protection of kine, and commerce

are the Vaishya-karma, born of his own nature.

Action of the nature of service is the Shudra-

karma, born of his own nature."

Thus clearly are outlined the Dharmas of

the four castes, the qualities which should be

developed in each of the four great stages of the

pilgrimage of the Jivatma through Sarnsara.

Manu explains the occupations ofeach caste very

clearly :

3

Manusmriti. i. 87 91.
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"
He, the Resplendent, for the sake of protecting

all this creation, assigned separate Karmas to

those born of His mouth, arms, thighs and feet."

"
Teaching and studying the Veda, sacrificing

and also guiding others in offering sacrifices, gifts

and receiving of gifts, these He assigned to the

Brahmanas."

" The protection of the people, gifts, sacrificing
1

,

and study of the Vedas, non-attachment amid the

objects of the senses, these He prescribed to the

Kshattriyas."
" The protection of cattle, gifts, sacrificing, and

study of the Vedas, commerce, banking, and agri-

culture, to the Vaishyas."

"The Lord commanded one Karma only to the

'Shudras, to serve ungrudgingly these castes."

Thus the Brahmanas alone might teach the
'

Vedas, but the duty of studying them belonged

equally to the three twice-born castes.

A man who did not show forth the Dharma of

his caste was not regarded as belonging to it, ac-

cording to the teachers of the ancient days. We
have already seen that ignorant Brahmanas were
mere ashes, unfit for the discharge of their duties,
and even more strongly Manu says,

*T*TT



i>v. , tiiv- Liiicc ucar oillv
names.

" The Brahmana who, not having studied the
Vedas, labors elsewhere, becomes a Shudra in
that very life together with his descendants."
And again:

n
'-

" The Shudra becomes a Brahman and a Brah-
mana a Shudra (by conduct). Know this same
(rule to apply) to him who is born of the K?hattriya
or of the Vaishya."

So also Yudhihthira, taught the fundamental

distinctions, without the existence of which caste

becomes a mere name :

l Mauumriti. ii. 157, 108. 2 Zbid. x. 65.

8 Malidbkdrata, Vanaparva, clsxx. 21, 25j 26.
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"
Truth, gift, forgiveness, good conduct, gentle-

ness, austerity, and mercy, where these are seen, O

king of serpents, he is called a Brahmana.

" If these marks exist in a Shudra and are not

in a twice-born, the Shudra is not a Shudra, nor the

Brahmana a Brahmana.

" Where this conduct is shown, O serpent, he is

called a Brahmana; where this is not, O serpent,

he should be regarded as a Shudra."

In the VisJinu-Bhagavata we read :

" What is said as to the marks of conduct indi-

cative of a man's caste, if those marks are found in

another, designate him by the caste of his marks

(and not of his birth)."

Commenting on this Shridhara Svami says :

" Brahmanas and others are to be chiefly recognised

by Shama and other qualities, and not by their birth

alone."

"
By birth every one is a Shudra. By Samskara

he becomes twice-born."

So also we find that the preceptor Haridrumata

of the Gotama gotra, approached by Satyakama,
2 Lvc.cit. VII. xi. 35.
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desirous of becoming his pupil, asked him his gotra ;

the boy answered that his mother did not know
his gotra, for he was born when she M-as engaged
in waiting .on guests, and he could only go by her

name
;
he was therefore merely Satyakama, the

son of JabMa. Haridrumata declared that an an-

swer so truthful was the answer of a Brahmaria,

and he would therefore initiate him. l

Further it must be remembered :

"The Vedas do not purify him who is devoid

of good conduct."

Much question has arisen as to' the possibility

of a man passing from one caste to another during

a sing-le life. It is, of course, universally granted

that a man raises himself from one caste to another

by good conduct, but it is generally considered that

the conduct bears fruit by birth into a higher caste

in the succeeding life. The texts quoted in sup-

port of passage from one caste to another will

mostly bear this interpretation, just as by degrada-

tion from one caste to another rebirth in a lower

caste was generally meant. But there are cases on

record of such passage during a single life. The

history of Vishvamitra, a KsJhattriya, becoming a

). IV. iv.

2 Vasistlithft-Smriti. vi. 3.
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Brahmana is familiar 'to every one,
1 but equally

familiar are the tremendous efforts he made ere he

attained his object a proof of the extreme diffi-

culty of the change. Gargya, the sonofShini, and

Trayyaruni, Kavi and Pushkararuni, the sons of

Duritakshaya, all Kshattriyas, became Brahmanas,

as did Mudgala, son of Bharmyashva, also a

Kshattriya.
2

Vitahavya, a K?hattriya, was made

a Brahmana by Bhrigu, in whose Ashrama he had

taken refuge.
3

The truth probably is that changes of caste

were made in the ancient days, but that they were

rare, and that good conduct for the most part took

effect in rebirth into a higher caste. Even the fa-

mous shloka :

" Not birth, nor Samskaras, nor study of the

Vedas, nor ancestry, are causes of Brahmanahood.

Conduct alone is verily the cause thereof," may
apply as well to rebirth into a higher caste as to

transference into" it. In ancient days the imme-
diate present was not as important as it is now,
the continuing life of the JJvatma being far more

i, BsLlak^u^a. Ivii Ixv.

2 VMinu Bhaynrata. IX. sxi. 19, 20, 33.

3
Malidbhdratfi, Auushasauaparva, xxx.

i
Mak&lik&rat'.i, Vanaparva cccsiii. 108,
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vividly kept in mind, and the workings of karir.-c
law more readily acquiesced in. Nor were the
divisions of castes, then felt to be an injustice, a*

they now are when the Dharmas of the castes are

neglected, and high caste is accompanied by a

feeling of pride instead of by one of responsibility
and service.

Innumerable subdivisions have arisen within the

great castes, which have no foundation in r.atr.re

and therefore no stability nor justification. IH-

these much social friction is caused, and ;;ettv

walls of division are set up, jealousies and rivalries

taking the place of the ancient co-operation for the

general good. The circles of inter-marriage be-

come too restricted, and local and unimpori^r.t
customs become fossilised into religious ob!:~-i-

tions, making social life run in narrov.- grooves .v.v!

cramping limitations, tending to provoke rebe":'.i . r

and exasperate feelings of irritation. Moreover,

many of the customs regarded as most binding are

purely local, customs being vital in the South which

are unknown in the North, and vice vcisd. Ker.cr

Hindus are split up into innumerable little bcdie?.

each hedged in by a wall of its own, regardec: as a'l-

important. It is difficult, if not impossible, t-..

create a national spirit from such ir.harmor.ioi^

materials, and to induce those who are accustoma-

to such narrow horizons to take a broader vicv.-r.
*
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life. While a man of one of the four castes, in the

old days, felt himself to be an integral part of a

. nation, a man of a small sub-caste has no sense, of

organic life, and tends to be a sectarian rather than

a patriot.

At the present time a man of any caste takes

up any occupation, and makes no effort to cultivate

the characteristic virtues of his caste. Hence -the

inner and the outer no longer accord, and there is

jangle instead of harmony. No caste offers to in-

coming Jivatmas physical b.odies and physical

environments fitted for one caste more than for

another, and the castes consequently no longer

serve as stages for the evolving Jivatmas. Hence

the great value of the Hindu system as a gradu-

ated school, into which Jivatmas could pass for

definite training in each stage, has well-nigh ceased,

and the evolution of the human race is thereby
'

delayed.

The caste system is one on which the student,

when he goes out into the world, will find great

difference of opinion among pious and highly

educated" men, and he will have to make up his

own mind upon it, after careful study and deliber-

ation. . It is the system which Manu considered

best for the fifth, or, Aryan, race, the Pailchajanas,

and in its early days ensured order, progress and

general happiness, as no other system has done. It
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has fallen into decay under those most dbinte

forces in human society pride, exchi.s;

selfishness, the evil brood of Ahaivikfira v.-^-

the personal self instead of to live Su~-renv,

Unless the abuses which are inter.vow

it can be eliminated, its doom is oerta

equally certain is it, that if those abuse

be destroyed and the system itself rnai

Hinduism would solve some of the soc ; a! -

which threaten to undermine Western civ!

and would set an example to the world of

social state.





PART III.

ETHICAL TEACHINGS.





CHAPTER I.

ETHICAL SCIENCE, WHAT IT is.

Morality, or Ethic, is the Science of Conduct,

the systernatised principles on which a man should

act The conduct of man has reference to his sur-

roundings as well as to himself. We have to as-

certain what is good in relation to those who form

our surroundings, as well as in relation to the time

and place of the actor
;
and we may take a wider

and wider view of our surroundings, according to

the knowledge we possess. We have also to ascer-

tain what is good for ourselves and in relation to

ourselves. What is good for one man may not be

good for another man. What is good at one time,

and at one place, may not be good at another time,

and at another place.

Ethical Science is therefore a relative Science

it is relative to the man himself and to his

surroundings.

The object of morality is to bring about happi-
ness by establishing harmonious relations between

all the Jivatmas that belong to any special area ;
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harmonious relations between the members of a

family ;
harmonious relations between the families

that make up a community ;
harmonious relations

between, the communities that make up a nation
;

harmonious relations between the nations that

make up humanity ;
harmonious relations between

humanity and the other inhabitants of the earth
;.

harmonious relations between the inhabitants of

the earth and those of other worlds of the system.

The great circle goes on spreading outwards in-

definitely, and including larger and larger areas

within its circumference. But still, whether the

area be large or small, Ethic is
" the principles of

harmonious relations." Thus we have family moral-

ity, social morality, national morality, internation-

al morality, human morality, inter-world morality,,

and all these concern us. With the yet wider

sweeps of the Science of Conduct we are not yet

concerned, but the basic principle is the same

throughout.

It is obvious that the establishment of harmo-

nious relations between a man and his surround-

ings, near and remote, means happiness. We are

always suffering from the want of harmony, from,

jarring wishes, from friction between ourselves and

others, from the lack of mutual support, mutual

assistance, mutual sympathy. Where there is har-

mony there is happiness ; where there is disbar-
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mony there is unhappiness* Morality tbe-
establishing harmony establishes happiness, rari

.families and communities and nations and hr.nr
ty and all chvelleis in this and other worKls bio
The ultimate object of Morality, of Ethk**/
Science of Conduct, is to bring about univc
Happiness, Universal Welfare, by uniting the -<

rated selves with each other and \vith the Sm
Self. All the six Darshanas are agreed as to

bonum of man.

The student must grasp this though;, at-

realise it very clearly. Morality brings about Uni
versal Happiness at last. Let us pause for a mo
ment on this word,

((

Happiness." Hapnine^- ;! .-.<

not mean the transitory pleasures of the >e::--.:-

nor even the more durable pleasures of the TV.: J

It does not mean the satisfaction of the crp.v:- j>

of the Uparlhis, nor the joys \vhich are taste.: \;

the possession of outer objects. Happiness nienr.

the deep, inner, enduring bliss which is the satis-

faction in the Self. It means perfect har:-.v::v/

lasting peace. Happiness is
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5 J

" That in which the mind finds rest, quieted by

the practice of Yoga ;
that in which he, seeing the

Self by the Self, in the Self is satisfied ;

" That in which he findeth the supreme delight

which the Buddhi can grasp, beyond the senses,

wherein established, he raoveth not from the Rea-

lity ;

" That which, having obtained, he thinketh-

there is no greater gain beyond it
;
wherein esta-

blished, he is pet shaken even by heavy sorrow."

Nothing less than this is Happiness, and this is

the happiness which Morality brings about. The

student must not allow his clear vision of this truth

to be clouded by superficial appearances, which

seem to be at variance with it. However difficult

and painful it may sometimes be to do right ;
how-

ever tiresome and burdensome obedience to moral

precepts may sometimes be
;
none the less, in the

long run, doing right means to be happy, and doing

wrong means to be miserable. " As the wheels of

the cart follow the ox," said the great Indian

teac her, the Buddha,
"
so misery follows sin." Thus

also speak all the Shastras.

All this is inevitable, as we shall see later on.

l
B7tnffnm rf- Gft &, \\. 20-22. ______-



We have spoken of harmony, of happiness, of

right, of wrong, and of the inhabitants of the earth

and those of other worlds of the system.
"

But if we are to go to the root of things, to first

principles, we cannot but seek the help of Religion.

For Religion gives us the ultimate data upon
which Ethical Science may be built. Morality has

only one basis, on which it is built up, as a house

is built on its foundation. And just as a house will

become crooked and fall, if it be built on a shaky

foundation, so will any morality fall which is not

built on that sound basis.



CHAPTER II.

THE FOUNDATION OF ETHICS, AS GIVEN BY

RELIGION.

(r) The first thing we learn from religion is

the Unity of all selves, and this is the foundation

of Ethics. Ethics is built upon :

THE RECOGNITION OF THE UNITY OF THE SELF
AMID THE DIVERSITY OF THE NOT-SELF.

There is but One Self, and all the separate
selves areafarr: amshali, parts or reflections of the

One, are the One.

" As one sun illuminates this whole world, so

the Lord of the Field illuminates the whole Field,
O Bharata!"

11 One God is hidden in all beings, all-perva-

ding, the inmost Self of all."

tiha<java.(l-Gtt&. siii. 33.

-
Shcctatshratai'iip. vi. 11.
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One sun is shining, and it shines into every

separate place, every separate enclosure. There

may be a thousand gardens, separated from each

other by high walls, but the one sun shines into

all, and the light and heat in each are from the one

sun, are parts of himself. So the Jlvatmfts in all

creatures, separated from each other by the walls

of Prakriti, the walls of their bodies, are rays from

the one Sun, sparks from the one Fire, portions of

the one Atma", the one Self. We cannot fully re-

alise this, be conscious of it and live in it always,

until we have become perfectly pure ;
but we can

recognise it as a Fact, as the one all-important

Fact, and in proportion as we try to make our

conduct accord with this Fact, we shall become
moral. We shall see, as we study morality, that

all its precepts are founded on this recognition of

the unity of the Self. If there is only one Self,

any act by which I injure my neighbour must in-

jure me.
' A man will not deliberately cut his hand,

or his foot, or his face, because all these are parts
of his own body, and though a cut on his hand
does not directly make his foot ache, he feels the

pain from any part of his body. The foot, being

ignorant and limited, is not conscious at once
of the wound made in the hand, but the man is

conscious of it, and will not let the foot carry his

body into a place where the hand will be injured.
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Of course -the foot ultimately stifYer<

neral fever of the whole body caused

injury to any part of it, as ignorance
of the body does not niter the fact of

so the man who believes that the Sej

him and in. all others, also necessarily

in injuring any part he is injuring
1 hi'r

being limited and ignorant, he may n<

it; and he learns to look on all as

body, and on his innermost Self as th

uses that one body, and lives and tno\r

Ifwecouldrealise this, feel it a]

would be no nted of any Science of

we should always act for the highest
but as we do not realise ft, and feel it v

we need rules of conduct, which are ;

this principle, to prevent us from inju
and ourselves, and to help us to do gx>c

and ourselves.

The great R.ishis, knowing the su

that the Self of all beings is one, based
their precepts, and on this rock they
morality they taught. The authoritati
tions of the Shruti on general morality
because baed on this fact, and they
fended by reason, and shown to be of bi

universal obligation.
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All the laws of nature are expression c r '

Divine Nature, and, as one of the asoects '.*f
*'

Nature is Chit, the Reason can grasp :.::'.

them. They are supremely rational, nav Re:.-

itself, and Reason in man is fitly concur.- >',.:

their study. Now " the Reason "
must, ^--t L-. :

fused with the process of reasoning the : .,--

cfrom one link of an arg-ument to another bv lv,;
r

;

tbequence. This process is only one of t!v:- f..:

tkions of the Reason, and is called the raliic: :-.:..::

faculty, and belongs to the concrete Ru.r .-.-., _

lower mind. "The Reason" is Chit, and irc'v,

all mental processes, concrete and abstract, t

perception in the higher as well as in the ! . ?.

t worlds, direct clear vision of truths as cf d,;^

n.As knowledge is the rightful source of av.tr v-
:

all *d as the knowledge of theRihis was the or. .'..

their Reason, working in assonance v::t.>. t

Divine Reason, the Shruti, given to ihe H::v.

througb the Rishis, are authoritative. Tr.eir i

thority is thus based on Reason, on '.he D;-.

Wisdom primarily, and on the illuminated I-;,:::'

Reason secondarily. The Rishis, as \ve >a:- :::

Introduction, have modified the Shn.ti to r.r-j ::
'

needs of special ages, for precepts u^~-
'

at

time are not useful at another. It is f'-rthcr p:

ble by the use of the Reason to distinguish

tween precepts
of universal and tho.-c of !cc.v. ;
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temporary obligation.

The system of morality inculcated in the Sana-

tana Dharma may therefore be said to be authori-

tative
;

for being founded on the recognition of

the Unity of the Self, and drawing its precepts

and its sanctions from that supreme Fact, it is ca-

pable of appealing to and being verified by the

Reason, and a perfect harmony can be established

between the commands of the Shruti and the

dictates of the Reason.

This harmony has prevented the arising in

India of independent ethical schools, such as have

arisen in the West, the doctrines of which become

familiar to students in their studies in Western

Moral Philosophy.

The Scriptures of other nations, which have not

stated clearly the Unity of the Self, have necessa-

rily been unable to state clearly the highest sanc-

tion for morality, and have directed reliance mainly
to a Divine authority, the source of which is not

universally seen as identical in nature with the

Spirit ( JivatmS. ) in man. Hence a certain divorce

between Authority and Reason, injurious to both,

and this divorce has led to the growth of two ethi-

cal schools, that stand in opposition to authorita-

tive, i. e., scriptural morality, and also in opposition
to each other.
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One of these schools, the
intuitional, finds it,bas,, .or

morality in
intuition, in the dictates of the

cogence,
but fails to escape from the difficult

involved in the variations of conscience with racialand national
traditions, social customs, and indi-

viclual development.

The second, the
utilitarian, has its ethical basis

in "the greatest good of the greatest number" but
fail, to justify the exclusion of the minority from
its canon, and to supply a sanction of

sufficiently
binding force< Besides, what constitutes "the
greatest good of the greatest number" is always
a debatable point; hence the "canon" is useless
as- a -practical guide.

f The student can study these systems in the works
f their exponents, and he will do well to under-
hand thai the reconciliation of these schools lies in

the recognition of the Unity of the Self, and the

consequent completion of the partial truths on
which the.--; are based. He will then see that this

principle affords to the teachings of the scriptural

school their proper support in Reason
;
that this

supplies the intuitionalist with the explanation of

the variations of conscience,
1 which is the voice of

the JivfitmA, and depends on the stage of evolution

reached and the experiences assimilated
;
that this

I'JL'lu'ii: is no exact Humskril equivalent for the word " conscience."



learn to realise himself. *' J"-

on,y as the seed from the

that bears it.

Wise and unwise, both unborn, powerful a

powerless."

Therefore, although unwise and powerless, I

JlvStma can become wise and powerful ; to tl

end he must evolve, and his evolution is on t

wheel of births and deaths,

Transmigration is the word usually given

this journey, for the Jlvatmft transmigrates fn

one body to another ;
as one grows old and was!

away he takes another.

11

a

" As a man throws away old garments a

takes others (that are) new, so .the Embodied ci

Sh-wt&shvatarop.i.Q. 2. JBh<tgt.n'ad*(*it&. it. 2*J
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away old bodies and puts on new ones."

The word "
re-incarnation

"
is also very gener-

ally used in modern days, the stress being here laid

on the body rather than on the JMtmS ; it again
takes a fleshly covering.

This truth of the evolution of the Jivitmi from

ignorance to wisdom, from feebleness to power, is

definitely revealed in the Shruti, and a knowledge
of it is necessary as a basis for good conduct and
for the wise shaping of life. Man is not a creature

of a day, here to-day and gone to-morrow, but an

unborn immortal being, growing into a knowledge
of his true nature and powers. Everything is within

him, the fulness of divine wisdom and power, but

this capacity has to be unfolded, and that is the

object of living and dying. Such a view of man's
nature gives dignity and strength and sobriety to

life. It has been belived in by wise .men in all

ages, and has been a part of every ancient religion;
For the best proof of this great truth by pure reason-

ing as distinguished from direct experience with

Yoga-developed superp-hysical -faculties, the stu-

dent should consult VatsySyana's Bh&shya on the

Nydya Sfitras of Gautama.

Only in modern times, during a period of great
ignorance, was this truth lost sight of in the West,
and very irrational and fantastic notions have in



consequence grown up there as to the human soul,

its nature and destiny, undermining belief in the

just and loving rule of fshvara. 1

The Jivatm contains within himself infinite pos-

sibilities, but when first thrown down into Prakp'ti,

embodied in a Rupa made up of the five elements,

all these are inherent, not manifest He pisses

through the diversified existences of the mineral
*

kingdom, and of the plant and of the animal realms,

the gsflrssfn Udbhijjah (born by fission in the

minerals and plants); the -*f?3rr: Swedajfih (born

by exudation or gemmation, in certain low forms

of plants and animals); the sr^srr: AndajAh (bom
first as eggs, the oviparous animals) before corning
Into the sftrg^rr: Jardyujah (the viviparous higher
animals and the human kingdom).

In these many of his lower powers are <ktv<*-

loped, and his consciousness passes from the 4atetit

to the active condition. A double evolution JLJOCS

on
; there is the continued life of the Jiv^tmfi himself,

continually increasing in richness and complex-
ity ; and there is a corresponding continuity in the

i But even in the West such great scientific Oiinki-rs ;t J'r.-
.jssor Huxley have begun to recognise the continued v\mt.', 4 ,'<. 4 ,f

the JirAtmA from Hfe to Me. Like the tlotrin of v.il,if !,,

itselty- he says. thafc of tcausmigration ha. its roofs in ih,* w-jll
of reality ; and it may claim such support as the ^nat juv-un-ut
from analogy is capable of supplying:' Kcolittl^ ,/.- '/;- *,,..,
P. 16.
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forms he occupies, as each physical form Jj - j r
-

J / w **-* i^izn Ib C'*****"idenved from a
preceding physical forcn. "t^'

form, however independent it may
part of another form, whoTe"^^/^
shared, and from which it has been separated -

fffor an independent career. While part of tl e *

rent form it shared all the advantages arc
'""

provements, or the reverse, due to the develL-,^'"
Jlvfttma within that parent form, auc ihu/^!^on its separate life on. a little higher L^-"^
its parent if the Jivatma has progresses

'

^r

*

a little lower level if it has retrograded/*!-
while the general movement is one cf *,r x,,.
there are little ebbs and flows, like the \v^ t *;!**;
run on and. fall back in a rising tide. This u: ;-;

*

ken physical inheritance from form to f ::; .a.;^^
what science calls heredity, the passing ^- O f ::;;i-

racteristics from parents to offspring. Bu: ;: l :a ,,

been observed by scientific men that mental a: ,

mortal characteristics do not pass from for::; t

form, and they are puzzled to account for the c, :-

lution of consciousness. Their theory needs :: be

completed by the acceptance of transnv-gii.::"..::

For just as physical continuity is ncee^aiv xr
physical evolution, so is the continuity of

ousness necessary for the evolution of niuj;t.

moral characteristics. This continuity is the

sciousness of the Jivatm, which takes a

co:>ci-
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.iiitable to his condition-as we shall see presently

in Chapter I V.-enlarges his own powers by using

the form, and thereby improves the form also ;
the

bodies of the children of the body share these im-

provements of- the form, are improved again by

other JivatmAs, and pass on still more improved

bodies. When the old body is worn out, the Jivat-

m& throws it off, and takes another form, as s,iid

above.

When the animal
1

stage has been fully experi-

enced, and the Jivitma is ready to pass on into the

human form, his triune nature, reflection of the

triune nature of Ishvara, begins to manifest. The
human Jivatma as we may now call him mani-

fests the three aspects of Jiiana, Ichchhft, and KriyA
which have ever been in him, and these begin to

evolve as self-consciousness
;
ahamkHra appears, and

the recognition of the "
I

"
as opposed to the 4t Nut-

I
"
rapidly developed The desire-nature, develop-

ed in the animal kingdom, now becomes much
more powerful, by seizing on the evolving mind as
its slave, and using its growing powers for the
satisfaction of its own cravings. As the mind
grows stronger, and the JlvStma by experience
learns the pains that result from unbridled desires,
he begins to exert his strength in checking and di-'

reeling the desires, and the long struggle commences
between the Jivatm, dimly beginning to feel his
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own divinity, and the kamic elements of his up&dhis.

As is written in the Kathopanishat :

" Know the Self the chariot-owner, the body
the chariot

;
know Reason the charioteer, and the

mind as the reins ; they call the senses the horses,

the sense- objects their province. The Self, joined

to the senses and mind, ( is) .the enjoyer ;
thus say

the wise. Whoever is ignorant, always with mind

loose, his senses (are) uncontrolled, like bad horses

of the charioteer. Whoever is wise, always with

mind tightened, his senses (are) controlled, like

good horses of the charioteer. Whoever is indeed

ignorant, thoughtless, always impure, he does not

obtain that goal, (but) comes again into Samsra."

When a term of earth-life is over, the Jivatm&

l Katkop, I/iii. 3-7.



body,

^^^^SSF^
verily h

b*MBf 1
.

ff -*
< beautiful

In this he crop*; f^" ft,

he is
fitted-aCtter

Vl-and then

" e"

for

consumed. world is
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*'

Having arrived at the end of ( the fruit of)

that work (of) whatsoever he here does this one

returns again from that world to this world of ac-

tion
; thus verily ( the story of ) him who desires/*

This process is repeated over and over again as

long as he has desires, for these desires bind him

to the wheel of transmigration. It is truly "the

story of him who desires." So also in the Devz

Bh&gavata the same idea is expressed:

<c

Having abandoned the forme* body, the Jiva>

following Karma's rule, obtains either Svarga or

Naraka according to his deeds,

"And having obtained a celestial body, or a

body 'of suffering born of objects of desire, experi-

ences varied fruit in Svarga or Naraka. *

" At the end of the fruits, when the time for hfs

rebirth arrives then Time unites him again with

Karmas (selected out) of the Sanchita karmas."

1 Loc. cit. IV. xxi. 22-25.
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The development of the Chit aspect of the Jiv-

,
and the purification of the Ichchha aspect

being the main work of the human stage of evolu-

tion, the growth of Manas, and later of Buddhi,

marks out the steps of the journey.
4

The constitution of the human being is very

clearly outlined in the Mahdbhctrata>
2 from which

we give the following summary :

The Self in man, the Jivatm&, is identical in

nature with the Supreme Self, Brahman. From

this comes forth" the understanding (Huddhi) and

from the understanding the mind (Manas) ;
when

to these the Senses (Indriyas) are added, the man
the Dweller in the Body, is complete ;

the Body,
his dwelling, is made up of the five elements. The

senses, through the body, come into touch with the

outer world
;

the senses hand on to the mind

the results of the contact, giving the attributes or

properties of ttie objects contacted the way in

which the objects affect them. The mind receives

these reports, and groups them into mental images,

and presents these to the understanding ;
the un-

derstanding pierces to the reality in which these

mental images, made up of attributes, inHere. This

is the outgoing of the Jivtma, and his gathering
of experience, the

jr|frT*Tr*f *>
the Pravritti Margalj,

2 Loo. cit. Sh&uti Parva, ccii,
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the path of going forth.

The first step, or stage, of this evolution is the

experiencing of varied sensations; and therefore

Manas is regarded as the sixth sense, which re-

ceives and organises the impressions conveyed to

jt by the five senses, affected by their contact with

the outer world through the sense-organs.

3T5TM3H I l

" The senses, Manas the sixth."

Or, when the senses and sense organs are taken

together:

' The ten senses and the one."

Manas, at this stage, is the slave of Kama, and

envelopes its capacities by directing the search for

objects of enjoyment.
Evolution is. quickened by,

the instruction of the Rishis, who teach man to

sacrifice the objects of enjoyment to the Devas,

first to gain increased worldly prosperity,
and then

to gain the delights of Svarga.

The second stage of evolution is one or conti-

nual, conflict betweea Manas and Kama, Manas

being now sufficiently developed to recognise that.

t JUd xiii. 5.
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the pleasures longed for by Kama usually, in th<

long run, bring more pain than pleasure.

"The delights that (are) contact-born, thes(

verily (are) only wombs of pain."

Manas, therefore, begins to resist the searching

for objects of enjoyment, instead of directing it

and hence conflict, in which Manas grows mor<

rapidly. The thwarting of the k^mic longing:

purifies Kama, and the higher aspect of IchchJ

begins to show itself Ichchha which is Will, tto

Shakti of Shiva, who is the destroyer of Kama, th<

son of Vishnu and Lakshmi, and also the lowe

aspect of Ichchha. 2

The third stage of the evolution of Manas con

sists in .the development of the higher intellects

powers ;
Manas no longer enslaved by, nor eve

struggling with Kma, has become free, is the pur

Manas, engaged with ideas, wrought out by hi

own labour, not with sense-born images, The Jiv

Sttma ceases to delight in sense-contacts, or in the!

mental reproductions, and engages himself in pur

1 Ibid v. 22.

2 Dharma is born from the Wisdom of Vishnn, Kama fro

Eis Love, which must be developed io man first by desire f

material objects; therefore Dharaoa, Kama arid Artha a

enjoined together on the Pravyitti M&rga.
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thought, in the endeavour to understand the Self

and the Not-Self. This stage leads up to the evo-

lution of Buddhi, the Pure Reason or the Higher
Understanding, of which the expression is Wisdom,
the result of the union of knowledge and love, Wis-
dom which sees and loves the Self alone,

r <rrr ITFT

\\

l

*' Better than the sacrifice of objects is the sacri-

fice of Wisdom, O Parantapa ! All actions in

their entirety, O Pirtha, culminate in wisdom. By
this thou shalt see all beings without exception
in the Self, and thus in Me."

When the Jivitma reaches this stage, he is on

the threshold of liberation. He has long Rr^rT <J*T-.

'* ceased from wicked ways/' is ^H"^ : subdued

"concentrated," -Wff*rFRr: "of pacified

mind.
35 2

8

Whoever verily is vvise, thoughtful, always

A. iv. 33, 35.

2 Kathop. I ii. 23.

3 Ibid. iii. 3.
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desir;! ,
witt *. cea

.. ;

"

death to d.l. >""- .....

manyness.

all the desires hiding in l.is hrart a.

loosed, then the mortal becomes immortal; !

he enjoys Brahman."

Therefore having thus becomes wi><% <

vp. \\.\v, 19.
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subdued, dispassionate, enduring, collected, he sees

the Self in the Self, he sees the Self as all
;
nor

does sin overcome him, he overcomes all sin
; nor

does sin consume him, he consumes all sin. Free

fr cm sin, free frcm passion, he becomes a Br&hma-

na (of the nature of Brahman) ;
this the Brahman-

world."

The return is the reversal of the process of out-

going, as is very clearly outlined in the Mahdbhd-

rafa, from which we can summarise the return as

we summarised the outgoing.

The senses are withdrawn from contact with

the outer world thiough the body, and become

tranquil, w^. The mind is withdrawn from its

study of the images obtained by the senses, and

thus also becomes tranquil. The understanding

withdraws from the study of the concepts presented

by the mind, and, thus tranquil, reflects the Self.

So long as the mind turns to the senses it finds

misery. When it turns to the understanding it

finds bliss.

Along this road, the fa?reprrf: the Nivritti M&r-

gah, or returning path, the Jivtm& returns from his

wanderings in SamsSra and reaches his true home,

the Eternal, paying, while he treads this path, all

the debts contracted on the Praviitti MSrga,

To see the Self is JMna, wisdom
;

to love the
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Self is Bhakti, devotion
;
to serve the Self is Karma,

action. Such JMna, Bhakti, Karma, are the three

Mrgas, ways, to Mokha, liberation. The JMna
MSrga is for those in whom Chit predominates ;

the Bhakti McLrga for those in whom Ichchh pre-

dominates ;
the Karma M&rga for those in whom

Kriy predominates. But in each path, as each

Jivatma is triune, the evolution of all of its three

aspects must be carried on. The JMni, as he gains

wisdom, will find devotion and right activity appear;

the Bhakta, as devotion is perfected, will find him-

self possessed of activity and wisdom. The Kar-

manya, as his activity becomes wholly selfless, will

achieve wisdom and devotion. The three M^rgas
are, in fact, one, in which three different tempera-

ments emphasise one or other of its inseparable

constituents. Yoga supplies the method by which

the Self can be seen and loved and served.

The words spoken by Shrl Kr.ihna, as to the

Siikhya and Yoga Darshanas, may well be ap-

plied here :

ct

Childrop, not Pandits, speak of the S&hkhya

. V. 4-5.
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-and Yoga as different. (He who is) duly establish-
ed in one obtaineth the fruit of both.

" The place obtained through the Safikhyas is

.gained also through the Yogas."

The Mukta, the man who has reached libera-

tion, may or may not remain active in the three
worlds. The K,i$his are Muktas, and are employed
in the maintenance and guidance of the worlds.

Janaka was a Mukta, and was a king, ruling his

realm. Tuladhara was a Mukta, and was a mer-

chant, weighing out his goods. Many a Mukta is

spoken of in the Itihasa who is surrounded by
physical conditions. For Mukti is not a change
of conditions, but a change of condition

; not an al-

teration of the circumstances surrounding the Tiv-

fttmflt, but the attitude of the Jivatma to the Self and
the Not-Self.

It was said above that while the general s\veep

of evolution is upward and onward, temporary

retrogression might occur, and in some of the very

ancient Aryan books given when the possibility

of such retrogression was much greater than now

a good deal of stress is laid on the danger of such

reversions. Shri Krishna, speaking in much later

days, says that TOW: " the worst of men "
only

are tlirown arrgcH^T ^TFfg
" into ^suric wombs/'

1 JBhagacad-Gtta. xvi. 19.
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shows to the utilitarian that there is no ultirnat

good for any which is not also good for all, tha

there is no question of majority and minority, bu

of unity, and that the sanction of .morality lies ii

this very unity of interests, this identity of nature

We have, then, as the basis of morality in th

Sanfttana Dharma, the recognition of the Unity c

the Self, and therefore the establishment of mutu

ally helpful relations between all separated seive:

Every moral precept finds its sanction in this Unit}

and we shall presently see that the Universal Love

which is the expression of the Unity, is the root c

all virtues, as its opposite is the root of all vices.

Universal Brotherhood has its basis in the Unity

men are divided by their Upclhis, both dense an<

subtle, but they are all rooted in the one Self. Onl;

this teaching, -.vhen generally realised, can put a

end to wars, and serve as a foundation for peac<

This alone can eradicate racial and national hatred:

put an end to mutual contempt and suspicion, ail

draw all men into one human famUy, in which ther

are elders and youngers, indeed, but no aliens.

Nor, indeed, can the Brotherhood based on th

Unity of the Self be limited to the human family

It must include all things within its circle, for al

without exception, are rooted in the Self. In tin

roth Adhyfiya o>f the Bhigavad-Gttd Shri Krishn



declares :

sTfinfest nw <sr sjarFntfcr m^r ^ 11

l

"
I am/ the Self, O Gud^kesha, seated in the

heart of all beings; I am the beginning, the middle,

and also the end of beings."

He then names Himself as many objects, as

sun and moon, as mountain and tree, as horse and

cow, as bird and serpent, and many others, and

sums up in one all-embracing declaration :

f^rar ^^^Fu^r ^rr^r^c u
2

\ " Whatsoever is the seed of all beings that am
I, O Arjuna !, nor is there aught, moving or unmov-

^ \ ing, that may exist bereft of Me."

Over and over again He insists on the all-impor-

\ ^ tance of this recognition of the Unity of the Self

- and of the presence of the Self in each and all.

T%s?3T *rofaen;ii i

1 Bliagarad &ttti. x. 20,

id. 30.
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SeTed^equally
in all beings the

' ^
Ishvara, indestructible

within the destn

. who thus seeth, he seeth.

Seeing indeed, everywhere
the san

A ^'ll* he doth not destroy

]

! ^a^thu^reacheth
the supreme

When he seeth the diversified e

i

'

beings as rooted in One, and proceed,

then he reacheth Brahman.

::: ] All human relations exist because c

. Behold! not indeeclfor the love o

U the husband dear :for the love of 1

husband dear."

And so with wife, sons, property,
I

and even the Devas themselves.

because the
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"Behold! not for .the love of the all the all i>

dear, but for the love of the Self verily the all i>

dear."

qf^flclK ^TRSiT^ g^Tcf ^^!^ [|

"
Having known the Auspicious, the exceeding! \-

subtle, hidden in all beings, like cream in butter,

having known the Supreme God, the one Pervader
of the universe, he is freed from bonds."

But it is useless -to multiply texts, when the
Shruti at. every step proclaim the truth. In this

> and in this alone is the sure Basis of Morality, for

this Unity of the Self is the real cause and expla-
nation of Love

;
One Self, embodied in many form-,

is ever seeking to draw the forms together in order

to again realise Its own unity. This is why the

recognition of the Unity of the Self by the Reason,

which is Wisdom, shows itself in a world of

separate forms as Love. So also the many-ness of

the Not-Self is the cause and explanation of Hate

each separate form setting itself up against others.

The full significance of this will be seen by the

student on maturer study ;
but he should grasp the

arop. iv. 16.

18
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fact which will become clearer as we pro<

that all virtue, all that is good, is the imn

result of the pure Love^ which springs from

nising the Unity of the Self, and that all vi<

that is evil, similarly arises from disregard

truth, and from the feeling that the Self

one, but many, as the bodies are many, ,



CHAPTER III.

RIGHT AND WRONG.

The student will remember the description of

the Triloki in Part I. At the beginning of a new
Trilokl, life-evolution begins. This evolution

takes place in all the three worlds, but we may
confine ourselves to our Earth. First the life

forms appear. The Ptiranas speak in veiled words
as to how sheath after sheath encloses the life

;

under the influence of the five forms of Avidyft
( Avidya, Asmita, Rftga, Dvesha and Abhinivesha)
we have the process of manifestation, till we find all

the forms of creation manifested on our Earth.

During; this process, the idea of multiplying go-
verns all beings. This idea breaks through the in-

nate inertia, the remnant of pralayic tendency with

which all beings start. This idea becomes refined

and is then called Pravritli, or Inclination, the

cle.sirc for objects; the world is then on the Pravritti

Marga, the Path of <

going forth."

Beings become materialised, and as they become

consciously separate their self-seeking tendencies

become very strong. Every such being forms a



live for enjoyment, and they care for the prese

only. The idea of separateness developes intelle

which works from the standpoint of individual^

This element is necessary in man
(

in order

bring- out his individual faculties, and to cultiva

them in such a way as will make the intellectu

development fairly complete.

But the idea of separateness becomes after

while a drawback to further progress. Man h;

gradually to transcend it. He has to recognise ti

Unity of all selves, and, in practice, to do even

thing- that helps to strengthen the recognition <

that Unity, and at last makes that recognitions

part of his life. This maybe called the
procej

of spiritual evolution, and man is then on
tHj

Nivrittf Marga, the Path of Return.

Lastly, Pralaya comes and the end of th

Brahm&nda.

During all but the latest stages of the Pravritt

that which favours separateness is RIGHT
and that which goes against it is WRONG.

Then follows a transition stage, preparing mar
to enter on the Nivritti MArga ; during that, anc
on the Nivritti Marga, that which favours the ten-

dency towards Unity is RIGHT, and that which
goes against it is WRONG.
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When the time of Pralaya _,
helps it wi ll be RIGHT, all that on-v -

WRONG.

Speaking generally, that which i -..

the stage of evolution which the world has r"
that which helps it onwards, i s RIGHT -

'thv
obstructs and hinders evolution is \vk.-v!-
the will of Lshvara points steadfastly to *:?-;-

good, and guides His universe towards , ^ ^

work with this will is to be in harnior.v -"

great movement of the world-system *^ *<

be carried on with the stream of ev ~; V

while to go against it is like heating a ~
;

:tn overwhelming current, which dashes ^5 ^ :

the rocks, bruises and wounds us. T.i
'

.

is to be at peace with ourselves ar.c :. r -

and is therefore happiness; to do -:-.::-

be at war with ourselves and with G;v.. v
therefore misery. Hence bad people ten,; :

come, after a time, discontented, irrltabX

satisfied, however outwardly favourable ::: .

their circumstances; while the good -,;-j

\vardly at peace and contented, ev-:; ;,v. : , :

outer circumstances are very unfavourable. I

again the essential fact is the -im :.
r

:,r
'

/:e

oi ishvara, being guided by the high^t -.vi-

and love, ever necessarily and cunsia:iti\" : :

to the highest good the more and ;;i ,rc :.::



evolution of the Jiva gives rise to that variety

of relations and situations between Jiva and Jiva,

out of which the actions arise to which the epithets
"
right" and "wrong" become applicable; and there-

fore the nature of "
right

" and "wrong
"
depends

upon the nature of the scheme of evolution to whict

the Jlvas concerned belong, and cannot be des-

cribed independently of that scheme.

We have gathered from the first part of this

work what evolution means. Generally speaking
a world-system has a life in the same way as c

single human being ;
and as a single human being

grows in physical life for the first half of his life-

time and decreases in respect thereof during the

second half, so too a world-system, a Brahm^nda

grows more and more material .during the firs'

half of its life, the Purvirdha or Prathama ParSrdhc
of the Kalpa, and more and more spiritual during
the second half or Dvitiya Parardha* thereof. Thi:

process from birth to death, from death to a highe.
birth, from that to a deeper death and thenc*

again to a still higher birth repeated endlessly i,
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the general plan of life and evolution. In our

own world-system, the process takes the shape
*

of a gradual descent of Spirit into the dense matter

of the mineral kingdom and a reascent therefrom

through the Arvaksrotas or the vegetable kingdom,
the Tiryaksrotas or the animal kingdom, the

Urdhvasrotas or men, and higher forms, into the

realised union of Mukti. Coming into still minuter

detail we find that amongst men the process

reappears as the descent of the primeval and

simple-minded childlike human races, governed
and guided by divine beings, through growth of

;,'
materialism and the sense of separateness, and

^i consequent selfishness and exclusivness in the

~"
| appropriation of the stores of nature and the gifts

of Providence, into the condition of ever- warring

tribes. Then a slow reascent therefrom, through

despotic and military government, to constitu-

tional monarchy and organised society, to reach at

I last those distant and happy times of universal

brotherhood when unselfishness and altruism shall

reign supreme, and men will see their common

unity far more than their separateness from each

other. Finally, in the individual Jiva, we see that

evolution, or the life-process, appears as the gather-

ing of experience and information in the first

}ears after birth, then the utilisation of that ex-

I perience for the founding of a family, then the



instruction of the new generation and the helping

of them to take up the life of the householder

themselves, and ultimately retirement from life

into Sannyasa and the peace of renunciation and

of a happy death.

Such being the general order of evolution, that

coui.se of conduct which helps it on is Right ;
all

else is Wrong. If we have to go to a certain place,

then all appliances that make the journey easier

-and help us to move forward in that direction are

good ;
all obstacles that make it more difficult

and retard onr progress are evil. If we had a

different goal, if we \vere desirous of going to a

place in the exactly opposite direction, then the

first-mentioned appliances, which would be taking
1

11 s away from our new goal, would become evil.

So long then as we are on the line of our present

evolution, the actions that help us forward on it are

good and right/ and the opposite ones evil and

wrong. And in order to find out what is right

conduct and what is wrong in any particular situ-

ation, we. must judge it according, to its condn -

civeness or otherwise to the particular end in view,
and judge the particular end again with reference

to its congruity with the general goal of human
evolution. Without such reference, it is impossible
to say what is right and what is wrong. With such

reference, on the other hand, we may map out easily



the details of our path in life and through evolution
and then we shall have at every step a standard
of ri|Tht and wrong by which to guide our actions.

These details have been supplied to us, out oi

their knowledge and compassion, by the ancient

Sages and Seers. They have left to U5 a complete
outline of the scheme of evolution of our world-

system, and have also left to us general rules for so

dealing with our own life and the lives of others,

not only of the human but also of the lo-.ver king-

doms that the advance of all Jivas through the

various stages of evolution, mineral, vegetable,

animal, human, celestial, &c., shall be made as easy
as possible. These general facts and rules are out-

lined in the various parts of this work.

For in.stance, the rules of the four Ash rarms are

dictated by the facts and laws of individual

evolution; and the rules of the four Castes by the

facts nnd laws of human evolution at large, in the

middle stage of law-governed state and social

organisation and division of labour.

The conditions of the four Castes and the four

Ashramas exhaust all possible situations in the

whole Hie of the present-day humanity, and the

S;mfit!ui;i Dharma therefore provides general rules

for all such situations, grouping them into general

classes,



are to be found everywhere, under other names

and forms it rnay be, but still in all the races of the

present day ;
and that they are not expressly reco-

gnised is in some respects productive of incon-

venience and waste of time and trouble, economi-

cally speaking, to those nations, even as over-

recognition and exaggeration are productive of

inconvenience and mischief here in India.

The natural conditions of the present evolution

unavoidably force upon humanity the relations of

teacher and student, ruler and ruled, producer
and consumer, master and servant, parent and son,

husband and wife, brother and sister, worker and

pensioner, employer and employed, soldier and

civilian, agriculturist and tradesman, layman and

priest, householder and recluse. The Sanitaria

i Dhanna, instead of leaving these relations to

[ vague and groping experiments, rationally orders
* and systematises them, and teaches generally

the duties "and virtues proper to each relation

and situation, with the injunction that the duties

and virtues of two different relations and situations



should never be mixed up together Indiscriminately,

for thus great danger and confusion result :

^SpsiS R^ SR: <K^fW F3TC5: I

1

11 Better to die in (the performance of) one's

own duty ;
the duty of another is full of danger."

If a king, in the exercise of his office, come to

behave as a merchant, and instead of exercising

the king's virtues exhibit those of the tradesman
;

if a judge, in the decision of a case, instead of being

guided by the virtue of justice, show active physi-

cal righting as a soldier, or compassion as a priest ;

if a priest, in his ministrations, behave as an exe-

cutioner; if one who should be a Brahmachclii or a

Grihastha in the ordinary course, should without

good special reason, become a Vanaprastha or a

Sannyasi, or vice-versa
;

if one who is fitted by na-

ture to be a soldier should become a merchant, or

one fitted for study only should take up the work

of agriculture then the whole economy of the

state and the nation would be more or less dis-

turbed.

What is right then in one situation is not right

in another; and the most general definition that

can be given of right and wrong is, that right

conduct is that which helps on a known scheme

of evolution, to its recognised goal", and wrong
conduct is the opposite,

l JJh(igai
m

a.d-C*$t&, iii. 35.



looked at from different points of view, take this

case. Two men come together : one confines the

other in a closed house by force, takes away all

liberty of movement from him, and also ail move-

able property he may have about him, and places

it in the possession of others '.vho help and obey
him. This act taken by itself, without any refer-

ence to previous facts, is wrong ;
it hinders the life

and evolution of the man confined and that of his

family and dependants ;
in fact it amounts to rob-

bery with wrongful confinement of an aggravated

character. But suppose that the man confined

had forcibly deprived a third person of some pro-

perty, and the man who ordered his confinement

wa.s a judge, and the closed house a public jail,

then the same act becomes the rightful imprison-

ment of a thief, and the removal of property from

his person a necessary act of prison-discipline, all

of which is perfectly right and even necessary, for

thereby the evolution of society and of the thief

himself is generally helped. But yet again, if the

imprisoned man had forcibly deprived the other

of property not belonging to that other but to

himself, property which that other had stolen, then

the action of the judge becomes wrong ag.iin, and
his order reversible on appeal to a higher judge.



It is the same on a larger scale in the larger life

of the world. The Purana^ say that in the begin-

ing of the world, when the immediate object was

to multiply the human population and engage it in

the life of the household, Daksha Prajapati created

certain classes of children, the Haryashvas, &c.

The Kishi Narada, whose duty it is to bring about

certain adjustments of good and evil forces and gen-

erally to promote the life of renunciation in our

world, commenced his work too soon, and persuaded
the Haryashvas to avoid the life of the household

and take up the life of the recluse. His action,

because of its inopportuneness, was found to be

wrong, and he was punished hy a curse under

which he himself had to be born in the animal and

human kingdoms and lead the life of the house-

hold with other Jlvas. So, again, in the earliest clays

of the race, the worship of Brahma, the em-

bodiment of Rajas and action, the cause of Sarga,

creation, was enjoined. Later on, the worship of

Vishnu, the embodiment of Sattva, Knowledge
and Love, the cause of Sthiti, maintenance, btcorneb

appropriate. In the last days of a cycle, the wor-

ship of Shiva, the embodiment of Tamas, Vairagya

or Self-Sacrifice and Renunciation, the cause of the

Pralaya, the dissolution of the material world, finds

place.

Thus we see that right and wrong arc always
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relative to the surrounding circumstances. If it

were necessary to define them generally, without

such reference, then the nearest approach to accu-

racy is to be found in the Samskrit verse which is

on the lips of all Samskrit-knowing Indians :

n

"
Vyasa has said but two things in the whole

of the eighteen Puranas : Doing good to an-

other is Puuya, (right) ; causing injury to another is

Papa (wrong)."

As a general rule, when one Jiva helps another,

makes him happy, then, whether he wish it conscious-

ly or not, that happiness comes back to him by
the law of action and reaction

;
this is expressed

by the rule that Punya brings happiness. Exactly
similar is the case as regards misery and PA pa.

The three processes of creation, preservation

and dissolution which have just been describ-

ed are based upon the three fundamental attributes

of the matter side of Nature, or Prakriti Sattva,

Rajas and Tamas. To begin with, we have pralayic
inertia due to Tamas influencing the matter, or

prakritic, side of Jivas. Then we have"kamic and
manasic activity, developing the Emotions and the
Intellect This is due to the prevalence of Rajas,
acting on the prakritic basis of Jivas. Lastly we
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have a tendency to free ourselves from distraction

from desires for objects, from selfish
pursuits, and

to attain calm, peace and bliss, whatever be the outer

surroundings at any time. This spiritual evolution
is brought about by the prevalence of Sattva in us.

Then, on the eve of Pralaya, Tamas overtakes us

once again.

Every man- has in him a predominance of Sattva
or Rajas, or Tamas, and his development depends

upon the relative proportions of each of these attri-

butes. When a man is predominantly tamasic

he is indolent, inactive, dull and ignorant.

He requres at first a lijasic development.

Anything that draws him out, attracts curiosity,

a.nd makes him active, is good and right for him.

The constant rebuffs and touches of joy that he

gets in his active life, the accumulation of painful

and pleasurable experiences, develop his intellect

Under r&jasic predominance, a man is eager

in material pursuits, his intellect soars high and

spreads wide, he goes backwards and forwards,

his cravings ever increasing, and his efforts to sa-

tisfy them take him through different intellectual

channels. Action becomes the rule of his nature,

self, the personal self, becomes the centre of all his

actions, like (Raga) and dislike (Dvesha) are the

motive powers which drive him in his actions.



the littleness of efforts directed towards me personal

sel f, the transitoriness of worldly aspirations, the u n -

rest and disquietude attending
1

all actions. He
takes a calm and broad view of all things. He
discriminates between the real and the unreal, the

lasting and the fleeting, the bliss eternal and the

pleasures of the moment He loves peace, calm,

and quietude.

IJvery man has thus his own evolutionary

stage, which is generally indicated by the cir-

cumstances attending" his birth, but more precisely

by the attributes which characterise him. Though
particular rules maybe laid down for the particu-

lar stages of development of a man, such as the

Varna and Ashrama rules of old, yet for the

average civilised man in general, some rules of

conduct may also be laid down, and tlie^e form

the general rules of Ethics.

We have now to see how on the basis above
sketched a Science of Conduct is built up, a Science

which cannot be overrated as to its importance.

For this Science of Conduct is, in truth, con-

sidering its relations to human happiness, the most
important study in many ways that can engage
human attention

;
and it is one which, to the youth,

is all-important in its bearing on his own future.

For character is that which tells most in -human.
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life, and on it chiefly depend both inner happiness
and outer success. We have already seen that

virtue and happiness are bound up together, and,
in the life of the world, character is that on which

lasting success depends. A man of a brilliant in-

tellect may carry all before him, for a time, but if he
be found to be a man of bad character, his fellows

cease to trust him and he falls into discredit In

every walk of life, character is the thing most sought
after and most trusted, and a man of good charac-

ter is respected and admired everywhere.

The time of youth is the time for improving

character, the time when the germs of vices can

most easily be eradicated, and the germs of virtues

can most easily be cultivated.

Each comes into the world with a character

made by his past, and he must work upon this

character, his self- created friend or foe. He can

work on it at the greatest advantage if he under-

stands clearly what he should aim at, and by what

means his aim can be reached. He needs to un-

derstand the roots of virtues and vices, to learn

how to distinguish one from the other, to learn

how to cultivate virtues and how to eradicate

vices, as a gardener cultivates flowers and eradi-

cates weeds. For each man has a garden in him-

self, and should learn to be a skilful gardener.

19



CHAPTER IV.

THE STANDARD OF ETHICS.

We have already seen that the measure use<

Ethics at the present stage of evolution, by wi-

the Tightness or wrongness of an action is deck

is the tendency of the action to promote o

hinder Union,

The whole tendency of evolution at the prei

stage is towards the assertion of the Unit3

all selves, is to seek the" one Life amidst the div

forms of life, and thus to follow the path

leads to Union, i. e.
y
the path of Truth.

The standard of Ethics is in other word:

unite and not to divide. We can unite b>
establishment of harmonious relations betwee r

the Jivatmas.

It may now be seen, why it is said in the

chapter that the object of morality is to t

about happiness by establishing harmoi
relations.

The "
establishment of harmonious relati

which is said above to be the work of Etl
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now seen to be the leading of the different parts
of the great human body to work in harmony with
each other. It is,no mere figure of speech that all

races of men, all nations, make up one great Man ;

It is a fact. Purusha," the Inner Man, the Self,
Is indeed Puru?hottama, the Lord, Ishvara Himself.'

But there is also the Purusha which is His body,
and this is Humanity as a whole, and each se-

parate being is a cell in that vast body. All the
troubles which make us -unhappy, the wars be-
tween nations and the quarrels between indivi-

duals, the poverty and starvation, the competition
and the crushing of the weak, and the countless

evils round us, are all diseases of this great body,
due to the parts of it getting out of order, and

working separately and competitively without a

common object, instead of working together as a

unity for the good of the whole.

The moral tendencies of man were classified

by Shri Krishna under two broad divisions Di-

vine qualities (Daivl Sampat) and infernal qualities

(Asuri Sampat).

Under Daivi Sampat, Shri Krishna placed the

virtues that go towards bringing about harmo-

nious .feelings amongst all beings, towards ac-

centuating a feeling of unity and friendliness, to-

wards securing peace and calm, in fact towards

carrying out the law of evolution in its entirety.
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vfiferr

Fearlessness, sattvic purity,
steadfast parsu

of wisdom, charity, control of the senses, sacnfic

study, austerity, uprightness,

Harmlessness, truthfulness, absence of ang<

resignation, peace of mind, avoidance of cato

pity for all beings, absence of greed, gentlene

modesty, absence of restlessness,

"
Energy, forgiveness,

endurance, purity,
fr

dom from hatred and from pride-these
are

who is born to the divine qualities,
O Bharata.

Under Asuri Sampat He placed all the oppo

vices-all that tends to divide the Jivatmas,
t

to accentuate the feeling of Egotism, of the se

rated self. He described as isuric those quali

which have their root in and grow out of the d

sion of separateness.
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"
Hypocrisy, arrogance and conceit, wrath and

also harshness and unwisdom, are his, O PSrtha,

who is born to the asuric qualities/
1

scrt

"
Self-important, obstinate, filled with the pride

and intoxication of wealth, they perform lip-sacri-

fices for ostentation, contrary to scriptural ordi-

nance.

" Given over to egotism, violence, insolence, lust

and wrath, these malicious ones ever hate Me in

the bodies of others and in their own.

"
Triple is the gate of this hell, destructive of

the Self lust, wrath and greed ;
therefore let a

man renounce these three."

The whole of Chapter XVI of the Bhagavad-
GitA should be carefully pondered by the student

in this connection.

1 JIM. 17,18, 21,



CHAPTER V.

VIRTUES AND THEIR FOUNDATION.

The establishment of harmonious relat:

means mutual sacrifice of the personal selves,

means that all beings should realise that they f

component parts of one Being, and that they n

all subordinate themselves to the life of that <

Being. Just as there are innumerable cells in

body, but each cell-life subordinates itself to

one life that pervades the whole body, so the

of every being is to be subordinated to the life

the Ishvara of the Universe. Different cells 1

different functions to perform, but each functioi

a part of the general function of the whole b<

As each cell has its fixed place in the body,

each being has a definite place in the Unive

There is one general life-current that pervades

beings, and the life of each individual has to c

form to the One Life, the life of the One i

fshvara. This is the limitation under which we

work, and this limitation is the law of our >

being ;
all beings are mutually linked to one

other, and the links impose mutual relations
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-mutual sacrifices. All beings are dependent on

one another, and they are all dependent on the one

great Life. This law of interdependence, of mutual

sacrifice, is known as Yajfta, and has already been

explained in Parts I and II.

Whatever actions we do, we ought to do them

for the sake ofYajfla. Thus only can we follow

the Great Law. If a man lives for self, and makes

an independent centre in himself, overlooking the

one great centre of the Universe, he creates bonds

for himself and suffers therefrom.

\

-The world is bound by action, other than

action done for the sake of sacrifice; with such

object, free from attachment, O son of Kunti, pel-

form them action."

We have seen that the different classes of beings

linked together in this universe are fwe:-the

Sevas, the Pitris, the ffhis, men and animals and

that sacrifices to these classes are a duty which

every man performing
actions is bound

_to
d

charge For when sacrifice is imposed by law,

there is :an obligation
to perform it, and hence the

performance
becomes a duty.
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In its exact ethical sense duty means an action

which is due, which ought to be done, which is

owed ;
it is an obligation to be discharged. Nature

is ever restoring disturbed equilibrium, and the

universal law of Karma, of action and re-action, is

the full statement of this fact. She is always

balancing her accounts. Duties are the debts a

man owes to his fellows, paid to discharge the

obligations under which he lies for benefits

received.

While five duties are mentioned for the purpo-
ses of the five Daily Sacrifices, three of these are

called the debts in a special and larger sense, as

permeating the man's whole life, They are the

, Ribi-Rinam. the debt to the $ihis ; the

Pitri-Rinam,, the debt to the Ancestors ;

the tsr-5K*SK, Deva-Rinam, the debt to the Devas.

: \

'

Having studied the Vedas according to the
rules, having begotten sons according to righteous-
ness, having offered sacrifice according to his power,
let him turn his mind to moksha."

The three twice-born Castes were directed to pay
these debts by passing through the three Ashramas

each

fiti, vi, 36.
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of which, it will be seen, answers to one of the above

three duties. The debt to the Ili?his was paid by
sreraRqr, adhyayanam (including sn^m*0 studying
the Vedas, serving the teacher in the Brahmachar-

ya-Ashrama and by teaching others
;
the debt to the

Ancestors was paid by rearing a family and dis-

charging the duties of G^rhasthya, including <$&,

dinam, charitable gifts ;
the debt to the Devas was

paid by T*R, yajanam, sacrifice, chiefly in Vanapras-
tha. Sannyasa, the fourth Ashrama, sums up the

three others on the highest level. For the youngest

caste, the Shudra, only Ugrsrr, shushrusha, service,

was prescribed as summing up all duties in a single

word. Looked at truly, service of the world inclu-

des all duties for the highest Sannyasi, for he has

nothing left to gain for himself. Thus the duty of

the youngest becomes also the duty of the eldest,

but in the latter case on a much higher level.

We may illustrate the idea of duty by the rela-

tion of father and son. The father received in

his childhood protection and care from his own

parents, and thus incurred a debt
;
he pays this

as parental duty to his son, to whom he, in turn, has

given a physical body, which requires from him
the fostering care bestowed on his own in his in-

fancy and childhood. The son, having received

his body from the father, has the duty of serving

him with that body, and is also incurring a debt
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during his helpless years to be paid in time to his

own children.

Now the quality which dictates the fulfilmenl

of a duty is called a Virtue; that which prompt*

the non-fulfilment, or violation of it, is called

Vice. Happiness in any relation depends on the

parties to the relation fulfilling their duties to eacl:

other ;
that is, on their practicing the virtues whict

are the fulfilment of the duties of the relation

Unhappiness in any relation results if one or both

the parties do not fulfil their duties to each other
.

that is, if they practise the vices which are the non-

fulfilment of the duties oi the relation. A fathei

and son are happy with each other if the father

shows the virtues of tenderness, protection, care for

the well-being of the son, and the son shows the vir-

tues of obedience, reverence and serviceableness. A
father and son are unhappy if the father shows the

vices of harshness, oppression, neglect, and the son

shows the vices of disobedience, disrespect and

careless disregard. If father and son love each

other, the virtues of that relation will be practised ;

if they hate each other, the vices of that relation

will appear. Virtues grow out of love regularised

and controlled by the righteous intelligence, that

sees more the unity of the Self than the diversity

of the Not-Self; vices grow out of hate streng-
thened and intensified 'by the- unenlightened intelli-
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gence, that sees more the separateness of the bodies

than the oneness of the Self.

Speaking of virtues and vices, of right and

wrong, of good conduct and bad conduct, we must
not forget, that in whatever way they may find

expressions in human 'conduct, they are all based
on Truth, which embodies the Law itself. Sacrifice

and duty follow the Law
;
the Law itself is an

expression of Truth. In fact fshvara Himself is

Truth. The Devas adoring the Divine Lord, when
He appeared as Shri Krishna, broke forth :

Rftc? ^^ i

n ll

l

" O True of promise, True of purpose, triply

True, the Fount of Truth and dwelling in the True,

the Truth of Truth, the Eye of Right and Truth,

Spirit of Truth, refuge we seek in Thee."

Thus Virtues have been called forms of Truth.

Bhishma describes them as follows :

* \

n
2

'Truthfulness, equability, self-control, absence

1 Vish nu -Bli&gcirata, X. ii. 26.

2 MahdbJidrata, Sli&nti Parva, clxii. S, 9.
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of self-display, forgiveness, modesty, endurance,

absence of envy, charity, a' noble well-wishing
1

towards others, self-possession, compassion, an

harmlessness surely these are the thirteen

of Truth."

Truth is that which IS. As Bhi^hma says :

"Truth is the eternal Brahman ....... ......Every-

thing rests on Truth."

All the laws of nature are expressions of Truth ,

i. *., they are the methods, the expressions of
the nature of That which IS, of the Truth ,

Reality, Being, the Self or Purusha manifesting:

amidst the limitations of the Not-Self, Untruth,

Non- Being, or Mulaprakriti. They work there-

fore with undeviating accuracy, with absolute:

justice and precision. To be true is to t>o
in accord with these laws, and to have nature*^

constructive energies on our side and working with
us. It is to be working with fshvara. The intel-

lect has the power of discerning what is from what:

is not, the power of discrimination, of seeing tbio

Real and the Unreal. Recognising the Real as
stable and permanent, it seeks to grasp it and thu. =

cultivates the virtues which are the forms of truth.

i ibid. 5.

'

.
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Untruth is that which IS NOT.

All vices are forms of "Untruth, even as all virtues
are forms of Truth. Hence the

overwhelming im-
portance of Truth, which is thus the foundation and
essential constituent of all virtues, rather than a

separate virtue to be taken by itself.

Truthfulness was in ancient days, the leading
characteristic of the Aryan, and is constantly
alluded to as a constituent in the heroic character.

Thus, when about to revive the dead child of

Abhimanyu, Shri Krishna says :

\

;: \\

" O L ttarft ! I speak not falsely, and this shall

truly come about Even now do I reviye this child
;

let all beings behold it.

" As I have never uttered an untruth, even in

l MaTidthdrata, Ashvamedha Parva, Ixix, 18, 19, 21, 22.
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play, as I have never turned back from battle, sc
~~

may this infant live. .
.

<( As I have never known dispute with Arjuna,

so by that truth may this dead babe revive.

"As truth and Dharma ever dwell in Me, so

may the dead child of Abhimanyu live."

Other heroes repeatedly make the same state-

ment :'" My lips have never uttered an untruth/*

Shrl Rama goes into exile for fourteen years in order

that his father's promise may remain unbroken,

Yudhtshthira refuses to struggle for his kingdom
before due time, because he has promised to remain

in exile.

The effect of these continually repeated precepts
and examples was to work into the Aryan character

a profound love of 'truth, and this has repeated 137

been noticed as a predominating feature of Hindu
character.

It must never be forgotten that no character can
be virtuous which has not truth for its basis, and
that no character can be base when truth is pre-
served unsullied. It is the root of all true manli-

ness, the glory of the hero, the crown of the vir-

tuous, the preserver of the family, the protection of
the State. Falsehood undermines alike the home
and the nation, poisons the springs of virtue.
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degrades and pollutes the character. The liar is

always weak and always despicable ;
scorn and con-

tempt follow him. For the building up of chaYac-

ter, truth is the only sure foundation.

Here, again, we come back to our basis of mor-

ality, and see why Truth is so all-important For

if it be carefully traced back, every untruth uttered

will be found to be ultimately connected with the

desire for a separate and exclusive existence, and

hence to arise from repulsion, separateness, hate,

while every truth uttered is ultimately connected

with the desire for the common and united life of

the one Self, the Real, whence all love proceeds.



CHAPTER VI.

BLISS AND EMOTIONS.

The life of fshvara permeates all beings

expresses itself as conciousness and bliss, ttat

the bodily limitation of these beings. The;
becomes more and more complex, the organ
come developed, so that the imprisoned liT^

assert itself more and more. It is the force c

that directs the development of all being*,

that force that breaks through the t^rnasic i

of the mineral form, and makes the mineral 3

more and more plastic and capable of receivi;

pressions from the outside. It is that" force

eventually makes a centre of Self in all being
developes faculties that digest the outside ij

sions and work them out into tendencies th.i
the character of man. Ideas of virtues ant*

thus arise, ideas of right and wrong, of go<:
bad.

The life force works itself out by impute*
ing bliss, and by the direction of the guiding
gence. We need not, in this treatise, gx>
back than the human stage of development
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impulses of man lead him indiscriminately to vari-

ous objects in pursuit of pleasure. But the rebuffs

of pain make him stop and think. Over and over

this happens in life. Over and over again the im-

pulses propel ; over and over again intelligence
checks. The impulses are thus restrained, directed

and refined. Bliss and intelligence act and react on

each other and constantly press man onward. One
becomes known as Emotion, the other as Intellect.

A man may progress continually : he may no longer

require a brain, he may no longer require the help
of propelling emotions, he may no longer require
some particular forms of intelligence and bliss

;.

but intelligence and bliss themselves form part
if his life

; they are aspects of the fshvaric life,

which he assimilates and calls his own, and they
ire inseparable from him.

Emotions lead a man outwards and make him

dentify himself with the things he sees around him.

3ut intellect forms a centre of I-ness, the centre

f a small circle of personality, forces all expen-
;nces to that centre, and judges all things from the

tandpoint of that centre. Intellect forms the bar-

ier of selfishness, which separates man from man,
'.11 at last by wider and wider knowledge, by

nowledge embracing the whole universe, the barri-

r is swept away, all mankind, nay all beings,

>rm one field, one circle; but the centre is then

20
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removed, and becomes the great centre of the Ur

verse, the centre of fshvaric existence ;
man ns.

above the Ahamk^ra tattva, the tattva that caus<

the limited sense of I-ness. . He plunges in1

Mahat, or the great tattva, and becomes the po

sessor of universal knowledge.

The emotions of a man, bound down to rt

personal self, find expression through the indriya

The indriyas rush out and bring back their exper

ences to the intellect of man. The experience

that cause harmonious vibrations are recorded b

the intellect as pleasurable, and those that produc

opposite vibrations are recorded as painful. Tl*

register is made in the memory of man, and into

lect proceeds to discriminate between what :

pleasurable and what is painful in the long rui

Emotions thus become trained. Likes and dislike

become the natural expressions of the emotion

under the guidance of intellect which has develop

ed Discrimination.

The senses become thus indissolubly wedded t

the mind, the emotions to the intellect, the indriya

to Mahat, and man becomes normally Emotional

Intellectual, or K^ma-M^hasic. This is essential!;

necessary at this stage of his progress.

Thus man likes in the beginning whateve

is sweet, and dislikes whatever is bitter. Bu
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^ricnce tells him that too much of a sweet

^ is :is bad as a bitter thing, Temperance in

^ becomes H normal emotion in a developed

<>'

\Vhat is sweet in the beginning becomes some-

t;
s bitter in the end

;
what is apparently sweet

, ;
meumes really bitter.

r fiprrow

II

l

That which at first is as venom, but in the

js as nectar ; that pleasure is said to be s^tttvic,

j
of the blissful knowledge of the Self

1

.

* That which from the union of the senses with

t

-

objects at first is as nectar, but in the end is

vcnoin
}
that pleasure is accounted r&jasic."

\s tliesc experiences are repeated, man learns

Ittnce, and prudence becomes a normal emo-

tn man.

fo rush out to do a thing on the first impulse

Lttimes brings on disastrous results. To lose

>cr brings more disharmonious than harmonious

; riet ir:es. .I
r
orbearance, Toleration, become

normal emotions in man,

i\$t&. xviii. 37, H8.
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Emotions, rightly directed by the intelligences,

are virtues. In the culture of emotions lies the
formation of a man's character, his ethical develop-

ment. Emotional culture is the highest culture of

man, and the training of likes and dislikes is his

best evolution. The man of cultured emotions is

propelled by them to do what he thinks right ;

becomes patriotic, he becomes philanthropic,

becomes compassionate, he becomes friendly to a.11

beings. His emotions become predominantly thoser

of Love, and he takes an ever wider and wider

range in the manifestation of that Love. Arid
when the barrier of personality is swept away,,
when the ahamkric mind becomes Manas, or
the reflection of the Universal Mind, the emotion s-

also break through the barrier of indriyas and
ascend to Buddhi, and reflect the life of fshvara.

within. Verily then the Trinity of AtrnS, RuddHf
and Manas becomes a Unity, and the man a.

Jlvanmukta.

We now understand why Ethical Science Js>

particularly concerned with the emotions, and
hence with the bliss aspect of fshvara.

There are many ways of showing why happi-
ness should follow right conduct, and unhappiness
wrong conduct, but they are all modifications of tine?

one essential reason, that, as there is but One .Self
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in
. all, to hurt or help another is virtually to hurt

or help oneself.

It is written in the Shruti :

4< Brahman is knowledge and bliss/

Over find over again the "
bliss of Brahman "

is

spoken of, and bliss is said to be His nature. In

fact the threefold nature of fshvara, of the Saguna

Brahman, is expressed in the epithet, Sat-Chit-

Ananda. Bliss is thus the very nature of the

Jwatma, since his nature is that of Brahman
; he,

too, is bliss. But we learn further that the Saguna

Brahman is f^3T spotless, and ^, pure.
2 Therefore

only the pure, the good, is of His nature, and is

compatible with His bliss. So then must the

essence of the Jivatma be purity, and it is written

of it:

(t Let him know it, pure and immortal."

Thus purity and bliss are of the nature of the

and are inseparable, for unity is purity,

and the feeling of unity is the feeling of bliss.

Brihaddrtinyakop., V". ix 28.

Mii-Mlti/in/)., II. ii. 9. The statement is repeated over and

over ajjjaiu.

.t II. vi. 7.



Each J!v2tm2 being of the nature of the one

Self it is ever, when embodied in a separate form,

seeking union with the Self in other forms. This

search for unity, for the bliss of union, is instinctive,

and results, when the union is found, in perfect hap-

piness. In this everyone is alike. Men differ in most

things, but in their longing for happiness they are all

alike. Every man, woman, boy and girl wants to be

happy. They seek happiness in many different

ways, but they all seek happiness. 'The Jiv^tma,

blinded by his body, chooses the wrong things very

often, but the motive of his choice is always the

same, the desire to be happy. It is his nature to

be happy, and he is always trying to express that

nature. Through the whole of his long pilgrimage

he is searching for happiness. This is his root-

motive, the object at which he invariably aims. If

he does a painful thing, it is in order to gain a

greater happiness. If he endures toil and discom-

fort, it is because the result of the toil and discom-

fort will be happiness. Happiness is his end ;

everything else is only means to that end. A life

of austerity and continued self-denial and suffering"

is embraced in the belief that it will lead to supreme
bliss. The whole of evolution maybe described

in the words
;

" A search for happiness.
5 '

Continu-

ally disappointed, with unwearying perseverance

man returns again and again to the search, until



at last he recognises that purity, wisdom, bliss, are

one and indivisible. Then he goes to Peace.

For purity, wisdom and bliss, Sat, Chit and

Ananda, are the very nature of tshvara, Hi* own
Self.

Thus Ethics leads us to the highest religion^ to

the realisation of the highest truths, and when

Ethics reaches its goal, the barrier between Ethics

and Religion vanishes away, Ethics becomes Reli-

gion and Religion Ethics. The goal of both is

Ishvara and fslivaric life. This is why the Hindu

ethical system is a branch of the Hindu Religion,

and why one cannot be separated from the other.



CHAPTER VII.

"SELF-REGARDING/' VIRTUES.

We have already seen that Ethics has as its

object the establishment of harmonious relations.

These relations are concerned with the surround-

ings of a man his home, city, nation, etc. and

also with his own body. Now the body of a man,

according to the scriptural teachings, is, as we have

seen, a complex one, consisting of several sheaths,

or koshas. It is enough to remember here that we
have the physical sheath, in which Prina functions,

the sheath of the indriyas or senses (the sensuous

or k^mic sheath), the mental sheath and the bud-

dhic sheath. Ethics concerns itself at present with

the physical, the kamic, and the mental sheaths.

For when the buddhic sheath is reached, man
becomes divine, and the present limit of ethical

teachings is crossed.

Ethical teachings have therefore reference to

the lower sheaths of a man's body, and to the

different classes of beings, who form his surround-

ings. The different classes of beings, as we have

already seen, are the Devas, the Pitris, the ?,i$his,
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men In general, and the lower animals, i.
<<?., beings

both higher and lower than man, as well as the

whole of mankind.

We have thus, in the first place, duties which
we owe to the sheaths of our own body, and in the

next place., duties that we owe to Devas, Pitris,

Rihis, mankind and the lower animals.

When the body becomes entirely harmonious

with the Self within, it becomes a true and subdu-

ed vehicle of the life of Atma, which is an aspect
of the life, cf fshvara.

When the surrounding universe becomes har-

monious with the Self within, the life of fshvara

flows out to the universe from the centre of the

Self. Man then becomes fully an expression of

the Law, the voice of fshvara, the sacred word

Pranava. Towards that goal we should all strive,

and to that goal ethics must lead us.

Now let us turn to our body, or bodies, if the

term be preferred.

First, the StMla Sharira. The physical body
must be kept clean and healthy. Cleanliness and

health mean harmony and order. Man is better

able to do work with a clean and healthy body,

He remains cheerful and bright. The diseased

man cannot give attention to work. He is uneasy

in mind. The disharmony and disorder of one
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sheath also react on the other sheaths of the man.

The body should be kept up by means of sat-

tvic food. For the food retains its essential mag-

netic properties
after its conversion into blood,

and produces corresponding
effects on the mdnyas

and the mind. The Bhagavad-GM says :

"The foods dear to the Sattvic, increasing

life, energy, strength, health, joy and cheerfulness,

are those that are full of juice,' oleaginous,
non-

volatile and heart-strengthening.

"Those dear to the Rijasic, causing pam,

depression and sickness, are the bitter, acid, saline,

over-hot, pungent, dry and burning.

-State and flat, putrid and corrupt, leavings

and unclean (things),
are the food loved by the

Tamasic.'-'

We have already seen that the higher evolution

is brought about by the predominance
of Sattva,

and that Sattva means harmony.



Secondly, the Sdkshma Sharira. The indriyas,.

Lrough the heredity of our past existence, are

j^ely guided by animal appetites, which are dis-

a ctly rjasic. We should therefore subdue our

^riyas. We may see, hear, smell, taste and touch,

t -t we should not ascribe our likes and dislikes

.,
the object of the senses. We must sense as a

gttter of course, but the sensing must not be vitiat-

l by personal likes and dislikes, which form a bar-

5 j- between ourselves and the external world and

harmonious relations impossible. Every
makes a world to himself, by means of

likes and dislikes. Thus many worlds are

fitted, each different from the other, and all

ifferent from the world as it is, the world of

;hvara. Men are jaundiced by the tint and

xitit of their personalities and, blinded by the dis-

ractions of Rajas, they do not see the Law, the

of fshvara.

53

Therefore our mind should not be guided by

tie indriyas, but the mind should be guided by

:$5 own discriminative faculty, and should then

.ubdue the senses.

The indriyas are divided into organs of per-

:option and organs of action (the latter belonging

o the Sthula Sharira) There is no harm done

:>y the perception of objects, if the perception



be not followed by likes and dislikes. Rftga and

Dve$ha drive us helplessly along, using the

karmendriyas for their own satisfaction.

1 Affection and aversion for the objects of sense

abide in the senses; let none come under the

dominion of these two
; they are the obstructors

of his way."

Affection and aversion, Raga and Dvesha, form

the desire-nature of man. This, emotional in its

origin, has to be controlled. The emotional na-

ture has to be purified. Raga is to expand Into

universal love. Dvesha is to be eliminated entirely

in personal relations, in relations between man

and man, between one being and another being:,

and is to be retained only as an abstract dislike

for anything that goes against the law, against

the will of fshvara. But this abstract dislike is

not at all to interfere with the universal love of all

beings. It is only to make a man strong in his

purity, in his rejection of all that is evil. He
should dislike evil ways, but not evil men.

The mind, when wedded to the indriyas, be-

comes rajasic. When wedded to' Buddhi, it

becomes sattvic. The mind of an average man
'

is

) iii, 34.
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normally rajasic at the present day. He should

make efforts to change it to sittvic.

We have already said that the mind should give

up personal likes and dislikes, Riga and Dvesha.

RSga and Dvesha form the impurities of the mind,

and when they are given up the mind becomes

purified.

There is another cioha, or fault, of the mind.

It gets distracted. It applies itself to a number

of outside objects. It runs away from this matter

to that matter, and- it can with very great difficulty-

be tied down to one. The mind is compared to a

chariot, ,

which is constantly being drawn away in

ten different directions by ten horses, which are the

ten indriyas. This Vikhepa, or distraction of the

mind, has to be checked. The mind has to be

concentrated, to be made one-pointed.

When the impurities and distraction of the

mind are removed, it becomes Sclttvic. Then it

reflects the Self within, and causes harmony and

bliss. This is harmony,with the Universe, or har-

mony virith the Divine Law as manifested in the

Universe. .

!

The first step towards removing distraction is to

deal with abstractions more than with concrete

objects ;
we must generalise truths, and come at last

to the highest Truth, the one Reality, fshvara, and
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grasp Him firmly. Then all the universe appears

as His manifestation, all works as His action, all

laws as His law. Varieties disappear. Diversities

fade away. Harmony prevails,

The. training oi the mind is man's most im-

portant duty, and next to this follows the control

of speech and actions. At the same time he must

not neglect his physical body. All the vehicles

forming his body must be controlled and made

.harmonious with each other.

The tenfold law, as laid down by Manu, gives

some of the characteristics needed :

u
Endurance, patience, self-control, integrity,.

purity, restraint of the senses, wisdom, learning,

truth, absence of anger, are the ten signs of virtue."

In briefer form :

*

II

2

"
Hnrmlessness, truth, integrity, purity, control

of the senses, saith Manu, is the summarised law

for the four castes."

Jtfa-iiusm.yitii vi. 92.

a Ibid, x. 63,
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In the Bkagavad-Gitd an exhaustive list of

these general characteristics is given :

11

l

"
Fearlessness, clean-living, steadfastness in the

Yoga of wisdom, almsgiving, self-restraint, sacri-

fice, study of the Shastras, austerity, straightfor-

wardness,

' l

Harmlessness, truth, absence of wrath, renun-

ciation, peacefulness, absence of crookedness, com-

passion to living beings, uncovetousness, mildness,

modesty, steadfastness,

"
Energy, patience, fortitude, purity, absence of

envy and pride these are his who is born with the

divine qualities, O Bh^rata."

Some of these virtues would fall into one or

other oi the three classes already spoken of, but for

the most part they belong to the Jiv&tm& as his

general expression of the love-emotion, and as the

balance of h?s own nature, the due control of his

energies.

tA. xvi. 1 3.
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The essential importance
of Truth has at

n dwelt upon. As a general virtue it appe

,

utter indispensability
is concentrated by

demand experience
of age, into short sayug^

as - Honesty is the best policy,"
" sPW ***

Truth alone prevails,
not falsehood."

The virtue of Self-control,
or Self-resent

tioned in each of the above quotations

general reining-in of all the
energy

.of the

desire-nature, and physical body, the hold

them all in due submission, so that each is a

or refused exercise at the vvill of the

rnan^

plies that the man is conscious of the dir

between himself and his lower upadhis,
*

more indenting himself with his lower natu

a rider identifies himself with the horse or

he is sitting.
The contrast between an un<

led man and a self-controlled man is ver>

like the contrast between a bad rider on

broken horse, and a good rider on a well

horse. In the first case, the horse rushes

carrying his helpless rider, plunges
violen

oives his rider a bad fall ;
in the other case,

sits easily, guiding the docile steed in any c

galloping
or standing still, leaping

or

every motion of the rider obeyed by the he

So necessary is self-control, that the te
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morality are
continually recurring to it, and enforc-

ing it Manu dwells on its necessity, and explainsthat action has three roots, and that control of
each generator of action must be gained.

"
Action is born of mind, speech and body."

Each of these, mind, speech, and body, must be
brought under complete control, and then success
is sure.

" He is called the holder of the Tri-dan^a in

whose reason these are fixed control of speech,
control of mind, control of body.

n

" The man who lays this triple rule (over him-

self) amidst all creatures, he verily dominates

desire and wrath, and goes to perfection."

Of these three, control of the mind is the most

important, as speech and action alike depend on

the mind. Manu says again :

rlti. xii. 3.

3 Ibid. 10. 11, llbid. 4.

21
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" Let the mind be known as the instil

Once let the mind be brought undei

and all else follows, but here lies the gres

ty, owing to the extreme restlessness of t

Arjuna placed this difficulty before Shr

5,OQO years ago :

^ fl SF

"
Verily the mind is restless, O Kfi$h]

tuous, strong, difficult to bend
;

I deem it

to curb, like the wind."

And no answer can be given to this,

answer given by the Divine Teacher :

" Without doubt, O mighty-armed, th<

hard to curb and restless
; yet verily,

Kunti, it may be curbed by constant pra

dispassion."

Only long-continued effort and per

can bring under control this restless vigor

and yet without this control man can

hagavad-G?td. vi. 31.

Ibid. 35.
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under the control of the Self"

=h ,^KM"pplness is seraredmat bhu Krishna makes happinessof the successful
austerity of the mind

But the most
disturb}ng Rrt Qf man!s"lb deSlreS

' ^-craving, never satisfied. In fac
.the more they are

gratified, the fiercer they grow

. ,.
'

quenched by the enjoy-
objects of desire

; ft on ly fDcreases furt ,

as fire with butter."
'"'"er

be Ied
d

eli

the ^"^ ""**^^^ mi"d must

^ Hid. xvii. l(>.

*
Ufanits-mfiti. ii 94,


